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, PREFACE

i

This, the Third Annual Report for NASA's Oceanic Processes Program,
provides an overview of our recent accomplishments, present

.- activities, and future plans. Although the report was prepared for
Fiscal Year 1982 (October 1, 1981 to September 30, 1982), the period
covered by th_ Introduction extends into March 1983. Sections
following the Introduction provide summaries of current flight
projects and definition studies, brief descriptions of individual
research activities, and a bibliography of refereed journal articles
appearing within the past two years. We hope you find the report
useful, and we would appreciate hearing from you in the event you have
any questions or co,_ents.

We would like to express our appreciation to all those individuals who
have contributed material to our report.

Wayne E. Esaias
Watson W. Gregg
William C. Patzert
Robert H. Thomas
William F. Townsend

W. Stanley Wilson

Oceanic Processes Program
Code EE-8
Washington, DC 20546
202-755-3054/5/6/7
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' SECTION I - I_ITRODUCTION "

The overall goals of the Oceanic Processes Program are (i) to develop
spaceborne techniques and to evaluate their utility for observing the
oceans, (2) to apply these techniques to advance our understanding of
the fundamental behavior of the oceans, and (3) to assist users with
the implementation of operational systems. We are working closely

; with the operational oceanographic community because many of the /
specific research questions being addressed by our program--when
answered--willhelp provide _n improved capability for the utilization :

, of spaceborne techniques for operational purposes.

The prcgram is organized into five components; they and their _
respective program managers are: (1) Ocean Circulation - Dr. William

• C. Patzert; (2) Air-Sea Interaction - Dr. Patzert (Acting); (3) Ocean
Productivity - Dr. Wayne E. Esalas; (4) Polar Oceans - Dr. Robert H.
Thomas; and (5) Oceanic Flight Projects - Mr. William F. Townsend.
Mr. Watson W. Gregg provides staff support to the group and its
leader, Dr. W. Stanley Wilson. During the past year, Dr. Patzert has _
replaced Dr. Lawrence F. McGoldrick, who has taken a position with the
Applied Physics Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University; Dr. Esaias
has replaced Dr. Kendall L. Carder, who has returned to his permanent
position at the University of South Florida; Dr. Thomas and Mr. Gregg
have assume(;previously unfilled positions.

Funds available to the Oceanic Processes Program in Fiscal Year 1982
amounted to approximately $17 million (M); this supported all of the
project and study activities noted in Section II (with the exception
of the separately funded Nimbus-7 and TIROS-N projects), as well as 95
specific research activities. The distribution of funding according
to institutionswas roughly as follows:

Jet Propulsion LAboratory $ 8.6 M

Goddard Space flight Center/ 3.4
Wallors Fright Facility

Langley Research Center 0.9

Academic Institutions 3.2 :

' MiscelIaneous (other 0.7
government & commercial)

On a project/study basis, the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX)
received about $B.3 M. For the 95 specific research tasks,

approximately $3.2 M went to 32 investigators at academic _i
institutions, $7.3 M went to 50 investigators at NASA Centers, and
$0.7 M went to 13 investigators at other government and commercial

institutions. In addition, _e Information Systems Office at NASA _
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Headquarters provided approximately $1.4 M for the Pilot Ocean Data
System at JPL.

Funds available in Fiscal Year 1983 will continue at the $17 M level,
while an increase to $18.2 M is anticipated for Fiscal Year 1984. For
those respective years, TOPEX is anticipated to receive something in
excess of $4 M.

Notable highlights for the overall Oceanic Processes Program during
this past year relate to Seasat and Science Working Groups. Although
Seasat as a project has been completed for over a year, its final
report, "Seasat Data Utilization Project Report," was published last
summer; it contains an extensive bibliography ranging from workshop
documents to refereed journal articles. Scientific analyses of Seasat
data have been underway and will continue for some time, the most
recent publication being a second dedicated issue of the Journal of

Geophysi.calResearch, March 1983, Volume 88 (C3), pp. 1529-I-01)_T.

Various Science Working Group (SWG) activities have been underway
during the past few years and are outlined in Table 1. The focus has
been on the definition of science questions addressabl_ by particular
oce_,_ satellite sensors and then on the corresponding performance
specifications for those same sensors. A summary of the more recent
SWG activities is given in Section II; written reports for each are
available from NASA Headquarters.

We have implemented the Pilct Ocean Data System (PODS) at JPL in
conjunctionwith Anthony Villasenor of the NASA HQ Information Systems
Office. This system provides a centralized data base facility ,which
will assist users in acquiring and managing the voluminous data sets
associated with satellite sensors. In Fiscal Year 1982 we archiv_d

data from the Seasat altimeter, scatterometer, and Scanning
Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) on the system, and installed
interactive terminals at six major oceanographic institutions. In
Fiscal Year 1983 we plan to acquire new data sets from the Coastal
Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) on Nimbus-? and the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on NOAA's TIROS, from which a correlated
time series will be produced. A Sea Surface Temperature Workshop will
utilize PODS facilities, and eventually data from the Special Sensor ,
Microwave Imager (SSMI) on the Air Force's Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) mission will be archived.

• Ocean Circulation and Air-Sea Interaction Prol)rams

The goal of the Ocean Circulation and Air-Sea Interaction programs is
to determine the general circulation, heat content and horizontal heat
flux of the oceons, and to develop an understanding of the ocean's ':
role in climate variability. Specific objectives are to determine the

: geostrophic and wind-drlven components of ocean circulation using 1

spaceborne observatlont_. Data from the planned TOPEX altimeter and
the Navy's Remote Ocean Sensing System (NROSS) scatterometer form the

I-2
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• basis of these programs. In order to provide a sound scientific
framework, we have emphasized both theoretical studies and in situ
ocean observing techniques to complement satellite data. N_rl-_'F
modelling studies are aimed at the eventual operational use of these
satellite products.

Significant accomplishments during Fiscal Year 1982 include: further
analysis of Seasat data sets to product the first global maps of mean
wind speed, wave height, mesoscale ocean circulation variability;
extraction of ocean tidal data for correction of topography and orbit
determinations; and determination of the local bathymetry near the
Musicians Seamounts frq_, altimetry data. A project to de-alias
scatterometer winds on Iv squares for 2 weeks of September 1978 is
nearing completion.

In cooperation with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the Office of Naval Research (ONR), we
produced an engineering and scientific program to advance the
technology and understanding of measurement systems on drifting buoys.
Known as DRIFTERS, the program will support TOPEX and the World Ocean
Circulation Experiment (WOCE)--an international experiment planned for
the late 1980's. Development is now underway on the following in situ
systems: a satellite-linked relay system to provide long-term
measurements of various physical properties of the interior ocean, a
cost-effective and well-calibrated Langrangian drifter, and acoustic
doppler current profilers. A bottom-mounted profiler was successfully
tested in the Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE), and shipboard
versions are being constructed.

In the area of modelling, advances include: incorporation of
sea-surface height data into dynamic models of upper ocean heat
content, construction of barocllnlc circulation models which make
optimal use of remotely sensed data, development of a Gulf of Mexico
model driven by altimeter topography data, and development of a local
tide model for determining lunar seml-diurnal tides on Lake Superior.
Theoretical studies for determining ocean circulation at depth from
surface data using advanced modelling techniques were developed.

An important component of our program is to advance our understanding
of physical processes in the alr-sea boundary layers. Parameters
include ocean surface waves, surface wind stress, and the ocean
surface current response to this stress. In wave research,
investigators developed non-llnear wave spectra for wind-generated
waves, a method for accurately determining ocean wave spectra from
Seasat Synthetic Aperture Radar ,'SAR) images, aircraft radar for
measuring the ocean wave directional height spectrum, and progress was
made on obtaining wave height and surface current from Seasat SAR
digital data. The SAR calibration study and Seasat SAR engineering
assessment w_re completed, and methods for parameterlzlng vertlcal

_: fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum of the air-sea interface were
: t dentt fted.
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Modelling efforts will continue to hold high priority in the Ocean
Circulation program in Fiscal Year 1983. Major thrusts include the
development of an equatorial circulation model, extending the tide ,
models to the North Atlantic and Indian Oceans, and increased support
for a NASA high speed vector processor to be used for large-scale
coupled ocean-atmosphe_ modelling. The completion of our forecast
impact studies will provide a preview of the future utility of
satellite data. The new in situ developm_u programs we have
sponsored for the past few years are near_7,_the testing phase. In
Fiscal Year 1983, the next generation prototype drifting buoy will be
built and field tested, a network of island tide and data collection
stations--already underway--will be developed and installed in the
Pacific, and further refinements and field tests will be conducted for
the acoustic doppler current profilers, both bottom-mounted and
self-contained.

Thrusts in Air-Sea Interaction will be to continue modelling and data
analysis programs in order to fully understand the oceanic wave
environment and its application to scatterometer and other radar data.
Development will continue on determining the ultimate accuracy of
surface wind measurements for the Seasat scatterometer data. Basic
ocean wave research will include: a comparison of surface contour
radar and short pulse radar techniques for ocean weve spectra
measurements for a fetch-llmited sea, development of analytic model
and laboratory studies to establish the contribution of breaking waves
to upper ocean dynamics, and development of an analytic non-Gausslan
statistical model for the wind-wave field. A conceptual study of the
feasibility for determining global ocean surface currents from
geostationary satellites will -ontinu_. Looking to the future,
projects include the definition of a shuttle radar ocean wave
spectrometer and advanced SAR techniques for high resolution ocean
wave surface measurements.

Ocean Productivit),Program

The long range goal of the Ocean Productivity program is to determine

the primary productivity of the oceans, its variability, how it i_
influenced by ocean circulation and the atmosphere, and how it in turn

influences the marine food chain, the rate of global CO2 uptake, and
climate. The specific objectives are to assess and improve the
accuracy of our capabilities to determine phytoplankton abundance and
primary productivity based on complementary satellite, aircraft, ship,
and in sltu observations. We are concerned not only with the
deveol'6_m_and unambiguous physical interpretation of remote sensing
techniques, but also with interfacing these techniques and data with a
comprehensive research program involving data collection, analysis and
interpretation.

Recent accomplishments in the area of observations Include:
establishment that the accuracy of chlorophyll concentrations derived
by the Nimbus-7 Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) is nearly equivalent
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• to that obtained from ship-borne sa_npling (+ 30%) for open ocean
waters, and demonstration of the capability and accuracies of
measurements of water attenuation, phycoerythrin and chlorophyll
fluorescence, and chlorophyll fluorescence efficiency using aircraft
laser remote sensing.

Both satellite and aircraft techniques were used by NASA and National
Science Foundation (NSF) Warm Core Ring investigators to establish the
distribution of chlorophyll and its temporal changes in and around
warm core eddies. These data were used to improve shipboard sampling
strategies and data interpolation. CZCS chlorophyll and AVHRR therma_

• data were used to observe circulation patterns and quantify current
velocities in the rings experiment in the same manner wind velocities
are derived from cloud measurements. We have seen significant
advances in the application of CZCS data in fisheries science;
albacore tuna catch and anchovy spawning success were correlated with
CZCS-derived chlorophyll patterns off the west coast, and off the east
coast CZCS data were used for marine ecosystem classification. The
processing of raw data to level one products has been streamlined to
the point where output rate is slightly greater than collection rate
(280 scenes/week). This should decrease the amount of backlogged
data.

Major thrusts in Fiscal Year 1983 include further streamlining
satellite data processing, and increasing the access;bility of CZCS
data. This includes the development of correlated color and
temperature time series for selected U.S. coastal regions.

_ Development of algorithms for addressing turbid waters continues,
aided by the refinement of sensor calibratiun correction schemes.
Application of laser technology for aircraft, shipboard and towed
platforms will continue, along with research aimed at exploring
measurements of fluorescence yield to improve estimates of biomass
specific productivity. A workshop to intercompare various satellite
sea surface temperature measurements is underway, and work continues
on the accuracy of laser Raman and Brillouin scatter techniques for
temperature and salinity. Greater attention will be given to
theoretical modelling to address specific regibnal phytoplankton
dynamics problems and the interfacing of data sets from complementary
platforms.

Polar Oceans Program

The goals of this program are to use spaceborne sensors to determine
+ the characteristics of the polar sea ice cover, and to understand how

sea ice is influenced by, and in turn influences, the atmosphere and
ocean. Our immediate objective is to improve our capability of
measurir,g from space the extent, type, movement, and surface
characteristics of the sea ice cover. This involves detailed dnalysis
of existing data from Seasat and the Nimbus series of spacecraft,
airbor_ testing of new sensors, and collection and analysis of ground
truth data from the ice surface. In addition, we are supporting

I-5
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modelling programs which address two distinct problems--improvement in
our understanding of remotely-sensed data, and large-scale modelling
of sea ice behavior. A major component of the program is to develop
and assess interpretive algorithms for translating passive microwave
data into estimates of sea ice concentratt on and surface
characteristics. The multi-frequency SMMRon Nimbus-7 and SSMI on an
upcoming Dt4SP mission show greatest promise, and data from these
sensors have broad applications in both the scientific and the
shipping community. Consequently, our studies are closely coordinated
with associated NOAA and ONR research, and with Canadian
i nvestt g_tors.

During the past year we completed the analysts of ESMR(Electronically
Scanned Microwave Radiometer) passive microwave data over Antarctic
sea ice, and we cooperated with Canadian scientists in an extensive
Arctic fteld program. The field program yielded near-surface
measurements of microwave radiation and radar backscatter, which can
be related to simultaneous observations o_"_ ice characteristics. We
have initiated a study to ensure rapid translation of SSMI data into
sea ice parameters. Easy availability of these data to the research
community will be achieved by prompt archival in the Pilot Ocean Data
System (PODS) at JPL. We have also begun a study into potential
scientific applications of SAR data from the European Space Agency's
ERS-1 (ESA's Remote Sensing Satellite) over the Beaufort and Bering
Sea regions collected by a proposed NASA receiving station at
Fairbanks. Our sea ice modelling program has provided an insight on
how the SVeddell Polynya forms, and efforts are underway to incorporate
a realistic model of the upper ocean. The SLUR, SAR, altimeter and
scatterometer aboard Seasat each provided data that are affected by
sea ice, and we are investigating the potential for enhancing data
interpretation by tntercompartng results from all these sensors.

During Fiscal Year 1983, we plan to continue these programs, and we
shall publish an atlas of Antarctic sea ice for 1973-76 based on ESMR
data. Conclusions of the SSMI and ERS-1 SAR study groups wtll also be
published. In a_dttton, we shall obtain surface and airborne passive
microwave data during the Bering Sea MIZEX (Marginal Ice Zone
Experiment) in conjunction with surface measurements of ice
characteristics by ONR-funded researchers. Vie shall also examine
detatled characteristics (floe size, lead orientation, and ice motion)
derived from Seasat SAR imagery. Over the long term, we aim to refine
the interpretation of passive microwave data sufficiently to permit
archival of a self-consistent tlme series of sea ice parameters
derived from Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP SSMI data. Vieshall continue to
investigate the interactions between sea ice and the atmosphere and
oceans, and much of this work wlll involve modelling studies. A major
thrust will be towards acquisition of future SAR data from ERS-I and
from the proposed Canadlan Radarsat. Thls wlll requlre both
fundamental research into radar backscatter signatures from sea ice
and detailed planning of a SAR receiving station in Alaska.

I-6
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Oceanic Flight Projects

The objective of the Oceanic Flight Projects effort is to develop and
evaluate concepts for major flight experiments and supporting
instruments that meet the observational requirements of the Oceanic
Processes Program. Our majur flight projects include TOPEX, which
will support the needs of our Ocean Circulation program, the NROSS
scatterometer, which will support the needs of both the Ocean
Circ,Jlationand Air-Sea Interaction programs, _nd an Ocean Color
Imager (OCI) to support the Ocean Productivity program. During Fiscal
Year 1982, we developed a significantly lower cost mission
implementation approach for TOPEX with only minor impact on
performance. We also established the technical feasibility of flying
a scatterometer on NROSS and the OCI on NOAA's operational
meteor_)logicalsatellite series (TIROS). Implementation approaches
for both have been developed. Finally, we initiated the development
and d_monstration of an Advanced RF Tracking System (ARTS) that would
utilize the Global Positioning System (GPS) to provide sub-decimeter
quality orbit determination for TOPEX.

Areas of emphasis for Fiscal Year Ig83 include initiating Phase B type
detailed definition studies of TOPEX with industry in preparation for
a possible Fiscal Year Igll5new start and initiating the development
and demonstration of the 2-channel, high precision radar altimeter
system capability planned for TOPEX. We wlll also refine the
implementation approach and cost of flying a scatterometer on NROSS
and an OCI on TIROS. Consummation of Joint agreements with the Navy
and NOAA, respectively, are required and are in process. Both are
candidate Fiscal Year 1985 new start initiatives. The ARTS
development and demonstration activity will continue, potentially
leading to the successful completion of short baseline testing this
coming summer.

National and International Coordination

In the area of interagency coordination, aspects of the Oceanic
Proce,.ses Program have been addressed during this past year by the
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and the National Advisory Committee
on Oceans and Atmosphere (NACOA). A little over a year ago the NAS's
Space Science Board/Committee on Earth Science published a report
entitled, "A Strategy for Earth Science from Space in the lgSO's--Part
I: Solid Earth ano Oceans." At the present time they are working on
Part II which will address spacecraft observations for the cryosphere.
During this past year the NAS's Ocean Sciences Board published a
report entitled, "Two Special Issues in Satellite Oceanography: Ocean
Dynamic= Jnd Biological Oceanography." The executive summary has been
reproduced below:

Satellites can provide unique, global data that, in
combination with other in sttu data. are ltkely to

I-7
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result in majo- advances in the ocean sciences.
The two ocean-sclence fields most likely to be
advanced through the use of satelllte-acquireddata
are ocean dynamics (global ocean circulation) and
biological oceanography.

The highest priorities for a study of ocean
dynamics from space are to measure the spatial and
temporal variability of sea-sur'-ce elevation, to
measure the mean sea-surface ele_dtion relative to

the geoid, and to determine the wind stress overp

the ocean. Such measurements are feasible orllyby
using satellite technology, are required globally
and at frequent intervals, and should last at least
3 to 5 years. Substantial supp_=mental in sltu
measurements will be needed in order to in_rpr-'_'e'_
and study the satellite data adequately.

Understanding of important processes in biological
oceanography can be advanced sigr,ificantly by the
application of satellite and other remote-sensing
technologies via a coherent, long-term (5-IO years)
program. A combined color/temperature scanner is
an essential element of such a program.
Supplemental aircraft-based and in situ sensors
will be required in order to utilize and interpret
the satellite data adequately.

., During this past year, NACOA examined needs for a national civilian
ocean sensing satellite program, and issued a position paper from
which its summary has been reproduced below:

The National Advisory Committee on Oceans and
Atmosphere (NACOA) strongly urges the United States
to commit itself to a national civilian ocean
sensing satellite program and provide the resources
necessary to proceed expeditlously with Its
development.Major,and potentially revolutionary,
advances In the scientific understanding of ocean
processes can provide significant benefits to
public safety and our economy. Such advances
cannot occur without the contribution of global and
synoptic observations from ocean sensing
satel IItes.

The program concept to tmpl ement NACOA's i,
recommendation should not be comprised of a spec;Jl
and independent series of satellites for carrying
ocean measuring sensors. Rather, the program would
consider the sctenttftc requirements and
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incorporate relevant sensor needs into a national

satellite effort integrated with other civilian
satellite efforts. It woula take into account and

complement scientific information available through
military satellite sensors as well as those of
other nations. At present, however, a decision for
a national program start--civilianor military--has
been deferred until 1985. At the same time,
several foreign efforts are underway, and we risk, _'
not only a decay of our scientific leadership and
potential benefit, h,Jtthe loss :, another field of
technological leadership and opportunity to other

._ nations.

NACOA is concerned that cutbacks in scientific

ocean research in the interest of economy might
prove to be uneconomical and harmful to United
States interests now and in the future.

In the area of international coordination, we continue to work with
both the Joint Scientific Committee (JSC) and the Committee for
Climate Change and the Oceans (CCCO), the work being focused on the
determination of the role of the ocean in climate as part of the World
Climate Research Program (WCRP). Organizationally, JSC falls under
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the International
Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), while CCCO falls under the
IntergovernmentalOceanographic Commission (IOC) of the United Nations
Education, Scientific, and Cultural OrganiTation (UNESCO) and the
Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR) of ICSU. One
principal component of the WCRP upon which we have centered our
attention is the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE). Our
potential contribution to WOCE would involve the utilization of
satellite techniques (such as altlmet_,_/and scatterometry, discussed
in Section il) to assist in a determination of the general circulation
of the oceans, its effect on the redistribution of global heat, and
the resulting influence on atmospheric climate.

TablP 2 outlines n_tional and interndtional ocean soacecraCt
activities for the next decade, which are at various levels of
planning and development. We are exploring potential areas of mutual
interest with sponsors of these spacecraft. We are particularly
interested in determining the extent to which it might b_ appropriate
for us to pursue cooperative work. Depending on the needs of our
community, we wlll be investigating options for obtaining access to
data from these spacecraft and, for certain of them, the possibilities

for flying one of our ocean sensors.

In conclusion, we would 14ke to bring attention to _ meeting of the
Ocean Prlnclpals Group which the _ASA Adminlstratcr, Mr. James X. _
Beggs, hosted this past July 13. (The Ocean Principals comprise the
heads of the various ocean-oriented agencies.) At thts fmeetlng Mr.

.
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Beggs discussed with agency heads the need to identify mutual
. requirements of observations of the oceans and to develop a

coordinated program to meet them. Navy, NOAA, NSF, and NASA, in the
meantime, have been planning eleT_lentsof _uch a program. NROSS (a
Navy program utilizing a NOAA bus and NASA scatterometer), the
NASA/NOAA Ocean Colo_ Imager (NOAA satellite, NASA instrument),TOPEX,
and the NASA add-on to the NOAA Alaskan station for direct readout of

the $AR aboard the ESA's ERS-1 satellite are facets cf the program.
To assist in preparation of the NASA Fiscal Year ij85 budget, Mr.

i Beggs has issued an invitation to the heads of _lavy,NOAA, and NSF to
meet with him this spring (late April/early May) so that he can see
how well these elements meet agency requirements and the role that
each agency plays in developing such a coordinated program.

I
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ACRONYMS

(to accompany Table 2)

ALT ALTIMETER

CNES FRANCE'S NATIONAL CENTER FOR SPACE STUDIES

CS COLOR SCANNER

DMSP DEFENSF MFTEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM

ERS-I ESA'S REMOTE SENSING SATELLITE #I AND JAPAN'S
EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE #I

ESA EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY

GEOSAT GEODETIC SATELLITE

GRM GEOPOTENTIAL RESEARCH MISSION

IR INFRARED RADIOMETER

MOS-I MARINE OBSERVATIONAL SATELLITE #I

MR MICROWAVE RADIOMETER

NOSS NATIONAL OCEANIC SATELLITE SYSTEM

NROSS NAVY'S REMOTE OCEAN SENSING SYSTEM

SAR SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR

SCAT SCAIIEROMETER

TOPEX OCEAN TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT

1-13
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SPACEBORNE OCEAN-SENSING TECHNIQUES
(to accompany Table 2)

ALTIMETER - a pencil beam microwave radar that measures the distance
between the spacecraft and the earth. Measurements yield
the topography and roughness of the sea surface from which
the surface current and average wave height can be
estimated.

COLOR SCANNER - a radiometer that measures the intensity of radiation
emitted from the sea in the visible and near-infrared

bands in a broad swath beneath the spacecraft.
Measurements yield ocean color, from which chlorophyll

• concentration and the location of sediment-ladenwater
can be estimated.

INFRARED RADIOMETER a radiometer that measures the intensity of
radiation emitted from the sea in the infrared band in a

broad swath beneath the spacecraft. Measurements yield
estimates of sea surface temperature.

MICROWAVE RADIOMETER - a radiometer that measures the intensity of
radiation emitted from the sea surface in th_ microwave
band in a broad swath beneath the spacecraft.
Measurementsyield microwave brightness temperatures, from
which wind speed, water vapor, rain rate, sea surface
temperature, and ice cover can be estimated.

SCATTEROMETER - a microwave radar that measures the roughness of the
sea surface in a broad swath on either side of the

spacecraft with a spatial resolution of 50 kilometers
Measurements yield the amplitude of short surface waves
that are approximately in equilibrium with the local wind
a_d from which the surface wind velocity can be estimated.

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR a microwave radar similar to the

scatterometer except that it electronically synthesizes
the equivalent of an antennae large enough to achieve a
spatial resolution of 25 meters. Measurements yield
information on features (swell, internal waves, rain,
current boundaries, and so en) thdt modulate the amplitude
of the short surface waves; they also yield information on
C,e position and character of sea ice from which, with
successive views, the velocity of sea ice floes can be
estimated.

1-14 _
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SECTION II - PROJECT AND STUDY SUMMARIES

: Project/Study Name Author Page

Present Flight Projects

Nimbus-7 Observatory Albert J. Fleig II-2
(CZCS and SMMR)

TIROS-N/NOAA Joel Susskind 11-4

Requirements Studies for Future Flight Projects

Altimetry Carl Wunsch II-6

< Color Radiometry John J. Walsh If--7

In Situ Data Collection Russ E. Davis II-8
Systems

Synthetic Aperture Radar Gunter Weller I[-9
(SAR)/Sea Ice

Scatterometry James J. O'Brien !I-11
c

Microwave Radiometry/ Norbert Untersteiner II-13
Sea Ice

ImplementationStudies for Future Flight Projects

TIROS-N Scatterometerand Charles E. Thienel II-14

Ocean Color Imager

Ocean Topography Experiment Charles A. Yaaarone II-16
(TOPEX) Robert H. Stewart

Ocean Scatterometry Program/ Fuk K. Li II-18
NROSS Accomodation Study

ERS-I/SAR Charles Elachi II-Ig

Pilot Ocean Data System J. Charles Klose II-20
(PODS)

, !
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NIMBUS-7 OBSERVATORY

Dr. Albert J. Fleig, Jr., Project Scientist, GSFC

: Code 910.2, Greenbelt, MD 20771, 301-344-9136

! The Nimbus-7 Observatory Satellite, launched on October 23, 1978,

carried two (2) instruments which provide measurements applicable

to research into oceanic processes: the Coastal Zone Color Scan_er
(CZCS); and the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR).

Both instruments have provided continuous measu:-ements since

initial activation and have exhibited no serious degradation in

performance as of the end of the fourth year of operation.

COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER (CZCS)

Ed Szajna, GSFC, Code 910.2, 301-344-6979

The objective of the CZCS experiment is to determine the contents

of water quantitatively over large areas in short periods of time.

CZCS discriminates between organic and inorganic materials in open

water, determines the quantity of the materials in the water sample

and identifies organic particulates, such as various types of red
tide organisms.

CZCS collects approximately 15,000 two-minute scenes per year of

screened data after deleting scenes with excessive cloud

contamination. There are approximately 20,000 scenes of Level-1
(Calibrated Radiance Tape) data archived with the NOAA

Environmental Data Information Service (EDIS). Level-2 products

have been produced and archived for 300 of these scenes. Many
"Sea-truth" cruises have been conducted with coincident Nimbus-7

over pass data collected and validation studies performed. These
show that pigment and diffuse attenuation coefficients calculated

from CZCS measurements are well within the accuracy goals set for

all but cases of high pigment concentrations for Level-2 products.

Archival of the Level-1 products for the first year of operation

was completed in June 1982, and the second year will be completed
in September 1983. Level-2 products for 500 scenes selected from

the first three years of data will be available by Apil 1983.
Additional Level-2 products are planned in subsequent years. An

atlas will be prepared and archlved in EDIS in 1983 with commentary

on selected Level-2 scenes for U.S. coastal waters and open ocean
areas.

Several significant contributions to both oceanographic and

atmospheric optics have been published as has a Nimbus-7 Data Plan,

Nlmbus-7 User's Guide, and a CZCS data catalog.

=.
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SCANNING MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SMMR)

Paul Hwang, GSFC, Code 910.2, 301-344-9137

Sea surface temperature, water vapor and wind speed over oceaas,

sea ice concentration, multi-year ice fraction, and a "snow

parameter", all derived from SMM9 measurements, are now available

from the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC).

Based upon Intercomparisons between several data months of SMMR
retrieved parameters and conventional surface measurements ova _

open ocean areas, the rms accuracies for the ocean/atmosphere

parameters are as follows: sea surface temperature, ± 1.6K;

atmospheric water vapor, _ 0.25 gm/cm2; and near sea surface wind
speed, ± 2.5 m/see. Due to the relatively large sensor "foo_prlnt"
(150 km) and the effects of land contamination, the sea surface

temperature measurements are restricted to areas more than 600 km
from shore. Sea ice concentration and multi-year ice fraction

algorithms meet their prelaunch goals of + 5% accuracy for ice

concentration and ± 155 accuracy for multi-year ice fraction.

The data is available in computer compatible tape and hard copy

picture formats. A Nlmbus-7 year I, Level II Data Userts Guide

will be available in June 1983.

Upgrading of the geophysical algorithm 13 being done as data is

being valldsted. The callbration procedure is being upgraded and

will be implemented for the processing of year 3 data.

Data for 1980 and 1981 will be arehived by November 1983.
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TIROS-N/NOAA SERIES

Dr. Joel Susskind
Code 911

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

(301) 344-7210 or FTS 344-7210

Project Objectives: i) To provide spectral radiometrlc infor_natlonfor
more accurate sea surface temperature mapping and day/night cloud
cover information. Also to provide higher accuracy and yield of
atmospheric vapor soundings over the oceans. 2) To provide a rem_te
platform location and data collection capability over the oceans.

Instrumentation:
I) A6Vanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)

This scanning radiometer C¢-c_annel on NOAA-6 and 5-channel on
NOAA-7) provides stored and direct readout of radiometric data.
The fifth channel was added to NOAA-7 to account for boundary layer
water vapor and thereby increase the accuracy of sea surface
temperaturemeasurement in the tropics.

; 2) TIROS O_,erationalVertical Sounder (TOVS)
This sounder con._istsof three instruments: a High Resolution
ir,frared Radiation Sounder (HIRS/2), a Stratospheric Sounding Unit
(SSU), and a Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU). These instruments will
provide better temperature and humidity soundings than previous
sounders: the MSU measures the atmospheric temperature even in the
presence of clouds. In addition, other parameters such as sea/land
surface temperature, sea ice extent, and cloud cover can be
determined from these sounders.

3) ARGOS/Data Collection System (ARGOS/DCS)
This system, provided by France, is designed to locate, collect
and relay data from free-floating balloons, buoys, floating ice
platforms, remote weather stations, etc.

4) Space Environment Monitor (SEM)
The objectives of the SEM are to determine the energy deposited
by so:ar particles in the upper atmosphere and to provide a solar
warning system.

5) Search and Rescue (SAR)
SAR will be launched OF,NOAA E. Its purpose is to receive and
locate distress signals from ships and planes.

Current Status: NOAA-7 (launched in 1981) replaced the origlnal
TIROS-N (launched in 1978). Thl- satelllte operates concurrently with
NOAA-6 (launched in 1979). The NOAA-7 is in a 1430 LST ascendlng
orbit, while NOAA-6 is in a 0730 LST descending orbit at the equator.

' Both are In sun-synchronous orblts at an average altltude of
approxim._tely830 km, with orbital periods of 102 min. NOAA-6 will be
replaced by NOAA E sometime after March 1983. NOAA E, llke NOAA-6,
contains the four channel AVHRR.
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Data Availability: Data from the AVHRR are available in 4 modes: I}
Direct readout to APT grou,ld stations, 2) Direct readout to HRPT
ground stations, 3) Global o_board recording readout to NOAA-NESDIS at
Suitland, MD, and 4) Readout of onboard recording selected highest
resolution (LAC) data AVHRR and TOVS data are .rchived at NOAA/SDSD,
World Weather Building, Camp Springs, MD. lhe data are available in
two forms: level Ib calibrated radiance data, and level II retrieval
products data, from February 1979 to present. Both tapes and picture
imagery are available on request.
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ALTIMETRY
Dr. Carl Wunsch

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

: _mbridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-5937

Under the title Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX), NASA
has been studying the requirements and impiications for future
altimetric satellite missions. The studies have been based upon
experience obtained with altimeters flown previously on the
GEOS-3 and SEASAT missions (collectionsof papers describing
results of these missions may be found in Journal of Geophysical

Research, 84, B8, 1979 and 8__77,C5, 1982).
From these studies, it is widely recognized that high

accuracy and precision altimeters flown on satellites in appro-
priate orbits have major (possibly revolutionary) implications
for marine geodesy, marine geophysics, physical oceanography and
for certain operational purposes. The major impact of future
appropriate missions would be in the physical oceanographic area-
for the first time, oceanographerswould be able to observe and
understand the global ocean circulation and its changes, Such
observations would have immediate consequences for the under-
standing of global climate and its changes, for understanding the
oceanic reaction to the increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide,
for understanding and predicting fisheries and the routes of
dispersal of radioactive wastes. In addition, there would be
immediate military and civilian operational benefits (e.g. in
the areas of wave and acoustic forecasting).

In order to take advantage of an altimetric mission, the
internationaloceanographic community has begun formulating a
major global experiment - the World Ocean Circulation Experiment
(WOCE). This program has the ambitious goal of establishing a
global ocean observing system, of _._hichone or more altimetric
satellites would be the center-pieces. It is envisioned to occur
over a 5 year period beginning in the late "980's.

A complete study of the requirements for an altimetric
mission has been completed (TOPEX Science Working Group, 1981).

" Engineering of a mission design has also been finished and the
project now awaits NASA management go-ahead to construct and fly
an appropriate satellite. In parallel with these studies, work
continues on analyzing the SEASAT and GEOS-3 data sets in order
to understand best how to use altimetry data and for the best
design of WOCE. Studies published or in press demonstrate the
determination of the marine geoid, of the large scale dynamic
topography of the ocean, of the variability and the variability
spectrum of the mesoscale in the ocean.
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COLOR RADIOMETRY

John J. Walsh

: Oceanographic Sciences Division

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973
516-282-3133

As a result of the launch of the Nimbus-7 Coastal Zone

Color Scanner (CZCS) in October 1978 and the subsequent pro-

gress with data analysis, it is now possible to determine

ocean chlorophyll concentrations fro_. space to better than

: ±30_ of i__nnsit___._uvalues in waters of little sediment or humic

matter. The Satellite Ocean Color Science Working Group was

established in October 1981 to consider the scientific uti-

lity of repeated satellite measurements of ocean color. The

Working Group consists of J. Walsh, Chairman (Brookhaven

National Laboratory), W. Barnes (Goddard Space Flight Center),

O. Brown (University of Miami), K. Carder (University of

South Florida), D. Clark (National Environmental Satellite

Service), W. Esaias CNational Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration), H. Gordon (University of Miami), R. Holyer (Naval

Ocean Research and Development Activity), W. Hovis (National

Environmental Satellite Service), R. Kirk (Goddard Space

Flight Center), R. Laaker (National Marine Fisheries Service),

J. McCarthy (Harvard University), M. McElroy (Harvard Univer-

sity), J. Mueller (Naval Postgraduate School), M.J. Perry

(University of Washington), and R. Smith (University of

California). During 1981-82, the Working Group met 3 times

to discuss major scientific problems which may b_ addressed

with the use of future ocean color sensors from space-craft.

The results of these activities are being published by the

Goddard Space Flight Center as a report, The Marine Resources

EXperiment (MAREX) Program, which will be available in early

1983. The consensus of the Working Group was that signifi-

cant questions and problems concerning the amount of global

primary productivity and its fate in terms of fishery yield

or carbon storage of the ocean could be addressed and solved

with a combination of future measurements from satellites,

planes, moored instrumentation, and ships in a series of

multidisciplinary experiments. The Working Group ks now ex-

amining past CZCS data sets in order to specify in more de-

tail the sampling design, logistics, and data reduction

requirements of such experiments.
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IN SITU DATA COLLECTION SYSTEMS

Russ E. Davis

Scripps Institution of Oceanography

La Jolla, CA 92093

(619) 452-4415

The In situ Ocean Science Working Group was established to address the

following questions:

i. What are candidate problems and experiments that can be

studied using satellite relay of in situ data and the

satellite location of its souz_e?

2. What improvements in relay and location systems are

required to meet the needs of these experiments?

3. What, if any, new in situ sensors need to be developed

to exploit data relay capability and support important

experiments?

4. What are the options on accuracy, data rate, location

ability, and revisit time to satisfy the major classes
of scientific user?

5. What are the benefits to others, such as commercial users,

operational forecasters, meteorologists, climatologists?

The Working Group has prepared an incomplete draft report in which a large "-

number of the uses of satellite data relay and p!atfo,m locatior are

described. They concluded that no revolutionary in situ system are needed

to exploit satellite capabilities, but rather outlined a number of avenues

along which progress is being made in this direction and should continue.

The Group also summarized the requirements place_ on satellite data relay

and positioning systems by the oceanographic uses now e_visioned. Comple-

tion of the Working Group report awaits the results of a study into the

data capacity achievable with the ARGOS system. These results will permit

determination of the adequacy of the present combination of ARGOS and GOES

and lead to recommendations on any changes to future versions of these systems.
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SAR STUDIES OF SEA ICE IN AI,ASKAN WATERS

Gunter Weller

Geophysical Institute

University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

(907) 474-7371

Introduction

It is generally agreed that the sensor with the greatest
potential for sea ice studies is synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
Sea ice features are characterized by a wide ran£_ of scattering
coefficients so that gcod contrast exists between old "c_, new
ice and open water. Also SAR has high rcsolutlon, usually lO-lO0
meters, permitting the classiflcation of ice in a given image and
tracking of small features in sequential imeges, The table below
shows the usefulness of SAR data in interpreting sea ice charac-
teristics.

Sea ice characteriatlcs SAR data

Extent Good

Hovement and deformation Good
Snow cover Not Known
Ice thickness Some

Internal geometry (floe size, lead patterns) Good
Surface roughness Good
Ice types Some
Physical properties (temp., salinity, strength, etc.) Some

A drawback of spaceborne SAR is that the associated data
flow rate is so high that data cannot be stored on a satellite
for playback while over a receivin3 station. This means that if
one wishes to receive SAR imagery of important areas of sea ice,
it is nec, ssary to have a receiving station that is in range of
the satellite while the satel!ite is viewing the sea ice. For
the ice of the United States' territorial waters, such a s_t¢

would clearly be in Alaska. Three satellites are currently under
development which would deploy SAR system in polar orbits: the
ESA ERS-1 satellite, launch 1988; a Jdpanese satellite, launch
1987; and a joint Canadlan/U.S. Rad_rsat, l_unch 1990. Data from

all of these could be intercepted by an Alaskan station.

Objectives

The objectives of the study presently underway are to exam-
ine the benefits of establishing an Alaskan receiving station for

II-9
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! ' SAR data, and to assess its potential in helping to solve scien-
tific and operational sea ice problems.

' Potential Research and_or Operational Benefits

The geographical area which could he covered hy an Alaskan

' receiving station includes a large variety of different sea ice
settings and types which pose sciPnttftc as well as operational
problems. Along Alaska's northern coast, the large-scale anti-

cyclonic Beaufort Sea Gyre shears the sea ice, forming extensive
_. regions of highly deformed ice over the continental shelf where

intensive efforts to offshore petroleum exploration and extrac-
ties are Just beginning. High velocity e_truston and break-out
of ice through Bering Strait occur regularly into the Northern
Bering Sea where a conveyer-belt type circulation advects ice out
to the ice edge. The location of th_ ice edge is controlled by

complex atmospheric and oceanic processes and may in tam partl-
ally control these processes.

Studies of these various ice rcglmes Invotve the disclpllnes ,

of oceanography, meteorology and climatology and are concerned

with the response of the ice to dynamic and thermodynamic forc-

ing. Questions, for which answers are required include: What is
_he seasonal rheology of the pack ice? What are the heat, mass

and momentum balances of the ice in the Beaufort Cyre, over the

shelves and in the marginal ice zone? Hen d_es sea ice respond
to climate changes and vice versa? Nhat is the role of oceanic

and meteorological features in the production, deformation and
advection of ice in the Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean?

f

Another set of questions can be asked in relation to engin- i ;
eertng studies and in operational forecasting for ships in sea
ice. What ts the strength of annual and multi-year ice, pressure i

t

ridges and rubble fields? Where do these features occur sea_on-

ally? How do these ice typ_ lnteract with offshore drilling
platforms? Where can one efficiently route tankers through pack
ice fields? When would invading ice threaten drillshlps opera-

ling in open water? !

In summary, there seem to be numerous critical sclentlftc i

and operational sea ice problem_ that could profitably he studied

in Alaskan waters and for which a SAR station receiving sea ice i
data under all weather conditions is essential, _

Status of Project ,

A draft report has been prepared and is being reviewed prior
to release in March 1983.
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SCATTEROMETRY FOR VECTOR STRESS MEASUREMENTS

James J. O'Brien

The Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306 (904)644-4581

The Satellite Surface Stress Working Group was commissioned to
suggest oceanic science that would be done if it were possible to
determlne the vector wind field at the sea surface. SEASAT

demonstrated that it is possible to determine the wind speed and
direction over the ocean to within very useful accuracies. While the
oceanography community believes that it knows the relevant equations
of motion for the ocean, it has never been capable of measuring the
principal forcing function, the vector wind field, to calculate the
ocean currents.

• The one unequivocal conc1,_sionis that conventionalwind
data do not suffice to meet the research and application
needs of the oceanographic community.

The required measurement is t_e vector horizontal tangential
stress, whlch is the lower boundary condition for the atmosphere and
the upper boundary condition for any wind-driven wave or ocean
current model. It is recogni_ed that considerable basic research
will be necessary to interpret space measurements as vector surface
wind stress.

The vector wind stress fields collected over the ocean will be

used to drive a wide variety of ocean models. It will be possible to
obtain quantitative estimates of upper ocean currents from these
models. In the report we highlight a particular experiment known as
the El Nino phenomena, because knowledge of the ocean variability may
lead to the ability to forecast severe winters over the eastern
United states up to a year in advance. Present ocean models indicate
that previous El Nino events are excited by anomalous winds in the
western Pacific. These winds excite an internal Kelvin wave which
takes 2-3 months to reach the coast of Peru and disturb the local

heat budget.

If our present ideas are correct, we should be able to make some
predictions of El Nino if we measure the winds along the Pacific
equator. For instance, the appearance of strong westerly ylnds would
a11ow the forecast of an impending El Nino. If TOPEX were also in
space we might be able to monitor the passage of the Kelvin wave as
It moves eastward toward Ecuador. Verification of the existence of
warm water off Peru would Justify the initiation of plans for a
severe winter over the eastern U.S. a few months later.

The vector wlnd stres_ flelds are very important for many
oceanographic problems. S_ recommended that NASA proceed wlth a

T
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formal study of a system to ,nee± the following minimum data
requirements:

• An accuracy of 2 m/s or 10% (whichever is greater) in
wind sperd and +20 degrees in wind direction as met by SASS
and d_stgned fo-rNOSS must be maintained.

Wind Speed Requirements
3 m/s " None (Light and variable) '

> 3 ( 6 m/s ± 2 m/s, ±20°, 100 km resolution
> 6 < 100 m/s Larger of ±2 m/s, or 10% of wind

speed, ±_0°, ¢ 50 km resolution

• We require that the wind vector at 90% of the points at
; the equator and also at 35 degrees North be observed to J

within 50 km at least every two days. i

• The antenna and polarization desigr must be sufficient
to allow determination of a wind stress direction wlth no

• more than 2 direction ambiguities which are nearly 180° out
of phase at least 90% of the time.

• The ability to detect atmospheric liquid water is an
essential component of any scatterometerprogram. The

: minimum requirement is a flag for amounts of liquid water
which hinder scatterometer accuracy.

• Data available in satellite orbit configuration are
awkward to use as a global data set. Meteorologists and
oceanographers are very familiar with weather data which _
have been mapped on to a latitude-longitude grid for a
fixed time. This is called earth-gridded data. If the
data are stored in a 3-dimensional matrix where the

location in the matrix designates latitude, longitude and
time, then the data are easily used for all purposes.

• Maximum time deldy between observation and availability
of gridded surface winds is 6 hours for operational use.

Scatterometer data are extremely valuable for applications other
than oceanographic research, such as meteorological modeling, special
naval ocean products and industrial use*. The impact cf surface winds
over the ocean on naval or industrial applications is sufficient to
Justify the investment in the scatterometer. _-

* Scientific Opportunities using Satellite Wind Stress Measurements
over the Ocean, Nova Univ. Press, 153 pp., 1982. (Avallable free

i from Ms. Jan Wltte, Nova University, 8000 N. Ocean Drive, Danla,
Florida 33004)
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MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY/SEA ICE

Norbert Untersteiner

: Polar Science Center, HN-IO
University of Washington

Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 543-1367

Passive microwave remote sensing has been the only available
and operational technique for obtaining all-weather, large scale
images of sea ice. Most of the data base on ice extent obtained

• during the past decade and being used (among other purposes) for
climate studies, was obtained by that method. Useful frequencies
lie between about 19 and 90 GHz, with 37 GHz having been used
operationally for routine mapping of ice extent and concentration.
The spatial resolution of 25 km poses a limit to the detailed
study of sea ice dynamics; however, the images obtained by ESMR
and its follow-on instrument S_IR (since December 1978) have been
used not only for mapping but also for studying excursions of the
ice boundary related to storm systems and for monitoring such
features as the Weddell Sea Polynya. The large difference between
the apparent brightnesses of unfrozen and frozen sea water allow
estimates to be made of the percentage of open water in each pixel,
regardless of the type of ice present.

Sea ice is usually a mix of blocks and plates of different
thickness and age. Dissolved and solid salt inclusions, air bub-
bles, crystal fabric, and a locally variable snow cover affect the
apparent brightness in more subtle ways, making the interpretation
of passive microwave images both more difficult and more informa-
tive of the physical state of the ice. Considerable progress has
been made in distinguishing first-year from multi-year ice. The
first year (1979) of S/_R data has been processed and is available
in geophysical units and geographical coordinates. The algorithm
used to derive ice co;,centration and first-year/multi-year frac-
tional coverage is based on numerous field studies by aircraft and
on the ground but will require further experimental refinements.
Time series of maps showing the distribution of ice concentration
and fractional coverage by certain ice types, combined with ice
displacements observed by means of drifting buoys, will provide an
essential data base for calculations of the mass balance of the

arctic and antarctic sea ice covers. While the data buoy network
and its surface pressure data is adequate for resolving the atmo-
spheric pressure and wind field, the further study of the internal t
dynamics of the ice will require a much higher spatial resolution,
as first demonstrated by means of sequential LandSat images. Slmi-
tar tests with the small amount of data available from SeaSat indi-
cate that the n_ostdesirable combination of measurements will have

to include data buoys, passive microwave images, and synthetic
aperture radar images.
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TIROS-N SCATTEROMETER AND OCEAN COLOR IMAGER

Charles E. Thienel

NASA/GSFC, TIROS Project Office, Code 480
(301) 344-5234

Durin_ Fiscal Year I')82,Conceptual Design Studies were conducted
te integrate ocean instruments into the NOAA Operational Polar
O_biter Satellites. Specifically, these included _ _,:atterometer
for measuring surface wind stress on NOAA-J, and an Ocean Color
Imager (OCI) for chlorophylI concentrations and diffuse
attenuation coefficients on NOAA-H.

Scatterometer and radiometer design configuration changes were
required to fit into the Advanced TIROS-N (ATN) weight, power,
data, command, and volume allocations. The Scatterometer and
radiometer designs, which were on the NOSS type instruments, were
redesigned by the General Electric Co. and the Ball Aerospace
Division, respectively.

Spacecraft subsystem changes were required to accomodate both tne
Scatterometer and radiometer. These changes (which included
system configurations, power system modifications, command, and
data handling changes) were examined by RCA, the TIROS prime
contractor.

Langley Research Center personnel also conducted Scatternmeter
instrument performance evaluations and measurement system
simulation studies. The Langley activities will be completed In
mld-FY 1983 with the results to be reported in appropriate
scientific Journals. Lead center responsibilities for the
Scatterometer were terminated at Langley in FY 1982 "and have been
transferred to JPL.

The Ocean Color Imager studies were carried through completion of
a Phase A conceptual design. A final report has been completed
and will be distributed in early 1983. Detailed studies of each
major OCl system element (instrument, spacecraft, NOAA satellite
command, control and data handling system, data flow, and the

': NASA ground processing system)have been completed. The Ball
Aerospace Division conducted the conceptual instrument design
study. The OCl baseline instrument is a I0 bit - 8 channel
vlsible/near IR scannlng Imager. Since a thermal channel is i
available from the AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer) on NOAA-H, none is tncluded in the OCI baseline.

L
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RCA/AE conducted an instrument accomodation study for the TIROS •
ATN satellite. With minor spacecraft modifications, the TIROS
ATN can accomodate the OCI instrument and associated data
handling system to provide the following capabilities: •

a) Global coverage (4 km) recorded on tape for playback at a NOAA
CDA (Cosnmandand Data Acquisition) station.

b) Local coverage (I km) 10 mlnutes/orbit recorded on tape for
playback at CDA stations and real time direct broadcast
whenever the irstrument is operating.

C

OAO Corporation conducted an OCI data flow study to define
impacts on the NOAA CDA/SOCC (Command and Data Acquisition/
Satellite Operations Control Center) ground system and
operations. Results of the study showed that software
modifications are required to identify and schedule OCI
operations. However, by using a data format and rate similar to
those associated with the AVHRR instrument, the OCl output would
have a minimal impact on CDA and direct readout stations. All
taped data will be transferred from CDA to GSFC via DOMSAT for
production processing at a dedicated 'CI processing facility.

An in-hous_ ground processing system study del_inedthe nee_ for a
dedicated OCI production processing facility. The study also
defined the need for an assessment, validation, and scientific
user interface facility. Emphasis has been placed on timely data
processing and convenient scientific user interfaces. NASA will

produce Level I and Level II chlorophyll concentration and
diffuse attenuation coefficient data sets, as well as gloual m_ps _:
and monthly summaries. All OCl data will be archived at
NOAA/NESDIS (National Environmental Satellite and Data

Information Service, formerly EDIS) for general distribution, i
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I OCEAN TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT (TOPEX)

!

! Charles A. Yamarone, Jr., TOPEX Development Flight Project
Manager, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, MS 264-425, 4800 Oak Grove

; Dr., Pasadena, California 91109; Phone (213) 354-7141 or FTS
! 792-7141.

Robert H. Stewart, Development Flight Project Scientist, Scripps
Institute of Technology and Jet Propulsion Laboratory, MS 264-
425, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasade,a, California 91109; Phone

(213) 354-3327 or FTS 792-3327.

I

Program Science Objectives: The primary objective of the Ocean
Topography Experiment Program is to measure the sea surface
topography of the ocean over entire ocean basins for a period of
several years. These measurements will be integrated with
subsurface measurements and models of the ocean's density field in
order to determine the general circulation of the ocean aad its
variability. This information will then be used to: i) understand
the nature of circulation oynamics, 2) calculate the heat
transported by the oceans, 3) observe the interaction of currents
with waves and sea ice, and 4) test the ability to predict
circulation from wind forcing.

Instrumentation: The objectives of TOPEX require that the
satellite height above the sea surface be measured and combined
with satellite orbit information. The first measurement is to be
made by a satellite-borne radar altimeter derived from those flown
on Skylab, Geos-3, and Seasat. The TOPEX altimeter will operate
at two different frequencies to correct height measurements for
the total ionospheric electron content. A three-channel microwave
radiometer will gather data required for atmospheric water vapor
correction. Orbit information will be determined from intensive

tracking of the satellite by the Defense Mapping Agency's Tranet
System. A second tracking system, an Advanced Radio Metric
Tracking System (ARTS), may aid the orbit determination process if
experiments are successful. Verification of both measurements
will be made through laser tracking of a laser retroreflector
carried on the satellite.

Current Status: TOPEX conceptual studies were carried out from
February 1980 through September 1982. The baseline mission
selected an orbit altitude of 13J4 km circular, inclined 63.4v in
order to avoid aliasing tidal components into Lne topography. The
orbit will provide an exact 10-day repeat coverage of the global
ocean for at least three years.
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During Fiscal Year 1982: 1) a broad cost-effectiveness study was
performed to insure that the baseline mission provided balance
among performance, cost, and risk, 2) an assessment of tracking
methods for precision orbit determination given expected gravity
field knowledge led to the selection of TRANET, 3) altimeter
performance analyses and frequency selection studies were carried
out, 4) a demonstration test program was begun for ARTS, and 5)
industry studies indicated the feesibility of modifying an
existing design earth satellite for the TOPEX mission. System
definition studies are planned to be conducted in Fiscal Year
1983, leading to Project authorization in Fiscal Year 1985 and
and launch in the fall of 1988. TOPEX is expected to be a key
contributor to the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE)
planned by the international oceanographic community for the
latter part of the decade.

Data Availability: TOPEX will produce three classes of data: the
first includes operational data required for sCtellite control
and a limiteJ set of raw data which could be made available for
operational users; the second is an interim data record
containing preliminary corrections, available about five days
after acquisition; and the third is a full geophysical record of
the data with all corrections applied, available within six
months of acquisition. Distribution of the data will be through
the Pilot Ocea, Data System, which is currently providing access
to Seasat data for six oceanographic institutions in a
demonstration program.

Additional Information Sources: For a brief overview o_ the TOPEX

program and the scientific questions it addresses, see JPL
400-133, TOPEX, Observing the Oceans from Space, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July 1982. The science
rationale is addressed in JPL 400-11i, Satellite Altimet_ic
Measurements of the Ocean, Report of the TOPEX Science Working
Group, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, March
1981.

Detailed information on the TOPEX mission and systems is
available in 1633-I Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX) JPL Study
Team Phase A Report, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, September 1981
and JPL D-190, Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX) JPL Study Team
Phase B Report, Jet Propulsion Laborator), September 1982.

Progr_;n/Project responsibilities include: NASA Headquarters
Enviro._mentalObservations Division, Oceanic Processes Branch;
JPL, Project Management; GSFC/WFF, Altimetry; GSFC, Precision
Orbit Determination.
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OCEAN SCATTEROMETRY PROGRAM/
NROSS ACCOMODATION STUDY

F.K. Li

< Jet Propulsion Laboratory, MS 183-701
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-2849 or FTS 792-2849

lhe objective of the Ocean Scatterometry Program is to develop a
spaceborne scatterometer capable of meeting the science requirements
set forth by the NASA Satellite Surface Stress Working Group, and to
conduct research and experiments leading to a better understanding of
the relationship between radar reflectivity and wind velocity. In FY
1983, our primary objective is to support the development of a
scatterometer to be flown on the Navy's Remote Ocean Sensing System
(NROSS) satellite. We will verify and refine scatterometer system
deslgn softwares and perform detailed system analysis and simulation
studies for a scatterometer on NROSS. The achieved _ind velocity
accuracy as well as the ability to remove wind direction ambiguities
will be evaluated. We will conduct subsystem tradeoff studies such as
in the use of digital vs. analog filters. The results from these
studies will be incorporated into an optimal scatterometer design.
The design of the ground processing system will also be examined. A
proposal consisting of system designs, schedules, and cost estimates
will be submitted for an FY 1985 new start.

Another objective in FY 1983 is to carry out research which leading to
an improved geophysical model relating radar backscatter to wind
velocities. We will continue the analysis of Seasat SASS data for a
detailed examination of any systematic errors. We will also examine
existing aircraft scatterometer data for similar errors. The results
will be used to plan future experiments for m_del i_provement.

This prngram was inltiated in February 1983.
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ERS-I/SAR

Charles E1achi

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California 91109

(213) 354-5673

The European Space Agency (ESA) is planning to launch an Earth
Resources Satellite (ERS-I) in 1987 with a SAR as part of its payload.

; The SAR will operate at C-band, and will have characteristics simllar
to the Seasat SAR. The s_te111te will be In a near-polar orbit.

This preliminary study investigated the possibility of modifying the
NASA Fairbanks receiving station to a11ow reception of the ERS-I SAR
data. This will allow acquisition of radar images over the Beaufort
Sea, Bering Sea, Gulf of Alaska, State of Alaska, and northwestern
Canada. The study also addressed the feaslbility of processing 6
minutes of data within 24 hours of acquisition in order to conduct
demonstration experiments. The processor will be located in Falrbanks
and will be similar ;o the Interim Digital Processor presently in use
at JPL. The remainder of the acquired data w111 be processed at JPL
by the Advanced Digital SAR Processor (ADSP).

Data acquired over the Alaskan region will allow researchers to
investigate the dynamic behavior of polar ice through at least one
full year. Both local (particularly along the Alaskan Coast) and
global dynamics are of interest for scientific and commercial
purposes. The data will also provide some insight into wave-lce
interactions in the ice margin zone. In addition, these data could be
used for Earth resources research In Alaska, partlcularly with respect
to geologlcal mapping, forest inventor)',river flood monitoring, and
permafrost dynamics.

In FY 1983, a detailed science investigations plan will be prepared.
An implementation plan for station modifications and the SAR
processors will also be prepared.
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PILOT OCEAN DATA SYSTEM

, J. Charles Klose
, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 9110g

(213) 354-5036

In response to the need for more effective access to satellite
data sets, the Pilot Ocean Data System (PODS) is being developed
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The objective of the system is to
demonstrate techniques for the management and analysis of large
satellite data sets for the ocean sciences. Complete geophysical
data sets from the Seasat Altimeter, Scatterometer, and Microwave
Radiometer _SMMR) have been compressed and stored in an on-line
data system that provides rapid, selective access to data subsets
selected by sensor, time, and location. A flexlble, self-guided
menu interface provides access for casual users to growing
inventory of data mangement and analysis tools. An investigator
can interactively examine a data.-setcatalog, search an on-line
bibliography, browse through sample data sets, or apply asso,Led
analytical tools to rapidly find a candidate data set and
evaluate its utility for a specific application.

A relational data base management system indexes the very large
satellite data files. Access to any desired segment of data can
be obtained in minutes. In-situ data are managed directly by the
system, as the volume is more modest. Seasat and correlativ,_
in-situ data now available require approximately 700 megabyt'_s
on-line and about 50 gigabytes on tape.

Graphics workstations are connected to PODS via a comme;'cial
communications network, and transmit data at 1200 blts/second.
Data output is In the form of magnetic tape and printed listings;
tabular and graphic displays are available at the user's
terminal. Paper or magnetic tape products are shipped to
investigators within 24 hours of generation v_,a an express
shipping service.

Future plans call for the acquisttio,: of new data sets such as
those from the Nimbus Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and Coastal
Zone Color Scanner (CZCS), Tiros Infrared Radiometer (AVHRR), and
the DMSP Microwave In_ager. Chlorophyll measurements from the
CZCS and sea surface temperature measurements from the AVNRR will
be used to construct time series data sets for three U.S. Coastal
regions. These time series will have a temporal coverage of five
or more years, allowing investigators to study the annual and
interannual variability associated with mesoscale oceanic
features. Data from the DMSP Microwave Imager will be used to
construct daily, I)5km resolution ice extent and ice age maps for
both polar regions. By the mld-19BO's, the Pilot Ocean Data
System is expected to support an on-line data base of S to 8

igabytes and an off-line archive one to two orders of magnitude
arger.
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• SECTION Ill INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH SUMMARIES

Individual recearch activities supported in full or in part by the
NASA Oceanic Processes Program in Fiscal Year 1982 are summarized in
the following pages. Short oescriptions of activities initiated in
Fiscal Year 1983 are also included. The activities are listed
alphabetically by senior principal investigator. Thirteen investi-
gations were jointly supported by NASA and other government agencies,
including National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminstration (NOAA,
including NEcDIS, NWS, and NMFS), Office of Naval Research (ONR),
National Science Foundation (NSF), and Atmosphere Environment Service
(AES) - Canada.
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SIUDIES OF OCEAN PRODUCTIVITY

Mark R. Abbott

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91109
(213) 354-4558 ; FTS 792-4658

and

Scripps Institu_io'a of Oceanography
University of California

La Jolla, CA 92093

(619) 452-4791

Long-Term Interests: To understand the spatial and tempocal var-

iability of the amount and production rate of phytoplankton biomass

and the relationship of such variability to physical forcing.

Specific Objectives: To relate the ocean color signal received by
the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) to the vertical and horizon-

tal distribution of phytoplankton blomass and production rates,
and to understand the coupling of physical and biological processes

responsible for the temporal and spatial variability observed in

CZCS and thermal imagery.

Approach: Satellite imagery will be compared with extensive field
: measurements of vertical and horizontal chlorophyll distributions

and productivity with associated physical and optical data from

three regions: Lake Tahoe, Calif.-Nev., the continental shelf off
Vancouver Island, B.C. (both with Dr. K.L. Denman and Dr. T.M.

Powell), and the Southern California Bight (with Dr. R.W. Eppley).
The effects on CZCS-derlved estimates of productivity of various

processes such as vertical distributions and species composition,

will be examined. We will also compare the spatial statistics ob-
tained from the field data with those from the more complete series

in the CZCS _magery. To investigate the coupling of biological and
physical processes, we will compare thermal and color imagery using
various statistics for all three _re_s as well as for the Coastal

Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE) wkere an extensive set of color
and thermal images as well as intensive physical measurements were
collected. (This work will be Jointly sponsored by NSF and NASA.)

Current Status: Satellite images of color and temperature have
been identified and located for all four regions. Statistical
analysis of field data from Lake Tahoe and Vancouver Island is
near:3 completed, and initial comparisons with satellite imagery
will begin shortly. Similar analyses of the Bight will be started this
year. Analysis of the CODE thermal images is being done by Kathryn
Kelly (SIO), and preliminary comparisons between color and tempera-
ture have been made. Significant small-scale differences have been
observed, particularly near the coast.
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PILOT STUDY AND EVALUATION OF A SMMR-DERIVED SZA ICE DATA BASE

R.G. Barry, Director
World Data Center-A for Glaciology (Snow and Ice)

Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences
University of Colorado (Box 449)

Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 492-5171

The long term interests of the principal investigator concern large
scale climate-cryosphere interactions ana their significance for
climate variability. Remote sensing data form a key tool for these
analyses. The WDC-A for Glaclology/National Snow and Ice Data Center
is developing archives of snow and ice data for the user community.

Objective: The objective of this activity is to provl_e an assessment
of the Nimbus-/ SMMR-derlved sea ice Informatlon by developing test
products useful to the snow and Ice community from the PAPM-SS and
MAP-_S data for 1979. User difficulties experlenced In working wlth
these data products will be documented.

A_proach: SMMR ice product_ wlll be prepared, based on a survey of
potential needs of the snow and ice community. This Informat!on,
together with computer software developed to manage the data, will be
used to generate graphical and tabular sea ice data product . These
)roducts will then be made available to the snow and ice community.
To check the SMMR data, independent sea ice information from charts In
the WDC-A will be compared to the SMMR data.

Current Status: Mark Anderson iSraduate Research Asslstarst)visited

NASA GoddardSpace Flight Cent:r tn August 1982 for discussions wtth
SMMRteam members. Sample SMMRtapes containing PARM-SS and IdAP-SS
data and their respective tape documentation _ere obtained. Anderson
also participated tn the SMMRSea Ice Workshop, 28-29 October 1982.
Initial software develol_nt for accessing the data using thL NO_
Natlonal Envlronmental Satellite and Data Information Service (NESDIS,
formerly EDIS) has begun. Thts includes hand conversions of the
binary data to determine coverage periods and to understand the
PAR4-SS and I_p-ss data fomats.
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SHORT TERM CRYOSPHERE-CLOUD INTERACTIONS
NEAR THE SNOW/ICE LIMIT

R.G. Barry, (Profesor of Geography)
Cooperative Institute for Research In Environmental Sciences

University of Colorado (Box 449)
Boulder, CO 80309

! (303) 492-5171

The long term interests of the prlnclpal investigator concern larqe
scale cllmate-cryosphere interactions and their significance for
cllmate variability. Remote sensing data form a key tool for these
analyses.

Objective: The objective of this activity is to develop a matrix of
cryosp_h-6"_eand cloud data that will provide a basis for I) analysls of
their synoptlc-scale interactions, and 2) sensitivity testing of
planetary albedo parameterizatlons in climate models (the latter is
being performed under support from the National Science Foundation).

: Approach: The approach is to utilize the US Air Force's DMSP (Defense
R'_-eor-'_-6TogicalSatellite Program) 4 km resolution visible and IR
imagery satellite data, supplemented as necessary by ground based
observations and other data to determine cloud conditions in relation
to snow cever and sea ice boundaries.

Current Status: Various case studies of cloud conditions across snow
cover _I--_--Ice boundaries have been analyzed. Synoptic models of
cyclonic storms in middle and high latitudes have been developed using
DMSP satelllte imagery to classlfy the stage of development, and US
Navy 'spot' data to calculate composite surface and upper alr
characteristics for each type of system. Both analyses have
demonstrated significant relationships between the locatton of
cryosphere boundaries, the nature of the overlying cloud cover, and
the locatton and development of storm systems. All of the analyses
originally proposed are nearing completion and several papers have
been submitted. Some sensitivity testing of the planetary albedo
parametertzatton of c11mate models has been performed tn collaboration
with A. Henderson-Sellers and K. Shine (University of Liverpool).
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THE INFORMATION CONTENT OF SPACEBORNE SYNTHETIC

APERTURE RADAR OCEAN WAVENUMBER SPECTRA

Principal Invgsti_ator: Robert C. Beal
The Johns Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory

Laurel, Maryland 20707

Long Term Interests: Application of spaceborne micro-
wave sensing to major ocean research problems, and
understanding of governing physics.

Specific Task Objective: Determine performance range

over which Seasat SAR accurately measures dominant
wavelength and direction; investigate relative

strengths of various backscatter modulation mecha-

nisms, and how they might be optimally utilized in

future SAR oceanography missions.

i Approach: Using i) field measurements of spatially

modulated short wave spectra, 2) digitally processed

Seasat SAR data from pass 1339, and 3) a number of

auxiliary surface, aircraft, and spacecraft measure-

ments, perform cross-correlations of spatially and

temporally coincident data and interpret in context
of established or improved models.

Status: In the past year, a comprehensive set of

digitally processed data from MacDonald Dettwiler /
and Associates (MDA) has been acquired which spans

the entire 900 km along pass 1339. A master set of
147 two-dimensional Fourier transforms, contiguous

along the entire pass, is now under intensive analy-
sis to separate random and systematic (instrument-
induced) artifacts from the real spatial variations

of the spectrum. A definite azimuth wavenumber fall-

off dependence upon local sea state has been identi-
fied which appears to confirm certain imaging models

while rejecting others.

This work will continue in FY83, and will become more

directed at specific oceanographic applications of

the spatially evolving spectra. Related work is be-

ing sponsored by the Office of Naval Research, and by
internal research and development funds.
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GULF OF MEXICO CIRCULATION STUDIES

G.H. Born
J.L. Mitchell

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-4644

G.A. Maul J.D. Thompson
NOAA/AOMI. Dept. of Marine, Earth,

4301Rickenbacker Causeway and Atm. Sciences
Miami, FL 33149 North Carolina State Univ.

230 Withers Hall

Raleigh, NC 27650
(919) 737-3711

Long Term Objective of Investigators: The long term objectives of
the investigatorsare to: [i) _6velop techniques for assimilating
altimetric data into numerical circulation models, and to
understand the effect of error in altimetric data on these
models; (2) assess the relationship between altimeter sea surface
heights and concurrently measured steric heights by comparison
between altimetric and hydrographic mean surfaces.

Objectives of this Task: The objective of this task is to study
the use of satellite altimetry together with wind data and
in-situ data for the description of ocean circulation in the Gulf
of Mexico. This research will answer fundamental questions
regarding techniques for the assimilation of satellite and
in-situ data into circulation models.

Approach: We plan to achieve our objectives through the use of
Seasat and GEOS-3 altimeter data, together with available in-situ
data in existing circulation models for the Gulf of Mexico.

Current Status: Progress to date has included the following. (I)
Synthetic sea surface heights for the Gulf of Mexico have been
generated using the NORDA reduced gravity model. Signatures
commensurate with anticipated TOPEX error have been added to
these data for use in sensitivity studies. (2) The GEOS-3
altimeter data have been placed on the Ocean Pilot Data System,
and work is progressing toward development of a long-term
altimetric mean sea surface for the Gulf of Mexico. (3) All

in-situ data for the Gulf have been collected, and _man dynamic
height surface has been produced. (4) A study has been performed
using only sea surface height data and knowledge of the inflow to
the Gulf through the Yucatan Strait to begin constructing the
reduced gravity model. Results from this study compare favorably
with results from the model utilizing complete information on
velocity and thermocllne depth.
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AIR-SEA INTERACTION STUDIES FOR SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS

Dr. R.A. Brown Dr. K.B. Katsaros
Polar Science Center JC-IO Dr. J. Businger
Atmospheric Sciences AK-40 Atmospheric Sciences AK-40
University of Washington University of Washington

Seattle, WA 98195 Seattle, WA 98195
206-543-6613 206-543-6613

_tw Term Interests: We are investigating the relationship
een marine winds, surface stress, and sea state in order to

evaluate satellite microwave wind and stress measurement

capabilities. Our long term interests include integrating this
satellite microwave data into weather, pack ice, and ocean
modeling.

Objectives: The objective of our current research is to study the
relation between the scatterometer (SCATT) backscatter

coefficient and the wind and sea state. We are using data taken
from the NASA CV 990 airborne laboratory by L. Jones during the
Storms Transfer Response Experiment (STREX) in conjunction with
geophysical data taken from the NOAA P-3 and the NCAR Electra.
We are also intercomparing Seasat SASS, JASIN, and _ARSEN data
sets. Our goal is to better understand the effects and responses
of the SCATT to the disturbed sea state, particularly in the
vicinity of mid-latitude cyclones, fronts, and small storm
systems.

Approach: We are working in three related areas: the evaluation
of simultaneous SCATT, wind, stress, heat flux, and visual data
taken /tom the three aircraft during STREX; detailed theoretical
and empirical studies of our air-sea boundary layer model near
surface win_s, aimed at improving the relation between wind and
short wave sea state description; and collection and analysis of
Seasat microwave data taken in mld-latltude cyclone regions to
compare wlth STREX data.

Current Status: We are currently doing the final processing of
the Electra data taken during STREX. Our Planetary Boundary
Layer model was used to establish mean surface winds, stress,
heat flux, divergence, and vertical veloc;ty fields for all of
STREX--a 2000 x 2500 km region daily at OOZ. A unique horizontal
proflle of he_t a_d momentum flux variation across a strong
Pacific front has revealed unusual variation In stress behind the
front. This variation is closely related to the changing sea
state. When the Electra data are satisfactorily reduced, we will
explore all correlations with the SCATT data. Our emphasis Is on
obtaining accurate modeling In the near surface wind profile and
establishing its connection to short ocean waves. We are
col]ectlng and evaluating STREX and other similar frontal data
taken in conjunction wlth scatterometer data.
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RAPID SAbtPLIN(; VERTICAL PROFILER

Douglas R. Caldwell and Thomas M. Dillon
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331

Our long-term interest with which this project deals lies in
the exploration of the variability of the upper ocean and in the
elucidation of the processes which govern the distribution of
heat, salt and momentum in near-surface waters. The objective of
this particulaz project is to develop an instrument system capa-
ble of producing profiles of oceanic variables, initially heat
and salt, when deployed from a moving ship.

Our approach to this task xnvolves a small probe connected
to a thin line which provides both data link and retrieval mecha-
nism. The probe falls at several meters per second, trailing the

line behind it, and then is winched back to the ship. A high-
speed digital data-acquisition system on board the ship records
during descent. The probe is then retrieved and relaunched. A
pressure signal is recorded as well as temperature and electri-
cal conductivity, so that these variables can be plotted as
functions of depth. Continuation of this process produces a map
in two dimensions.

The second major test of the RSVP took place on a 23-day
cruise of the R/V NEW HORIZON, 5-28 July 1982, from Honolulu to
42 N and back. Besides the RSVP, instrumentation included a
towed thermistor/conductivity chain (Clayton Paulson, Oregon

State Unzversity) and an Acoustic Doppler Shear Profiler (Lloyd
Regier, Scripps Institution of Oceanography). The RSVP was de-
ployed at 6-minue intervals for 7 hours each day while the ship
proceeded at 4.2 knots. The RSVP penetrated the water colutan to
240 m on the typical cast. Sensors on the RSVP included a
pressure transducer, a thermistor, and a conductivity sensor. A
standard NBIS conductivity sensor was normally used, but on 3 of
the days an extremely small "microconductivity" sensor was
tested. Several types of thermistors, data links, power supplies,

• and data-transmission techniques were also tested. In data anal-
ysis and instrument autopsies a number of problems have been
identified, but they can all be fixed without compromising our
goals.

In the next year we plan to complete engineering and scien-
tific analysis of the data obtained on the 1982 cruise, to inte-

grate our profiles with the horizontal information provided by
the towed chain and with the shear profiles, to solve the

operational problems discovered on the 1982 cruise, and to

prepare for the next major test in October-November 1983.
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APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING

TO STATISTICAL STUDIES OF OCEANIC PROCESSES

Dr. Janet Campbell
Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences

West Boothbay Harbor. ME 04575
(207) 633-2173

l._n_n__-term interest of the Investigator

To develop the mathematical framework whereby data from a
variety of sources, Including satellites, aircraft, ships and
buoys, can be uttli=ed to estimate primary productivity on a
global scale.

Objective of this specific research cask

To delineate specifically the role of aircraft in
multiplstform experiments. Focus Is on deriving information
concerning biological processes, prtnc!pally phytoplankton
population dynamics, from radtometric measurements made by
high-resolution passive and active aircraft remote sensors.
Inferences are based on known effects of phytoplankton pigments,
ses_on and dissolved matter oL_ the light field in the upper mixed

layer of the ocean.

Approach utilized for this task

We compared simultaneous lidar (AOL) and passive color (MOCS)
data collected over Nantucket Shoals in May 1981. Excellent

agreement in their respective estimates of chlorophyll effected
confidence _n the empirically-derived yet poorly understood MOCS
algorithm. If a firm basis for the MOCS algorithm could be
established, then _omparisons of the AOL chlorophyll fluorescence
with HOCS chlorophyll might reveal information on fluorescence
yield To investigate the basis of the HOCS algorttl_, our
approach was to apply the algorithm to models of reflectance that
contained explicit dependence on "chlorophyll-like" pigments, and
in addition to examine extraneous effects (e.g., incident light,
solar elevation, etc.) on the algorithm.

Current status and progress
L

We were able to explain the effect of "chlorophyll-like"
pigments on the HOCS alsoritfua aud its relative insensitivity to
extraneous variations in radiance. A manuscript detailing these
results was submitted to Applied Opttc_ in September 1982.

Research support

This research was conducted at the NASA Langley Research
Center as a part of the Nantucket Shoals Experiment, 1981-82.
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COUPLED ACTIVE-PASSIVE ANALYSIS

Dr. F.D. Carsey
Mail Stop 183-501

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 254-8163 or FTS 792-8163

Lo___rTerm. Interests: I am interested in developing applications
emote senslng to research on science and operational problems

regarding sea ice in the polar regions. Remote sensing methods
are effective for observing many characteristics of sea ice,
thus, these n_thods are powerful research tools. A most
interesting and significant observationa_ problem is to monitor
the complete seasonal cycle of the pack.

Objectives of This Task: The objective of this task is to improve
t-_einterpretationof active and passive microwave remote sensing
data for sea ice. The two methods have individual strengths and
limitatio_s. This research is designed to reduce overall
interpretation limitations by applying collective measurement
strengths. The focus is to improve the observational quality of
aspects of the seasonal cycle of sea ice, including extent, type,
concentration, albedo, snow cover, and velocity.

Approach: The approach is to examine the Seasat data set and data
from Nimbus, Landsat, and other satellites. Initially, the types
of analysis to be used are:

1) Overlap of different data types for visual correlation.
2) Seasonal changes (spring to summer to fall) in the emls:ion

and backscatter coefficients with concomlttant changes in the
ice cover.

3) Brightness and backscatter distribution analysis.
4) Comparison with surface _ta and aircraft data sets as

available, principally from field work.

Current Status: This task began in FY 1982 with the establishment
o_ software to utilize polar data frem Seasat SASS and SMMR, with
the development of techniques for overlaying SASS and SMMR data
onto SAR images, and with the examination of altlmeter pulse
form_ over sea ice. Work was also done on the efficient tracking
of ice floes in sequentla_ SAR images and on scene classification
methods for SAR ice images. Papers on SAR ice feature tracking
and altimeter studies of sea ice are in preparation.
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FIREX FIELD PROGRAM

Dr. F.D. Carsey
Mail Stop 183-501

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-8163 or FTS 792-8163

Long Term Interests: I am interested in developing applications
of remote sensing to research on science and operational problems
regarding the sea ice of the polar regions. Remote sensing
methods are efective for observing many character4stics of sea

• ice, thus, these methods are powerful research tools. A most
interesting and significant observational problem is to monitor
the complete seasonal cycle of the pack.

Objectives of This Task. The objectives of this task are to
perform the studies need to establish satellite instrumentation
requirements and to develop specifications for a high resolution
imaging radar instrument and program for research on sea ice
science and operations problems. Specifically these include:

i) Determination of the mean and variable components of microwave
properties of significant sea ice species during the

transition from sprin_ to summer conditions, and during the
summer.

2) Acquisition of a dat._ set to contribute to fundamental
understanding of the microwave properties of sea ice in the
arctic summer.

Approach: The approach was to design and implement surface and
helicopter supported examinations of active and passive microwave
coefficients of the features of the ice pack in late spring and
in summer. Four sites were examined in June-July, 1982, near the
staging area of Mould Bay, NWT, Canada. These sites consisted of
first year and old ice including ridges, hummocks, frozen leads,
frozen melt-ponds, and varieties of snow cover.

Cu__Tent Status: Data sets from the summer experiment are
essentially completed. A data report is out, a meeting of

' participants is scheduled for January, and the goal of publishing
i sclentiflc papers by October, 1983, Is stlll on schedule.

Starting with FY 1983, this work will be included under "Coupled
Actlve/Passive Analysis".
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BERING SEA MARGINAL ICE ZONE PROCESSES
AND REMOTELY-SENSEDOBSERVATIONS

Dr. D. J. Cavalieri, Code 912.1
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt Road
Greenbelt, MD 20771
(301) 344-6690 FTS 344-6590

Dr. P. Gloersen
Dr. T. T. Wilheit

Long-Term Interest: The long range goal is to improve the capability
for making large-scale sea ice measurements from passive microwave
space observations. Of particular interest is the extent to which
high-frequencydata can be used to remove ambiguities in distinguish-
ing between various ice types thereby overcoming current limitations
in ice concentration retrievals. These limitations are most acute

in marginal ice zones which are characterized by rapid spatial and
temporal ice cover variations.

Objective: The primary objective is the assessment of a wider range
of passive microwave frequencies than is currently available from
space for studying the definition of the ice edge and ice compaction
in marginal ice zones. Observed variations in the position of the
ice edge and in the amount of open water within the Bering marginal
ice zone will be re]ated to wind and ocean-swell forcing. This is
expected to aid in the understanding of the relative importance of
each of these oceanic processes in determining the ice edge zone

i characteristics.

! Approach: The approach includes the acquisition and analysis of

I surface, aircraft, and satellite passive microwave observations of
:I the Bering marginal sea ice zone in _ebruary 1983. The principal

aircraft sensors are the passive micrometreimagers at 19, 92 and
183 GNz and fixed-beam radbometersat 10.7, 18, 21 and 37 GHz on
NASA's CV-990 airborne laboratory. Satellite observations by

: Nimbus-7 SMMR will complement the alrcraft measurements by provld-
, ing a large-scale overview of the entire experimental area.

I Status: Dis task is new in FY'83. In a related study, Cavalieri
, et al. (1982) used sea ice concentration maps derived from the

Nimbus-/ SMMR data to examine the Bering Sea ice cover during the
March 1979 Bering field experiment. Through a comparison with
surface, aircraft, and Tiros-derivedice charts, the study demon-
strated that satellite passive microwave observations provide an
improved description of the ice concentration variations in the
Bering marglnal ice zone compared to vislble satellite imagery.
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A SATELLITE-LINKEDOCEAN OBSERVING SYSTEM

Robert R. P. Chase
Robert G. Walden
Douglas C. Webb

Woods Hole Oce_nographlc Institution
Woods Hole, MA 02543

(617) 548-1400

Scientifically, our interests include obtaining a more com-

plete understanding of meso- to large-scale low frequency ocean

c_rculation; technologically they include exploiting existing

_, state-of-the-art technology to create the necessary tools to do

so. These developmental activities are consistent with and form

an integral part of an oceanic observing system concept (see R.

Chase/Facilities fo{ Oceanographic Remote Sensing Applications).

The objectives o_ this task are to obtain statlstlcally

reliable maps of various physical properties of the ocean. The

requisite data should _ovide a new first-order kinematical de-

scription from which we expect to derive a more complete dynami-

cal understanding of the linkages between small and large scales

as well as the frequency dependence of temporally-averaged cur-

rent fields.

Our approach to obtainlng the desired subsurface horizontal

sections relies u_n developing a relatively low cost, general

purpose relay system capable of reaching into the interior of the

ocean and telemetering _ata from various depths, via a satellite-

based data collection and iocatxon system (DCLS), to shoreside

facilities. This new syste_ is a generalixatio_ of satellite-

llnk, | drifting systems used in the last decadel it permits data

aogulsition over a much broader depth range, with more and diver-

sified sensors, and with a nominal one-year lifetime. Major

innovations include pcovid.ng measurements from two underwater

observational systems, implementation of on-board current meters,

extending a total systems communicator pcotocol, and transmission

of all underwater systems data via satellite. Initially we plan

to acquire temperature, ixessure, and velocity fields, the cur-

rent velocity being obtained from acoustic signaling float

observations and differential location of the relay system with

satellite Dopppler DCLS records. On-board current sensors supply

relative current velocities, [xoviding s means for field call-

brating the Laqrsngi_,_ response of the drifter.

Presently we have completed b_th the systems and detailed

engineering designs; construction of s pcotocype system consist-

ing of decoupled surface float _ith controller, OCLS transmit-

ter, and power supply), subsurface electromechanicsl cable, and

acoustic receivez has been completed. Ibe first field t_lsls to

test both the electronic and mechanical components of the system
are scheduled for I_cemd>er 1982.
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FACILITIES FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC REMOTE SENSING APPLICATION

Robert R. P. Chase

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole, MA 02543

(617) 548-1400, Ext. 2759

Many questions relating to meso- and large-scale ocean cir-

culation might better be addressed with an observing system,

closely akin to that which is available to the meteorological

community. My long term interests include developing a tripar-

tite observing system (utilizing remote sensing, Eulerian, and

Iagrangian measurements) which could be used to gain a more com-

plete description and understanding of large-scale, low-frequency

ocean dynamics.

Faczlities provided under this contract form an integral

component of a tripartite observing system. They consist of an

approprlate selection of hardware and software capable of reduc-

ing both satellite and in situ data, integrating the data into a

: four dimensional display of the recovered Fields, and providing

a convenlent and powerful interactive tool for the joint analyses
of these data.

Our approach involves selecting a relatively low cost, gen-

eral purpose, image p¢ocessing and computational system which

provides the greatest flexibility for the individual researcher,

for integration of Eo{tware developed at other institutions, as

well as for future growth. Specialized software will be created

for specific oceanographic experiments in which these facilities

will be used for analysis of both in situ and remote seI,sing
data.

This project was initiated in September 1982. At this

writing we have selected and begun _ocurement of Uie hardware/

software system (the ESL, Inc. VAX/IDIMS) which will be imple-

mented in late sI_ing 1983 and have appointed to the Technical

Staff a specialist in image and digital signal processing, Mr.

Kelly Luetkemeyer. A pceliminary investigation of applicable
software resident at other institutions has been conducted. An

initial set of six field experiments has been selected to test

the system beginning in 1983.

This work is jointly sponsored by the Office of Naval

Research and the National Aeronautics and Space _ministcation.

L
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LARGE SCALE WIND-DRIVEN OCEAN CIRCULATION

Dudley Chelton

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak _rove Dr_ve

Pasadena, CA 91109
(213) 35q-7151; FTS 792-7151

Lo_-Term _Jl_: To incorporate satellite measured winds and sea
surface elevation in stqtistical and numerical studies of the large

scale, low frequency dynamics of wlnd-driven ocean circulation.

_: There are two primary objectives of the present
work. The first is to evaluate the scientific usefulness of the
satellite wind and sea surface elevation estimates from the Seasat

instruments. The second objective is to examine upper ocean response to

wind forcing from the Seasat data and existing historical data.

_: The approach for determining the usefulness of satellite wind

estimates consists of carrying out a statistical intercomparlson of the

three satellite wind speed measurelents with each other and with

available in situ measurements. The approach of the second objective is

to form linear statistical predictors of the sea surface dynamic

topography and relative geostrophic velocity using wind stress and wind
stress curl as forcing parametere. This part of the study is focus'ng

on the variability in the California Current and Antarctic Circumpolar

Current regions. The wind data presently used consists of the quasi-

geostrophic wind fields produced by FNOC from ship reports of
atmospheric pressure.

Status: Studies of low frequency surface current _esponse to
wind forcing off the west coast of North America from historical data

were completed during FT'82. During FT'83, these studies of surface
current response are being extended to investigate the relation between
subsurface currents (1.a., the undercurrent) and wind forcing off
California.

Analysis of Seasat data durlng FT'S2 showed that SASS, ALT and SMMR can

all measure wind speed over the ocean with sufficient accuracy for
studies over monthly time scales. Di/ferencea in wind speed maKnitudea
by the various methods can be attributed to errors in the algorithms for

converting the antenna measurements to wind speed. EfTorta to deter-sine
the exact causes and corrections for these errors will be continued

during FT'83.

A new study to be initiated during FY'83 is the examination of
variations in the flow of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current from Seaaat
LLT sea surface elevatioL An attempt will be made to relate variations
in the flow to wind forcing using 3AS3 wind estimates.
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OCEAN CIRCULATION STUDIES USING SE._SATALTIMETER PROFILES

Robert E. Cheney, Geodynamics Branch
Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771
301-344-7038 or FTS 344-7038

La_Term Interests: Satellite altimeters are unique in their
y to rapidly obtain precise measurements of sea surface

height on a global basis. Proper analysis of these oata can
reveal important information about ocean circulation. Existing
data from Seasat and GEOS-3 provide a basis for technique
development and investigation of altimetric capabilities.

Specific Investigation Objectives: The principal goals ¢f
altimetry are to determine both the long term mean ocean
circulation and its variability. Recent emphasis has been on the
use of geold-independentmodels to solve for mesoscale sea height
variability. Meandering currents can be detected in this manner
and the eddy field can be described in terms of dominant length
scale, period, potential energy, and kinetic energy.
Improvements in orbit computation techniques and global geold
models have also raised the possibility of determining the large
scale ocean circulation using existing altimeter data.

Approach: Mesoscale sea height variability and eddy kinetic
energy can be measured globally with the 25-day set of Seasat
altimetry. Long term solutions can also be obtained in certain
regions such as the western North Atlantic using the 3.5 year set
of GEOS-3 data. Both col_Inear pairs of passes and crossover
differences can be used to describe the mesoscale eddy energy.
The glvbal circulation can be determined from altimeter lata sets
as short as three days or as long as three years. The pricipal
error source to overcome is orbit error, which can be of order
im.

Status: Global variability determined from the Seasat collinear
data has clearly shown that the major current systems are regions
of high eddy energy. Even the North Equatorial Currents have
been detected as maxima against the background of low variability
provided by the eastern regions of the oceans. Long term
variability and eddy kinetic energy computed in the western North
Atlantlc from GEOS-3 data have been shown to be more
representative of the eddy energy distribution than prevlou
determinations by shipboard XBT data. Global circulation
solution derived from both Seasat and GEOS-3 altimeter data have
succeeded in reproducing the major gyres wtth the proper
direction of flow.
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LIDAR AND ACOU3TIC3 APPLICATIONS TO OCEAN PRODUCTIVITY

Dr. Donald J. Collins

m/.s 183-501

Jet Propulsion Laborat_y
4800 Oak Grove Dr.

Pa_-_de_ Ca. 91 109
(213)-35_-3_73 FT_-7 92-3473

L£_I£ER _: The long term goals o[ this program are to
understan_ the relationships _etween the physics and the biology
o£ the u:_per mixed layer. To achieve this goal, it is important to
understand the relationships between phytoplankton productivity
and th ,_ vertical and horizontal variability of the ocean on
spatial and temporal scales which are large c_pared to the scales
o£ the biology. Included in the study are the relationship
between chlorophyll abundanu_s and phytoplankton productivity_ the
productivity of zooplankton in the upper mixed layer eno the
dynamic Interactions between phytoplankton and zooplankton.

__: The obJeetiv, of this research is to develop in attu
instrumentation capable o£ examining the three-dimensional
structure of the ecological systems involved in ocean
p-oductlvlty. The emphasib is on optical and acoustical
techniques that will permit remote observation from in situ
platforms.

£_._£h: The approach is to develop an in _ LIDAR instrument
capable of the range-gated measurement of the vertical
diatributio_ of fluorescence and spectral reflectance from
chlorophyll and other pigments. This unit will use the wa_er
Raman return as a amours of the optical properties of the water
column, and will use Raman and B,-illottin scattering f_" the remote
measurement o_ temperature and salinity. In addition, the
development of a linearly frequency nodulated sonar will permit
the range-gated measurment of the vertical distribution of
zooplankton species In the euphotio zone.

Statun: A collaborative effort with Or. D. Klefe. and Dr. J.
SooHoo to e/amine spectral signatur*_ from phytoplankton and

_ertaln aspects mS phytoplankton phyalv.ogy is in progress. These
measurements will be used to develop algorir_ms to determine the
chlorophyll concentrations and to study the physiology of the
phytoplankton population. Laboratory _easurements have
demonstPated the accuracy of the Brillouin temperature measulelent
and are proceeding to a definition of the accuracy of the Raman
technique. An acoustic instrument has been constructed in

collaboration with Dr. R. Pleper and is being teste_ to compare
the chirp and ping sonar techniques for the measurement of
zooplankton size class distributions.
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ADVANCED LOCATION AND DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

Charles E. Cote

Goddard Space Flight Center
Code 970

Greenbelt, MD 20771

TASK 01 - Advanced System Study

Objective: The long term objective of this activity is to develop
a,1 advanced system which meets requirements for low-cost

• platforms and possesses sufficient capacity to meet ocean
requirementsprojected for the next decade.

Approach: Our approach is to complete system design studies
incorporatinganticipated growth capability to me_)tfuture needs.
Trends and needs are defined through consdltatio_Jwith the ocean
research community.

Current Status/Progress: A system concept and instrument
_rformence specification for an advanced system have been
completed. The concept is based on location through
Interferometry and combines a high and low data rate into a
single system. In addition, features such as improved modulation
spectral qualities were synthesized into the Argos system, and
improved performance was estimated. To summarize the above, the
improved system increases platform capacity from 200 to 600
simultaneously in the field of view, relaxes critical platform
parameters such as oscillator stability, increases data
throughput capacity to 20 KB/sec, and provides uniform location
_ccuracy over the total field of view, including the subtrack
region. A small study is also underway to consider advantages in
location and data throughput attained by future capabilities of
space station configurations. This study will be completed in
early 1983.
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i ADVANCED LOCATION AND DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

Charles E. Cote
Goddard Space Flight Center

Code 970
Greenbelt, MD 20771

TASK 02 - Existing Systems Improvement

O_bjectlve:The objective of this activity is to imprve existing
systems By reducing cost and complexity of buoy electronics.
This in turn permits expanded usage to include ocean experiments
using in-situ techniques.

__eOaCh:In support of short and long term drifter experiments,
s to reduce stringent specifications for carrier

stability will be studied and tested with the Argos system.
Low-cost buoy oscillator developments will permit near term
applicayions with Argos while supporti-- future goals.

Current Status/Progress: Two activities were carried in
conju!Ictionwith improvements in the Argos system: I) low-cost
oscillator testing, and 2) system simulation to improve data
throughput of existing systems. Tests of commercial grade low-
cost oscillators have been very encouraging. Results indicate
that the ocean environment is sufficiently stable to permitAthe
use of devices with stability in the range of one part 10v to
match performance of oven-controlled compensating devices.
Efforts are continuing on improvements of the statistical
measurements base while also determining an absolute minimum
device capable of meeting performano, requirements.

We conducted a system simulation F,Jsedon high data volume buoys
interspersed wlth drifters wlth!a the Argos system. Results
indicated that by extending the "ollectlon period from one to
fo_- orbits, up to 80% of data transmitted from high volume buoys
could be received at a reasonable bit error probability. It
appears that this can be done without affecting the system
operation nGw in effect.

Efforts are underway to design and procure a limited quantity of
Argos platforms using relaxed specifications permitted by the
above. Field and laboratory testing is planned to fully evaluate
performance. Cooperatlv_ efforts wlth Woods Hole and Scripps are
planned during thts phase.

t
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BATHYMETRIC PREDICTION AND TOPOGRAPHIC

COMPENSATION FROM SEASAT ALTIME?RY

Principal In_estlg_cor: T. H. Dixon, Mall Stop: 183-701

Jet Propulsion Laboratory,Pasadena, CA 91109

Telephone: (213) 354-4977 FTS 792-4977

This iuvestigatlon ts directed at understanding the regional

variation of certain geologic properties of oceanic crust and upper

mantle, and corresponding variation in the geoid. Since a major com-

ponent of the signal in satellite altimetry is caused by sea floor

bathymetry and sub-surface structure in the crust and upper mantle,
an accurate understanding of these effects is necessary before alti-

metry can be used to full potential for oceanographic purposes. An i

accurate geoid cannot be estimated solely from a priori knowledge of

bathymetry due to uncertainties in the compensation mechanism and

other geophysical parameters. Even knowledge of the relative ages of

seafloor and topography may not be sufficient constraints.

The first 18 months of this study have concentrated on various

aspects of bathymetrtc prediction and geophysical modelling in the

Musician Seamounts. Results of this study have been accepted for pub-
lication. Assuming an age estimate for topography is available,

bathymetry can be estimated from the altimeter data to a precision of

about ± 500 m. Conversely, if bathymetry is known, a crude age esti-

mate for topography (e.g. seamount formation) can be made. A pre-
dictive filter for bathymetry has been developed which uses Seasat

altimeter data and age estimates of the topography and underlying

c_st as Inputs.

The _aJor uncertainty in bathymetrlc prediction, or the more general

problem o_ modelling topographic compensation, stems from the one-

dimensional nature of the Seasat data. Intertrack data spacing is i
comparable to the characteristic wavelengths of bathymetrlc and

crustal variation only tn the Norweglan-Greenland Sea. Initial work

has begun on investigating the general two-dlmensional problem of
correlating sea surface elevation with seafloor topography and sub-

surface structure. Although the techniques of linear inverse theory
_re applicable, they have not as yet been applied to altimeter data.

We have therefore concentrated on technique development. The rela-

tfonship between seafloor and sea surface elevation can be expressed
as a Fredholm equation of the first kind in the linear approximation.
To reduce the amount of data, the singular value decomposition opera-
tton replaces the original data set with a set composed of "ortho-
gonal" values which can be rellability-welghted. This results in a
sophisitlcated "grid" of data that accurately represents the original

information, but with a much smaller number of data points.
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A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MOORED
FLUOROMETER TO SIMULTANEOUSLY ESTIMATE PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY

AND CHLOROPHYLL IN AQUATIC SYSTEMS

: Paul G. Falkowski

Oceanographi( Sciences Division
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973
(516) 282-2961 or FTS 666-2961

The primary long term objectives of this research effort are to
develop a quantitative understanding of the processes regulating
primary production and the distribution of primary producers on
continental shelves. To help achieve this understanding, we have
developed moored fluorometers with low power consumption which will be
placed across the continental ;helf in a "T" arrangement in 1984,
1986, and 1988 as part of a Department of Energy program.

This research effort is directed towards developing a multiple flash
fluorometer where the ratio of fluorescenceyields between two or more
closely spaced flashes provides an estimate of photosynthetic rates.
If the basic ideas are verified by experiment, a shipboard, and
subsequently a moored, intrument could be constructed to remotely
detect photosynthesis.

The approach is based upon models relating photosynthesis to
fluorescence in vivo, which have been developed since 1963. It is
proposed tha_--tI_--fluorescenceyield between two closely spaced
flashes (30 usec peak-to-peak) will provide quantitative information
about the flux of electrons which have passed through the primary
electron acceptor of photosystem II.

Funding for this program began 1 October 1982. Necessary equipment
has been purchased and laboratory experiments have been initiated.
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WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM OF OCEANIC MESOSCALE VARIABILITY
FROM SATELLIT" ALTIMETRY

Lee-Lueng Fu

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 183-501
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-8167; FTS 792-8167

-Lg___: My long-term interests in satellite altimetry
are its applications to the studies of the mesoscale variability

and general circulation of the oceans. The dense and global

coverage of a multi-year altimeter mission will eventually allow us
to make a complete description of the oceanic variability in both

frequency _nd wavenumber domain. Before the advent of such a

mission, I am _nterested in exploring the full utility of satellite

altimetry to these problems by studying the existing data from the
Seasat and Geos-3 altimeters.

SDeClflC _i_: The objective of this research task is to use

the Seasat altimeter data from nearly repeat tracks to compute the

wavenumber spectrum of oceanic mesoscale variability in various
parts of the oceans. The emphasis is placed on the exploration of

the spectral differences between areas of high eddy energy and

areas of low eddy energy.

_p__: The approach taken is to compute a mean sea-surface

height for each group of repeat tracks. Then this group mean is
subtracted from each individual track and the residuals are subject

to spectral analysis. Affects of the contamination from residual

geoid due to finite track separations and range delay due to
atmospheric water vapor are also examined.

Current _I_: This task has been completed, and the results are
described in a manuscript which is now under review. The major

results of the study are the findings of two considerably different
spectra depending on the eddy energy level. In the high-energy

areas, most of the energy is contained at wavelengths longer than

250 km; at shorter wavelengths, the spectrum follows a k"5 (k is
wavenumber) dependence. In the low-energy areas, the spectrum

follows a k"I dependence at wavelengths from i00 to 100C km. The

results of the residual geoid study proved useful for specifying
the accuracy requirement for the Topex repeat orbits.
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SAR STUDIES OF OCEAN SURFACE AND Ik_ERNAL WAVES

Lee-Lueng Fu

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 183-501
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-8167; FT5 792-8167

Lo_-Term _: As demonstrated by Fu and Holt (1982 a, b), a
spaceborne synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) has the ability to pro-
vide a high-resolution (-25m) view of a wide range of oceanic
phenomena. Because of its high resolution and all-weather
capabilities, the utility of SAR for observing small-scale, highly

transient phenomena llke surface and internal waves is unique. One

of my long-term research interests is the application of $AR data
to ocean surface and internal wave studies.

_: The objectives of this research task are (I)

to analyze the surface wave field generated by extratroploal storms

using a combination of data from the SAR, altimeter, and

scatterometer on Seasat, and compare the results with those of wave
hlndcast models, and (2) to study the internal waves in the Gulf

of California using the Seasat SiR images, which have extensive

repeat coverage of this area.

J_: The approach taken for the surface wave study is to make

a synoptic description of the waves generated by a severe storm in

the North Atlantic, uslng wave heights from altimeter, winds from
: soatterometer, and directional wave spectra from SAR. The results

are compared with the FNOC hindoast forced by winds from a conven-

tional source. I have also sought collaboration with Nlllard
Pierson of CUN¥ to attempt at studying the impact of using scatter-
ometer winds in the wave hindoaet. The approach taken for the
internal wave study is to analyze repeat images, from which the !
processes of wave generation, propagation, and dissipation can b_
studied.

,. Current Status: Preliminary results from the surface wave study :
show an overall agreement between the data and the model, with the
discrepancies attributable to the errors of the wind field used by

: the model. Preliminary results from the internal wave study :
suggest that the energetic internal waves in the Gulf of California

are forced by the M2 tide, and that the dlasipation of these waves
accounts for a modest fraction of tidal dissipation in the OuAr.

Both studies are expected to be completed by the end of F¥'83.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE UTILITY OF OCEAN COLOR IMAGERY
FOR DELINEATION OF OCEANIC PROCESSES IN THE

WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC

Dr. Howard R. Gordon

Department of Physics
University of Miami

Coral Gables, FL 33124
(305) 284-2323

Dr. Otis B. Brown and Dr. Robert H. Evans

Division of Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science (RSMAS)

University of Miami 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway
Miami, FL 33149
(305) 350-7491

Long Term Interest: To understand the color of the ocean and its
varlabllity in space and time as observed by the Coastal Zone
Color Scanner (CZCS), in relation to physical and biological
processes.

:___sfiC Research Objectives: (a) To compare horizontal flow
based on the observed differences in the position of

identifiable features in CZCS imagery Obtained on successive days
(as ;s done for cloud motion vectors In the lower atmosphere)
with current measurements; (b) to compare the CZCS thermal and
color imagery; and (c) to study the long term stblllty of the
CZCS algorithms.

Approach: The area chosen to carry out the study is the Middle
Atlantic Bight, a region of intense study In 1982 by the Warm
Core Rings (WCR) Project. WCR investigations wlll yield the
ancillary surface data (surface current, pigments, and thermal
structure, etc.) needed for comparlson wlth CZCS Imagery.
Currents wlll be qualitatively and quantitatively compared to
CZCS-derived flow fields, and ship-measured pigments will be
compared directly with their CZCS-derired counterpart.
Comparison of the horizontal variability observed In thermal and
color imagery will be made through the use of two-dimensional
power spectra, con.putedfor sub-scenes of various sizes.

Status: Software for the generation of flow fields from color and
imagery acquired on successive days have been developed

and installed at the RSMASImage Processing FPctltty. Algorithms
for the computation of two-dlmenslonal power spectra of large
data sets (I000xi000 plxels) are also In place at the faclllty.
CZCS and NOAA-7 station tapes have been obtained for the four WCR
fleld experiments, and these have all been converted to computer
compatible tape format for further processing. Anclllary surface
data acquired during the experiments are presently being reduced
by the individual investigators. Analysls of early CZCS imagery
Is being used to better determine the long term sensor drift.
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MICROWAVE EMISSION FROM POLAR SURFACES

Principal Investigator: Dr. Thomas C. Grenfell
Department of Atmospheric Sciences AK-40
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 38195
(206) 543-9411

Lung Term Interests: Our interests are the intermediate and large
scale effects of sea ice on the interact,on between the ocean and

atmosphere, and the influence of the polar regions on global climate.

The large scale energy exchange is governed by the ice thickness
distribution and is very sensitive to the fractional area covered

by thin ice and open water where exchange rates can be as much as

two orders of magnitude larger than over thick ice. We want to
determine the extent to which passive microwave data from satellite-

borne sensors can be used to study ice concentration and ice type
distribution on scales of lO4 km? and above.

Objectives: Our present objective is to see how well multifrequency
passive microwave observations can distinguish among arctic sea ice
types at different times of year with special emphasis on the period

from the beginning of the summer melt through fall freezup. Through

a series of surface based measurements (in conjunction with aircraft

and satellite overflights carried out by other investigators) we
expect to be able to provide accurate ground truth data for calibra-

tion and interpretation of the remote observations. We also want to
understand how the physical characteristics of the ice influence the
microwave emission.

AppFoach: Surface based measurements of microwave signatures for the
ece types in a particular region are staged from field camps, and the
instruments are transported to the sites by hand drawn sled or by
helicopter. Brightness temperatures are obtained in H and V polari-
zations at IO, 18, and 37 GHz. At each site small scale spatial
variations are obtained over a IO0 to 300 m track together with the
dependence of brightness temperature on angle of incidence at several
interesting locations. Surface temperature, salinity, near surface
grain size and structure, and a qualitatlve estimate of free water
distribution are also made along the track.

Current Status: During the past year we have acquired and tested a
set of three microwave radiometers (IO.7, 18.7, and 37 GHz). We
have carried out field studies in the Chukchi Sea, in the Cascade
Mountains of Washington, and in the southern Beaufort Sea, near
Tuktoyaktuk, NWT. The observations at Tuk included measurements of
microwave emission from cold snow and thick first-year ice together
with the physical structure of these surface types. At Mould Bay we
studied thick first- and multiyear ice from mid-June to mid-July.
We have also been developing a radiative transfer model to attempt
to predict brightness temperatures of sea ice from the physical and
thermal structure data. We have contributed to the planning of and
intend to participate in both the MIZEX East and West effcrts during
the next few years.
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A NOVEL ALGORITHM FOR SEA SURFACE HEIGHT ESTIMATION
USING COMPLEX SAR DATA

Robert O. Harger
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

(301) 45A-6858

The objective of this research is to study the fundamental SAR system
: model and the sea surface height estimation algorithm. We wish to

understand the nature of the fundamental SAR system model for
• oceanographic application in order to predict SAR imagery - ultimately -

to be used in applications such as current measurement and bathymetry.
: Secondly, we wish to determine the appllcability, accuracy, and system

design implications for the height estimation algorithm; the study
will emphasize numerical simulation and calculation and the use of
actual SAR "complex" data.

Specifically,we intend to study a novel, nonlinear algorithm used to
process SAR complex imagery to extract large scale sea surface height
as a function of position - i.e., the sample function itself. An
initial processing algorithm was simulated and applied to the
available Seasat SAR complex imagery, and the results were viewed as
very encouraging.

Present efforts are directed at the following: I) finding improved
(nonlinear,minimum error variance) recursive estimators of the large
scale structure based on random and/or chaotic dynamical models (soon
to be completed), 2) simulating the sensing mechanisms and processing
algorithms to determine performance - e.g., accuracy and robustness,
and 3) analyzing SAR complex imagery gathered in the JASIN project.

f
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OCt!AN MODELING AND DATA ANALYSIS SqUDIES

b. t:. ttarrison

M.I.T., Dept. bieteorologv and Physical Oceanography
Cambridge, blA 02139
617-255-3575 or FTS 835-3573

Long-term interests center around understanding the physical proces:;es
that are important in the low frequency ocean general circulation, in
learning how to model the ocean on these scales and in using ocean models
to investigate the role(s) of the ocean in the earth climate system.
This requires knowledge of the air-sea interaction processes which produce
the surface heat, salt, mass and momentum fluxes that drive the ocean
and also how to parameterire the effects of ocean "turbulence" on the flow
scales of interest

Specific investigation objectives are of two types. The first
involves the development and use of numerical ocean models with various
degrees of physical sophistication, in order to study the effects of
different ocean processes in sufficiently idealized circumstances to make their
effects understandable. The second involves data analysis projects directed
at determining how _'ell the ocean _'ind stress and sea surface temperature
fields are known on different space and time scales from conventional and
satellite observations. These fields are needed for various modeling
studies and also establish the standards that satellite observing systems
should meet for maximum utility'.

blodeling results on the circulation of the subtropical and subpolar
gyres have been obtained, using a very" simple barotropic vorticity equation
model. These results emphasize the critical importance of vorticity
transport, either by the mean _'estern boundary current systems (the model
"Gulf Stream" system) or by, eddy processes across the "gulf Stream" front,
in establishing the dominant qualitative flow behavior of the system.
Further, they illuminate why' conventional coarse resolution ocean models do
not satisfactorily reproduce many" important features of the observed ocean
circulation. Further studies, to investigate the effects of different

subgrid-scale "turbulent closures" on the flow patterns, are being carried
out. Another study has examined the differences between a "quasi-stationary"
solution to a quasigeostrophic ocean model and the conventional time-averaged
solution to the _ame model. The changes induced by mesoscale eddies on the
ocean circulation are now being examined. A tropical modeling study on the
thermal changes induced by" downwelling Kelvin wave passage (forced by wind
changes) shows that the changes result from anomalous advection and are very
sensitive to the state of the ocean when the Kelvin wave arrives. Under some

conditions, temperature changes very like those of the initial stage of El ',
Nino are obtained.

Evaluation of the climatological air and surface temperature, wind and wind

stress fields for the world ocean is now complete and analysis of this data is
underway. These results are being prepared for a high spatial resolution
climatology for the world ocean. Anomaly studies are also underway. The
first detailed comparison of monthly mean surface wind fields (tropical
Pacific, Nov. 1979) from seven different sources has been made and is
being prepared for publication.

This work continues to be done in close contact with scientists and

staff of the Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences. Other support
is received from the National Science Foundation and the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration.
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CALIBRATIONPROCEDURESANO STANDARDS
FOR ACTIVE MICROWAVEREMOTESENSORS

Dante1 H. Held
Jet Propulsion Labw)ratory

Pasadena, CA gllO9
(213) 354-7763

T

Lon9 Term Objectives

Spaceborne missions for the remote sensing of earth resources and
oceanic processes which will fly in the late 1980's will probably
include Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) as well as other active
microwave sensors. For many apppllcatlons it is essential that
these sensors be radiometrlcally calibrated to facilitate the
accurate interpretationand intercomparlsonof the result_.ntdata.

Specific Task Objectives

The objective of this task is to develop and test techniques and
standards applicable to the calibration of Synthetic Aperture
Radars, and in addition, to develop the techniques and standards
necessary for the cross-calibration of SAR imagery with other
active microwave sensor data.

Approach

Over the three year period scheduled for this task we will: l)
conduct a thorough literature search; 2) analyze and simulate the
effects of system nonlinearities; 3) develop specific techniques
and standards for calibrating SARs; 4) aid in the design and
implementation of the aforementioned techniques on the JPL CVg90
radar; 5) evaluate any pertinent SEASAT SAR data.

Current Status

A systematic procedure has been developed for calibration of
SEASAT SAR data. This procedure does the following: I) Identi-
fies data which cannot be calibrated due to extreme system non-
linearities such as receiver saturation or missing data lines; 2)
Corrects for variations in the SEASAT-Earth analog data link gain
using a reference pilot tone included in the data; 3) C_npensates
for image brightness errors resulting from imaging geometry and
antenna pattern effects; 4) Finally obtaln_ absolute cross section
estimates based upon thermal noise levels measured with the SEASAT
transmitter turned off. Another estimate Is obtained jslng the
calibrated pilot tone level.

These methods are currently Wing refined to take Into a,:c_nt all
of the parameters pertaining to digital SAR processing.
Preliminary data from thls procedu_'e has been compared to
Scatterometer tracks on several test scenes wlth encouraging
results. This year we plan to cross calibrate with SAR data
obta',nedfrom cvggo Aircraft Radar.
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF SEA ICE DYNAHICS
AND ICE THICKNESS CHARACTERISTICS

W.D. Hlbler, Ill
U.S. Ar_ Cold Regions Research and Engineering !.aboratory

72 Lyme Rd.
Hanover, NH 0375S

(603) 646-4287 or FTS 836-4287

This research effort is motivated by s long-term interest in alr/sea interaction in

the presence of an ice cover. Of particular interest is the nature of sea ice dynes,los and

the role it plays in ._ir-sea interaction and, more generally, in climatic change.

The overall objective of this progrs_ is the develoF_nent and verification o£ numeri-

cal models for simulating the large-scale dynamics and thermodynamics of sea ice. Par-

ticular emphasis has been placed on developing ice dynamics parsmeterizations for use in

seasonal sea ice models relevant to climatic studies. A s_co,ndaryobjective is to examine

smaller-scale ice dynam,ies problems relevmnt to the Marginal ice Zone.

The approach in this work is to combine parsmeterizations of various physical pro-

eases to form a model. The model is then examined numerically to determine its agreement

with observations and to identify the role of different process_-- _n the model results

Work this year has been split between seasonal equilibrium simulations of the A_tarctic

Sea pack ice and small-scale (18.5-km resolution) idealized simulations.

For a first test of an Antarctic sea ice model, the two-level d_rneu_!cthermodynB:nIc

sea ice model developed by Hibler (197Y9)was extended to include ice edge characterlsti_'s

and was applied to the Weddell Sea ice pack. The simulations use a one-d_.y time step on an

l_xl5 grid with a resolution of 222 km. Daily atmospheric data from 1979 together with e._-

pirical radiation fields drive the :imulatlons. With atmospheric temperatu2e fields modi-

fied to reflect buoy observations, the simulations yield a seasonal cycle of ice with max-

imum and minimum extents close to that observed. F._ceptfor portions of the western Wed-

dell, the advance of the ice i.qe_und to be primarily thermodynamic in nature, while the

rapid decay depends crltieally on the pre: :nce of both leads and lateral ice advection.

The average fraction of open water is substaLntial even in winter, Ind varies from a mini-

mum of lOS in September to a maximum of 3_g in March. In early sununerthe ice motion =auses

a residual tongue of ice to extend eastward from the Antarctic Peninsula in agreement wit__.

observations. Mean ice thicknesses are consistent with observations and vary from about 3

m in the perennial ice in the western Weddell to I m in first-year ice in the eastern Wed-

dell. Simulated ice drift results yield mean drift rates of about 5 k_/d_, in good agree-

ment with buoy drift observations. Simulations were also carried out with a simple feed-

back assumed between the ice extent and atmospheric temperatures. These "coupled"

simulations yield a more _alistic rapid decaKVin su_r with dynamics included, but an

unrealistically small deck/without dynamics. Two _ournal articles describing this work

have been accepted for publication.

With respect to small-scale dynamics, idealized b,,ild-up simulations showed that

with a plastic interaction it is possible for certain Locations to have fluetuatirq[ veloc-

Itles, even though the wind forcing is fixed. To yield insi1[htsinto these results a one-

dlmensional ritld plastic Dw)del was solved tna1,ytlcal1,y, with the results bei_ consis-
tent with the n_merlcal simulations.

In addition to support by NASA, the JLntarctlc work was J._ntly supported by N.SP, and

the smalloscale work by the Swedish M_teorologlcal and Hydrological Institute.
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APPLICATIONS OF LASER TECHNOLOGY

• Frank E. Hoge
NASA/Goddard Space Fllght Center, Wallops Flight Facility

Wallops Island, VA 23337
(804) 824-3411 or FTS 928-5567

Long Term Interests: To demonstrate that existing airborne ,aser
tecBnology and electronic systems can provide valuable, syr,optlc,
quantitative physical and chemical oceanographic data. As such, the_e
systems can enhance the scientific understanding of the ocean surface
as well as the subsurface water colu_,n.My interests also include
improving calibration of satellite color scanners and altimeters.

Specific Objectives, Approach, and Progress: A. Biological and
Chemical Oceanography. My objective in this area of research is to
demonstrate an accurate method of measuring chlorophyll a and other
phytoplanktonlc photoplgment concentrations using inte_ated laser
induced fluorescence (LIF) at 685 nm wlth a calibrated airborne laser
fluorosensor. Warm Core Ring (WCR) Experiment data have been obtained
during four separate overflights of WCR 82-B. Ongoing analysis Is
aimed at the quantification of results from these missions, and the
production of synoptic contour plots of fluorescence data. Water
Raman backscatter, as well as PRT-5 and AXBT temperature data recorded
simultaneously with the fluorescence d_ta wlll also be utilize _
Comparing airborne laser chlorophyll a measurements wlth shipboard _,'
CZCS data is considered high priority for understanding phytoplankton
dynamics and ultimately primary productivity. Previous agreement of
airborne chlorophyll a measurements wlth shipboard observations has
been good. The g_Is of thls task will be achleved through
corroboration wlth participating scientists in the WCR Experiment. A
secondary objective is to demonstrate an accurate method for the
measurement of organic matter using integrated LIF in the blue-
yellow spectral region wlth the airborne laser fluorosensor.
B. Physical Oceanography. My objective In thls area of research Is to
den_onstratethe remote measurement of water column optical attenuation
using laser-induced water Raman and Mle backscatter decay as a
function of depth. Better qualityairborne Raman bathymetry data,
complete wlth diffuse attenuation sea truth, as well as improved
deconvoluted algorithms, are needed to remove lidar sy;'em response
time. Depth resolved Raman backscatter data have now been obtained at
380, 493.5, and 650 nm fro,,stimulation by airborne lasers operating
at 337, 422.6, and 532 nm. Recent Monte Carlo modelling techniques
have helped to better define the processes and properties governing
the ltdar backscattertng and attenuation tn the water column. A
secondary objective tn the physical oceanography area ts to evaluate
the distribution of power relative to sea surface elevation under
varying wtnd and wave conditions. These observations are essentta; to
develop an understanding of water surface scattering and reflectance
properties due to the distr|button of small scale wave structures.
The observ,,ttons are a!so important for achieving a fundamental
understandiag of the effects of the water surface on ltdar
measurements made within the water column.
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MICROSCALE OCEAN SURFACE DYNAMICS

; N.E. Huang '_
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Flight Facility

Wallops Island, VA 23337
(804) 824-3411, ext. 357 or FTS °28-5357

Long Term Interests: Air-sea interaction processes control the
flux of momentum, energy, mass, and heat from air to water and
vice versa; therefore, any changes in the air or water will be
reflected in corresponding changes of the surface microscale
structures in the form of wind waves. Consequently, the study of
microscale ocean surface dynamics will increase our understanding
of air-sea interaction processes, and will also provide us with
the foundation fo_ proper interpretation of microwave remote
sensing data.

Specific Ob_jectives: (I) To study the detailed statistical
characteristics of the ocean surface, (2) to study the spatial
and temporal relationship of the wind waves, and (3) to study the
evolution of wind waves and their relationship to the turbulence
intensity of the surface layer. The approach adopted here is to
conduct a selected number of carefully controlled experiments at
the wind-wave-current interaction facility at Wallops Flight
Facility (WFF), and to check these results in the f_,eld.
Theoretical analyses will be emphasized at the same time. Our
aim is to understand the basic physics of the processes.
Therefore, our approach is analytical and physical rather than
empirical. This study is cnducted as a Joint effort between
NASA/WFF and Profs. O.M. Phillips and S.A. Kitaigorodskii of the
Johns Hopkins University, Prof. E. Mollo-Chrlstensen of MIT,
Prof. C.C. Tung of the North Carolina State University, and
scientists at the N'_,valResearch Laboratory.

Progress: All the studies are tn progress. M_.4orfindings are
summarized below. (1) From theoretical studies, we estcbltshed a
new non1t near mapptng method to produce a non-Gausst an
statistical model of the ocean surfacc wave fteld. This model ts
an improvement over the Gram-Charller expansion used previously.
(2) From the,relical and experimental studies, we established the
mechanism for determining the electromagnetic bias for the radar
altimeter both in significant wave height and the meat, sea level
measurements. (3) Jotntly wtth MIT, we constructed and tested a

_ harp probe for in-sttu study of the Bragg scattering mechanism.
; From the laboratory'test, tt was found that the harp probe

exhibited resonance wtth the waves satisfying the Bragg
condition. The results further established that most of the
waves are freely propagating under 11ght wind stress. Other
applications are under study.

Parttal support for the study comes from the Naval Research
Laboratory.
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MICROWAVE RADAR OCEANOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS

F. C. Jackson

NASA/GSFC
Coae :}i L
Greenbelt, MD Z0771

Lon9 term interests are in the remote sensi,lgef ocean surface
, waves and surface conditions,electromagnetic interactions,wave

dynamics and upper ocean dynamics.

Specific objectives of this task focus on the end objective, which
is the development of a spaceborne microwave radar capability for
global measurements of ocean wave directional spectra. Toward thls
end we have been conducting a progr,_ of theoretical and experimenta|
research involving the application o,_ real-aperture,short-pulse
radars, essentially as an alternative approach to coherent imaging
radar. Our research to date has shown that rather accurate measure-

ments of the directional ene_:]yspectrum are possible at satellite
altitudes sin_Jlyby modifying existing satellite altimeters so as
to include an off-nadir conical scan mode (nominally10° incidence).
Specific objectives for the current yea,"include a) Obtaining
additiona| aircraft verification/interco_arison data, especially
for directionality,using the Wallop" Surface Contour Radar (SCR),

: b) At the same time, conductinguseful science experiments with
the GSFC Ku-band radar--forexample, fetch-limited wave growth
measurements,and c) Defining a _pace _uttle experiment to
demonstrate the _ _rt-oui_e radar ocean wave spectrometer (ROWS)
technique.

Current status. This is the third year of funded activity. The
t]_eoreticalwork, including the spec,dar scatter solution and short
pulse/dual frequency tradeoff analysis has been co.feted and
published in Radio Science (Vol. 16, pD. 1385-1400). The validation
phase ot the !_a'Tl"r'r_"F_T'ssiondata analysis _s complete, and the
results are to be published in the {refereed) Proceedingsof the
Miami Symposium on Wave Dynamics and Radio Probing of the Ocean
Surface. l_e renwiinderof the.Fall '78 data set has been processed,
and we have begun a case study using this d_ta to evaluate the

,_ performance of numerical wave models in stern sea conditions. The
GSFC radar is prescntly integrated on the ,_dllopsP-3 aircraft,
and we have conducted four flights with E. Walsh's (rQ ('Urricane
Debby and three fetch-limltedcases). With the new antenna con-
figurationon the P..3,we shall now be able to measure the mean
square slope parameters and principal axis orientation; this will
permit the proper estlmatien of the modulation spectrum/slope
spectrum sensitivity coefficient and allow a determination of the
large-wavecortribution to the near-nadlr cross-sectlon. Jointly
with code 970, we are initiating a Shuttle experiment definition
study for an integral Altimeter/ROWSinstrument based on available
space hardware.
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OCEAN WAVE HEIGHT DETERMINATION WITH SAR

Atul Jain

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-6614 or FTS 792-6614

Long Term Interests: Our long term interest is to develop radar
instrument concepts that will provide a capability for quantitatively
monitoring ocean surface phenomena from space.

Specific Objectives: The specific objective of this research task is
to develop and demonstrate techniques to measure ocean wave spectra
with the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) utilizing SEASAT data. Two
techniques are being investigated: 1) obtaining SAR images utilizing
small sections of the total signal bandwidth, determining the
normalized average intensity of pairs of such i_ages a_ a function of
frequency separation, and determining the propertic_,of this curve;
and 2) obtaining the spectra of the SAR images. Theoretical work
combined with data analysis is being conducted on both these
techniques.

Approach: SAR data from previous JPL flights have been used for
concept verification of the wave height measurement technique. These
include data obtained from SEASAT. Surface truth is available for

this data set and is being compared for wave height measuremen_
obtained by the radar. Results have shown good correlation.
Continuing work is focused on developing an understanding of the
physical relationJhips between ocean surface processes and these
techniques.

Comments: Continuing measurement of ocean wave height with the SAR has
Been demonstrated on the SEASAT data base. Work to extend the

measurement to wave spectra is in progress.
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REMOTE SENSING OF OCEANIC CURRENTS

Mona M. Janopaul
NOAA Environmental Research Laboratories

Wave Propagation Laboratory
; Sea State Studies, R45x5

325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303

(303) 497-6302 or FTS 320-6302

Long-term Interests: My long term interests are the study of coastal
surface current3 and their relationships to wave fields, wind stress,
mesoscale phenomena, sub-surface currents and bottom topography. I am

: also interested in developing applications for a high resolution
surface current measuring system, the Coastal Ocean Dynamics
Application Radar (CODAR), and in promoting CODAR as an everyday
oceanographic tool for direct measurement and as ground truth (e.g.,
for SAR and SLAR).

Specific Objective: The Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE)
provides an opportunity to make surface current measurements in an area
of relatively simple bottom topography and large wind stress events.
With complementary data sets of wave fields, wind, hydrography,
subsurface currents, and botto,, stress, the relevant physical
parameters needed to construct accurate kinematic and dynamic
descriptions of the response of shelf-water to strong wind forcings can
be thoroughly examined. SAR and SLAR data sets from CODE will be ,used
to access CODAR as an instrument for the evaluation of these

observation techniques.

: Approach: CODAR is a high-frequency, ground-wave mode, radar- that
measures the Doppler shift of the sea echo from which one can calculate

high-resolution, accurate, surface currents for a coastal area on the
order of 10 km. With a sufficiently long time series, CODAR
measurements can be used to identify and separate tldally-driven from
wind-driven currents, and to define the temporal and spatial scales of
the response of surface waters to strong wind forcing.

Status: During CODE-2, CODAR measurements were taken for 30 days at an
ntl-n-Ee_valof 15 minutues. The data quality is excellent, there was
little interference in our area, and there were no hardware failures.
We are repacking the data into intervals of one hour; from the hourly
time series, we can calculate tidal coefficients and quickly identify
any periods of significant wind events for detailed examination. The
software also exists to treat CODAR data in an Eularian manner for

complementary studies with moored and airborne instrumentation, or in a
Langrangian manner for complementary studies with drifter instruments.

i
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STORM TRANSFER AND RESPONSE EXPERIMENT (STREX)
MICROWAVE BACKSCATTER/WIND STRESS INVESTIGATION

W. Linwood Jones
Microwave Remote Sen_ing Consultants
Phoenixville, PA 19460

Calvin T. Swift
Univ. of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

: The purpose of this experiment was to study the relationship between ocean
radar backscatter and the vector wind stress. During STREX, four flights were
conducted where simultaneous radar and wind stress data were obtained on board
two aircraft flying in a vertically stacked formation.

During 1982 radar scatterometer data analysis was conducted under a NASA grant
with Univ. of Mass. and in cooperation with NASA LaRC. Wind stress data
analysis was provided by the Univ. of Wash. For the turbulent comparisons,
simultaneous series of radar backscatter and wind stress were correlated for
the various low alLitude "linesof the P-3 and/or Electra. To enhance the
correlations, the INS winds were converted to a pseudo-NRCS using results from
the Seasat-A Satellite Scatterometer (Schroeder, et al., 1982). With this
approach, winds were raised to a power (approximatelytwo) determined from the
SASS Model Function for the corresponding incidence angle and relative azimuth
(between the radar look angle _nd the wind direction). Next the series were
normalized and detrended prior to performing the cross correlation process.

Coregistered NRCS and INS wind speed spatial series were Fourier analyzed to
compare the spectral content in these independent data. The long wavelength
portion of the wind and radar spectra are highly correlated and track one
another in both amplitude and dominant frequency. This observation implies
that the time constant for the capillary wave spectrum to respond to changes
in the surface winds is very short (of order seconds).

The initial objectives of this STREX experiment have t satisfied in that
AMSCAT data have been processed to absolute NRCS and de, vered to the STREX
project.

Preliminary spectral analysis have been performed which indicate that there is
strong "real-time" correlation between the long wavelength components of the
wind and the small scale ocean roughness (capillary waves) which produces
radar backscatter. At shorter wavelengths, the measured INS winds and the
NRCS decorrelate probably due to imperfect coregistration (estimated to be
greater than + I km).

The analysis performed thus far should be considered preliminary, but good
progress is being made toward final results. Plans are being made to publish
results in a special "STREX" issue of Journal of Geophysical Research in 1983.
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ACOUSTIC PROFILING OF UPPER OCEAN CURRENTS

Terrence M. Joyce

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

(617) 548-1400 (x 2530)

Oceanic fronts occupy scales smaller than synoptic scale ed-

dies, yet are often associated with these disturbances when water

mass contrasts are present. Mechanisms by which these fronts are

formed and are dissipated are among the long-term interests of

the principle investigator. The ability to survey upper ocean

currents greatly improves the chances to gain new insight into

the dynamics of upper ocean fronts.

The objective of this research task is to be able to routinely

and accurately measure upper ocean currents from a ship using

acoustic doppler techniques. The principle field activity for

FY82 consisted of five cruises aboard the R/V ENDEAVOR associated

with the National Science Foundation study of Warm Core Gulf

Stream Rings. A preliminary cruise in May, 1981, was supported

by NASA. During this short cruise, the R/V OCEANUS performed

doppler current and XBT surveys near Nantucket Shoals, in sup-

port of an on-going NASA experiment in the area, in a Warm Core

Ring, and across the Gulf Stream south into the Sargasso Sea. A

data report from this cruise is now being published. Data from

the five ENDEAVOR cruises are now being analyzed.

One of the results from our OCEANUS report was an intercompar-

ison of our acoustic doppler shipboard current profiler with a

moored vector-measuring current meter. Hourly averaged currents

were compared over a four-hour period while 0CEANUS was keeping

station two nautical miles from a surface mooring. Mean differ-
ences in the vector currents measured from the two current sens-

ors at 36 meters depth were of order 3-4 mm/s, about 2% of the

typical currents observed.

Data collected from our Warm Core Rings studies are being aPa-

lyzed and used to determine the "velocity center" of the rings,

map current structure relative to the ring center, and estimate

the dynamic height distribution required to maintain the observed

azimuthal currents. We hope, with the latter effort, to be able

to make some definitive statements about the "reference level"

velocity in a Warm Core Ring.
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SCATTEROMETERAPPLICATIONSTO NUMERICALWEATHERPREDICTION

Eugente Kalnay, Robert Atlas, WaymanBaker, Dean Duffy,
Milton Halem, Mark Helfand, and Ross Hoffman

Global Modelling and SimulationBranch )
NASA/GoddardSpace Flight Center

(301) 344-7371

Long Term Objective:To improvenumericalweather predictionusing SASS wind data.

: a) Development of a 4-dimensional Seasat analysts/forecast system to de-alias end
e SASSwinds; b) Development and implementation of objective and subjective de-

allasln9 schemes; c) Comparison of forecast skills made from analyses with and without SASS
data; d) Utilization of data generated from a simulated "nature" model to assess potential
impact of scatterometerdata.

: An interactive analysis/forecast syst_ was developed. A three-pass procedure
g the model first guess and available ship data was used to objectivelyde-allas Seasat

data. In areas where the _bJectlve scheme was deficient (e.g., near the center of an intense

:. cyclone), the chosen SASS vectors were subjectively checked and corrected on MclDAS. To date,
five assimilation experiments have been conducted: 1) Control (rawtnsonde, ptbal, ship,
aircraft,cloud-trackwinds, VTPR temperaturesoundings);2) Control + SASS data; 3) Controlw/o
VTPR data; 4) Seasat w/o VTPR data; 5) Seasat wlth subjectivelyenhanced SASS data using the
MclDAS.

A detailed evaluationof the impactof SASS data on large-scalenumericalweather predictionwas
conducted for 7 SEP 78, 0000 _ to 13 SEP 78, 1200 GMT. In general, the results showed that
SASS data had a small effectwhen VTPR data was included In the assimilationand a larger effect
when the VTPR was excluded. Thls indicated that some redundancyexisted between the two data
sets.

Objectivelyde-allasedwlnd fields Were subjectivelyde-a!lased and enhanced for the period 7
SEP 78, 0000 GMT to I0 SEP 78, 1200 GMT. Subjectivelyand objectively de-allasedwinds were
compared. These comparisons_howed that the two fields were similar over approx. 805 of the
globe, wlth substantialdifferencesexisting In tlleremainder of the data.

Experimentswere conductedto assess the sensitivityof the GLAS 4th order forecastmodel to low
level wind specification. Model forocastswere generated from initial conditions In which the
correctI000 mb or I000 and 850 mb wlnd fields were replaced by the correspondingfields from 24
h earlier. The results indicated that the model forecast was sensitive to surface wind data
where large analysis errors were present and that the effect of SASS data would be enhanced If
higher levelswere also affected In the analysis.

In a relatedproject, a series of numerical experimentswas started to study the impact of SASS
winds on the forecast skill of the Navy's operational forecast model (NOGAPS). Thls involved
reformattingall conventionaland satellitedata to allow the use of the Navy's system,as well
as developing a sea level pressure analysis to replace the Navy's classified analysis. So far,
the controlexperiment(withoutSASS data) has been run for the period SEP 7-13, 1978.

To accemr._,_tethe directionalambiguity of the SASS data, a rather unique analysis system was
devised ano tested (Hoffman, 1982). When a good first guess was available, e.g., from the 6 h
forecast of a good NWPmodel, we found that the solutions were efficiently obtained by the
conjugate gradient minimization method. The direct minimization approach was very promising
because tt could be extended to incorporate many types of data and constraints simultaneously.

; Current work ts progressing on Incorporating a nonlinear constraint of near balance among terms
In the vortlcltyequation.
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t GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN THE RELATIONSHIPS OF TEMPERATURE
SALINITY, OR SIGMA-t VERSUS PLANT NUTRIENT CONCENTRATIONS

IN-_rI_-_ORLDOCEAN

: Daniel Kamykowski
Sara-Joan Zentara

North Carolina State University
Department of Marine, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences

- Raleigh, NC 27650
919-737-3711

Long term interests include various aspects of phytoplankton behavior

and physiology as they contribute to the optimization of primary

production and the explanation of community development. Specifi-

cally, studies are underway concerning dinoflagellate diurnal vertical

migration, the interaction of these behavioral responses with photic

zone currents and the large scale variation in growth conditions

for all phytoplankton groups.

The general objectives of the present research project are to

investigate how reliably the concentrations of plant nutrients

(nitrate, phosphate and silicate) can be predicted from temperature

and/or salinity determinations throughout the world ocean. These

predictions of plant nutrient concentration can be used to modulate

a future primary productivity algorithm based on satellite determinations

of chlorophyll a concentration (M-J Perry pets comm).

The approach used for this task begins with the acquisition of the
appropriate subset from the NODC data base and of recent data from

ongoing projects from areas of special interest. These data are

divided into appropriate geographic units, displayed on x-y scatter

nlots for various factor combinations, gleaned of outliers far

removed from the main trend, and statistically analyzed using polynomial

regression techniques. The final result will be a series of tables

including the coefficients of the regression relationships, the r2

values for the overall relationships and 95% confidence limits for

specific predictions. "

During the first three months of this effort, the requlred computer

hardware has been purchased, part of the NODC data base has been

obtained and the required prograL_ have been written and tested on

a selected data base with good results. Additional progress awaits

the complete acquisition of the required data base.
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AIR-SEA INTERACTION STUDIES

Principal Investigator: Dr. Kristina B. Katsaros
Department of Atmospheric Sciences AK-40

University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195

Phone: (206) 543-1203

Long term interests. Two areas of interest have been pursued under
this contract: a) the relationship between wind stress and the

: surface wave spectrum, and b) the relationship between sea surface
temperature features, meteorological conditions, and underlying
oceanic features.

Objectives. a) With the study of wind stress and the gravity wave
spectrum, we hope to better un4er=tand the role of the different

scales of roughness on the sea surface in maintaining the wind stress

on the ocean, b) With the sea surface temperature study, we wish

to ascertain how representative remotely sensed sea surface tempera-

ture features are of underlying oceanic conditions.

Approach. a) During the MARSEN '79 experiment in the German Bight

we obtained direct measurements of wind stress and wave height at
the PISA mast 27 km west of the Island of Sylt. By simultaneous

analysis of these two time series, we can study effects of the

different scales in the wave spectrum on the atmospheric drag coeffi-

cient, b) During MARSEN '79 sea surface temperature surveys were

obtained from aircraft with infrared radiometers by our German colla-

borator, V. Amann; several ships collected temperature and salinity
data in detailed surveys which we have analyzed (with Port ouese

colleagues, A. Fi6za and F.Sousa). Ey calculating the air sea fluxes

of short and longwave radiation and turbulent stress, evaporation,

and sensible heat flux, we could study their effect on the upper ocean.

Current status, a) About 40 hours of wind stress data have been

calculated with the eddy correlation technique from the PISA observa-

tlons. Mean wind speed has been corrected to i0 m height, with
careful consideration of stratification. Tidal currents have been

considered in evaluating surface velocity, and wave spectra have been

calculated. Effects of the phase velocity of the various compocents

of the wa_e field on the drag is now being evaluated, b) An article

entitled "Sea Surface Temperature Patterns in the German Bight during
MARSEN 1979" by Katsaros et al. (1983) has been written. It shows

the consequences of periods of calm and solar heating in producing a
shallow thermocline, which completely masks a topographic front in

the area. Cooling and wind mixing restore the frontal features.

These events are observed in NOAA6 satellite infrared images as well

as in the aircraft and ship data.

This work is sponsored by NASA.
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VALIDATION AND APPLICATION OF THE SEASAT-SM_

GEOPHYSICAL ALGORITHMS

Principal Investigator: Dr. Kristina B. Katsaros
Department of Atmospheric Sciences AK-40

Unive[sity of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195

Phone: (206) 543-1203

i.ong term interest. Remote sensing of atmospheric and oceano-
graphic parameters over the ocean from satellites.

Objectives of this specific task. In the past work we emphasized
the validation of the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer

(SMMR) channels which produce information about atmospheric

water in vapor or liquid form. In the present work we use these
channels to describe the distribution of water vapor, liquid

water and rain intensity in midlatitude cyclones which crossed the
Pacific Ocean during Seasat's lifetime.

Approach. We have selected portions of SMMR orbits which inter-

sected the particular cyclones in question, and have gathered all

available support information such as synoptic maps, satellite
and ship data.

Current status. We have analyzed the SMMR products during the

life cycle of two cyclones in detail, comparing them to National
Meteorological Center analyses and GOES-West satellite visible

and infrared images. The organization and evolution of the distri-

bution of total atmospheric water vapor in reference to the cold,

warm, and occluded fronts is very interesting and in general agree-

ment with ideas developed from surface radar studies by Browning's
group in England. Rain is usually organized in several large more

intense cells along the cold front reminiscent of the pictures

produced by Hobbs and co-workers at University of Washington. To

further understand the value of SMMR products in locating the
surface front and for prognostic purposes, we are presently re-

analyzing the surface weather charts using all the ship reports.

This work is sponsored Jointly by NASA and NOAA.
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NIMBUS 7-SCANNING MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SMMR)
ATMOSPHERIC WATER

Principal Investigator: Dr. Kristina B. Katsaros

Department of Atmospheric Sciences AK-40

University of Washington

Seattle, Washington 98195
Phone: (206) 543-1203

Long term interests. I am interested in exploring the possibili-

ties inherent in the totally new information of distributions of

atmospheric and oceanic parameters that a Scanning Multichannel

Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) can provide.

Objective of this specific task. The objective of this project
is to test for accuracy of existing algorithms and possibly

develop new ones for obtaining atmospheric water as vapor and
liquid from the Nimbus 7 SMMR's brightness temperature measure-
ments.

Approach. This project was started to take advantage of the

information gathered by the University of Washington Cloud Physics
Group during SMMR overpasses of the ocean west of the Washington

coastline in February 1979. Comparison with rain gauges and radar

coverage at a coastal station, aircraft cloud physics information,

and careful synoptic analysis was planned.

Current status. SMMR rain rates calculated for five swaths which

occurred along the Washington and Oregon coast in February and

March 1979 have been compared qualitatively to National Meteorolo-
gical Center analysis of frontal position, and quantitatively to

rain gauge records along the coast. The areas where SMMR data

show rain coincide beautifully with the expected region of precipi-

tation around a synoptic front. This identification of precipita-

tion is found in regions where satellite infrared and visible

images show innocuous uniform cloud shields. By advecting the SMMR

pixels onto the coast, and comparing to time averaged rain gauge
records, we found that SMMR tends to underestimate the rain rate by

a factor of two or more. An early experiment team version of SMMR

brightness temperature with a team version of the raln rate algorithm

has been used to date. Improvements in the quantltat_-e estimate
of rain rate are, therefore, expected.

This work is sponsored by NASA.
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: ADVANCED OCEAN SENSOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Principal Investigator: Bruce M. Kendall
= NASA Langley Research Center, M/S 490

Hampton, VA 23665
(804) 827-3631 FTS 928-3631

Long Term Interest: The interest has been the development of
precision passive microwave systems and algorithms for the
remote sensing of the ocean.

Objective: The objectives of previous investigationshave been the
development and demonstration of passive microwave sensors to
measure ocean surface temperature to within an absolute accuracy of
I°C and ocean surface salinity to within an accuracy of l ppt.
The objective of the current research activity is to develop a
passive microwave sensor whose frequency has been optimized to
measure ocean salinity.

Approach: The past objectives were met with the 1976 overflights
of the Chesapeake Bay utilizing a two frequency radiometer system
developed at Langley. Latter demonstrations of this capability
with improved systems were conducted along the Georgia coast in
1979, and again in the Chesapeake Bay area in 1980. In order to
improve the accuracy of salinity measurements, a UHF radiometer was
designed and developed. The activity this fiscal year was to complete
the development and to evaluate performance dumng a Warm Core Ring
flight test experiment.

Current Status: The development of the UHF radiometersystem ha_
been completed. Flight testing on-board a Wallops Flight Center p-3

aircraft was conducted durin_ August 1982. These tests included
overflights of a warm core rlng and research ships collecting sea
truth data during the August '82warm core ring experiment. Inter-
ference from land based television stations radiating in the same
UHF band as that used by the UHF radiometer prevented the collection
of useful radiometer data even at distances away from land of up to
200 miles. Flight measurements of UHF radio frequency interference
(RFI) have identified an RFI free band at 611 MHz. While this band
is only 6 MHz wide and therefore not optimum for radiometric use in
terms of sensitivity, it does provide an opportunity to test the
UHF radiometer as a salinity sensor. Therefore, it is planned that
the UHF radiometer system will be re-configured to operate from 608
to 614 MHz and flight tested during the Langley L-Band Pushbroom
radiometer series of flight tests in 1983. Subsequently this UHF
radiometer will be included in the inventory of remote sensors
being used to complement the Large Space Antenna technology develop-
ment at LaRC and the joint Soil Moisture Measurement program with GSFC.
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FLUORESCENCE STUDIES OF PHYTOPLANKTON PIGMENTS:
A COMPARISON OF CLASSICAL AND LASER SPECTROSCOPY

Dale A. Kiefer and Janice Beeler SooHoo

Department of Biological Sciences
University of Southern California

Los Angeles, CA 90089
(213) 743-6911

Research in marlne optics at the USC Marine Microbiology Laboratory
has been motivated b) a desire to correctly interpret ocean color
images as detected by remote radiometers such as the Coastal Zone
Color Scanner. Previous work has _hown that color changes are caused
by differences in the phytoplankton crop within surface waters. Our
laboratory has contributed to the advancement of marine optics by
measuring the absorption and scattering properties of phytnplankton
.indbacteria.

The goal of this study is to determine whether laser-induced
fluorescence of photosynthetic pigments in the sea will provide
valuable information about the growth and distribution of marine
phytoplankton. We wish to develop methods to measure the small scale
distributlon of phytoplankton in order to characterize the pigment
composition of natural populations and determine primary production.
This development is being carried out at JPL under a study entitled
"Lidar and Acoustics Applications to Ocean Productivity", Dr. Donald
Co111ns, Principal Investigator. The instrument under development in
that study will make use of multiple excitation bands to detect
fluorescence from various phytoplankton pigments. Our objectives are
to guide the selection of excitation bands and to evaluate the energy
requirements for an in-situ lidar system.

Our studies are carried out on cultures of the major taxa of marine
phytoplankton. Absorption and fluorescence excitation spectra are
determined using a home-built spectrophotometer/fluorometer. Laser
wavelengths for subsequent studies are chosen from the results of
classical spectroscopy. We have used both _ Xenon-Chlorlde laser and
Nitrogen pump laser pulsed at 20 Hz. Fluorescence and oxygen
production are monitored simultaneously with a modified oxygen
electrode system.

Our measurements on the green alga. Dunaltella terttolecta, have
confirmed earl ter reports of decreased quantum ytelds o;'chlorophyll a
fluorescence wtth increasing pulse energies. Such decreases t_
fluorescence yteid were reported for the induced fluorescence of the
Freshwater green alga, Chlorella vulgarls; the process Is reverslble
and has been called photon annihilation. We have also found that at
high pulse e,ergies, photosynthesis ts irreversibly Inhibited; the
e_ctton spectrum for such a process ts stmIlar to that of the cells'
absorpti on spectrum.
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i COASTAL AND ESTUARINE DYI_AMICSPROCESSES RESEARCH

Hongsuk H. Kim
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

The objective of this task was to develop an atmospheric effects
removal method. In 1978, the u'Jtlineof an ocean-atmosphericradiance
computation method was formulated and in 1979 the method was applied
to a set of ocean radinace d_ta collected by U-2 borne Ocean Color
Scanner (U-2/OCS). Subsequently, several U-2/OCS application flights
were conducted in the South Atlantic Bight. In November of 1981, the
Shuttle-borne Ocean Color Experiment (OSTA-1/OCE) was conducted. All
the data obtained from the above field experiments have been ana!yzed
and the results published.

The results oF the U-2/OCS experiment turned out to be consi-:erably
different from that of the Nimbus-7 CZCS. For this reason, this
Goddard in-house activity has often been criticized by the CZCS team.
Discussions of the derived relatiow_shihsbetween the chlorophyll
concentration and the "blue-to-green"ratio were presented in the open
iltprature. Differences between the OCS and CZCS results can be
attributed to the following facts:

a. The OCS and OCE experiments were designed with the intent of
studying open ocean phenomena because we felt that the absorptive
method would not be applicable to thp coastal waters. In contrast,
the CZCS team was interested in deriving a unified global chlorophyll
algorithm which could be applied to both the coastal zones as well as
to the global oceans. Therefore, the earlier CZCS team's results were
based on a mixture of coastal and open ocean waters. Only recently
the team began to isolate the radiance of the open ocean from that of
mixed waters. There are _Igns that the large differences which
previously existed are gradually narrowing in favor of our results.

b. The OCS and OCE are equipped with a proper atmospheric channel in
the near-infrared which can be used directly to infer the aerosol
concentration of the atmosphere. The CZCS is not equipped with such a
channel. This poses a serious _.andtcap for the CZCS atmospheric
removal algorlthms.

c. Both OCE and OCS were periodically calibrated against a known
radiance standard as they are recoverable instruments. A sat_.!tte
instrument such as CZCS can.or be eastly recovered for a _adtance
check, and there ts strong evidence that the CZCS's cJ.:;Dratton has
been drifting for some time.

This act!vity ts being terminated after five v_ars. The activity has
served its purposes, however. The knowledge gained from thts aircraft
program has given us confidence in processing Shuttle data. It is
regrettable that the program could ,;ot matntetn a closer association
with the Ntmbus-7 CZCS program during its existence.
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SEASAT i4APS,LIBRARY, AND JGR ISSUE

D.B. Lame and G.H. Born

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.

Pasadena, CA 91109
(213) 354-4469 or FTS 792-4469

Lon9 Term Interests of Investigators: Our long term interests
regarding this activity are to develop methods and products which
display oceanographic remote sensing data in such _ manner as to
enhance their use by the scientific community.

Objective of This Task: Our objectives are to evaluate the quality of
data from the Seasat low rate s_nsors by comparing them tc all
available in-situ data. If the data are deemed to be of useful
accuracy, we will consider publishing global maps. This activity also
supports the Oceanic Remote Sensing Library, which provides library
services to ocean researchers using the Pilot Ocean Data System. In
addition, funds for the Journal of Geophysical Research (JGR) special
issues devoted t, Seasat are maintained here.

Current Status: Global maps of Seasat geophysical data products of
Tarious temporal resolutions ha_e been produced. These are being
compa_c:?,.,+havailable In-sltu data to assess the quality of Seasat
data. _ ,_t special_ssue of JGR dedicated to Seasat geophysical
evalc :,J, :_t published in April 1982. The second special issue will
be dedicated to science results from Seasat, and 13 due to be
published in February 1983. Also, a special IssuP of Marine Geodesy .
dedicated to satellite altimetry will be published in 1983. The
Oceanic Remote Sensing Library has been establ_shed and is being used
by ocean researchers.
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ORIGINALPAGEIS
USEOF CZCS IMAGERYIN ALBACORETUNASTUDIES OF POOR QUALITY

R. Ntchael Laurs

Nattonal Ma-tne Fisheries Service
Southwest Fisheries Center

P.O. Box 271

La Jolla, CA 92038
(714) 453-2820

Distribution of Albacore Catchus tn Relatton to Co',or Boundaries. CZCS tmagery and albacore
tuna catch data obtained frown daily logs submitted by fishermen were used to investigate
relationships between ftshtng success and ocean color boundaries. Th_ rates of CZCS band 1 to
band 3 radiance (blue:green ratto or Rl_) were used tn determine color boundary locations after

: atmospheric correction (Smith and k'tlson 1981). R was also converted to chlorophyll
concentration (C_, t) according to Clark (1981) and Sm_ and Baker (1982). Catch data were
normalized to 150"line-hours - a typical full day of fishing effort by an albacore Jtgboat.
Normalized catch data for 7-day periods, froll 3 days before to 3 days after each Nt,d_us-7 pass,

•: were plotted on CZCSImages.
: Examlnatlo, of the color tmagery showed an intense color front located between th_ coastal

and oceanic water masses. RI_ of the boundaw was noa{ 2.5. Chloroph)ll concentr.M_lons in
: blutsn, oceanic waters were u's-ually less than 0.3 m_ m"", ant ,)reater than 0.6 mg m-- tn the

greenish, coastal waters. Strong color fronts and htgh chlorophy.1 concer,trattons (up to 5.0 mg
m") were observed in war-shore coastal waters and associated wtth c,)astal upwelltng. The
color front marking the boundary between coastal and oceanic waters ha:l a meandering north-south
distribution wtth Intrusions of oceanic w_ter toward the shore.
Albacore ftshtn_ ,ffort was dtstrtbute¢ mostly In the oceanic waters with much lesser amounts in
the coastal waters. The catch rates were highest in bluish, oceanic waters i,ear the color
boundary. Shoreward intrusions of oceanic waters had particularly large catches cjncentrated at

• the color boundary. Catch rates within the greenish, coastal waters were low or ntl.

: Movementsof Albacore Tuna -n Relation to Oceanic Fronts. CZCS and 'OAA-6 sate;ltte AVHRRdata
were used to Investigate movementsof a16_ore tn relatton to oceanic fronts. Satellite imagery
was collected in conjunction wtth field experiments where acousttc telemetric methods were used
to track horizontal and vertlcal movements of tndtvluual free-swimming albacore, and XBT
observations were made to determine ocean surface and subsurface thermal structure. Three
albacore were tr" "ed for approx. 24 h and one for about 15 h. The results showed: a) total
distances ranged ,,'om about 40 to 60 km, b) all fish remained tn a finger of wam water which tn
the tnfrared sate ,to imagery appeared as an intrusion of warm water e_tendtng toward the coast
sepal, _ed fr._ cc_ water to the north, inshore and south by about a 2"C tc_,parature gradient,
c) tracked ftsh exhibited marked vertical excursions tn depth with the range being larger during
daytime hou,s tnan during ntghttme hours, d) each of _he ftshosp_nt the majority of the ttme tn
waters wtth temperature considerably _ower (about 8 to 15 C) thano what ,_s geqerally been
believed to be the opttml te®erature preference for albacore (12 to 20 C), and e) while

undergoing vertical ,_anges tn depth, the ftsh frequently passed through a temperature gradtt.nt
a,_unttng to 7_ or 8 C, or about 3 to 4 times greater than the horizontal temperature gradient
at the surface as Indicated by ship measu,-ementsand satellite infrared imagery.

These findings indicate that the causal factors tnvolved in the aggregation of tuna on the
wars stde of oceanic surfac_ te_erature fronts are not related to thermal-physiological
mechanisms, as previously thought (Netl 1976). Instead, behavioral mechanisms related to
feeding may be respons;ble. The author used CZCS measure_nts and a knowledge that tuna are
visual feeders to provide evidence to support this hypothesis. The distribution of ocean co, or
boundaries showed a gradient _early coincident wtth the sea surface te_eraturo gradtent
paete_.h. The diffuse attenuation coefficient (k) measured by CZCS shoed a stmtlar pattern, "
wtth lower values tn warmer waters and higher values tn cooler waters. The results shoved that
albacore remained tn clear, wars oceanic waters an= did not cross boundaries tnto turbid, cool
coastal waters. Since water clarity affects the vtsu_,l acutty of the tuna, and tuna are visual"

_: feeders, this factor say play a role in the aggregation of tuna on the wa_ stde of o_eentc :
,, surface thermal fronts, by affecttl;; prey capture efficiency.

Use of (.ZCS t_1Other Pelagtc Ftsherles Research

CZ('S tmagery ts also used for describing ocean processes tn relation to spawning of
northern anchovy. Imagery was collected coincident with fine grtd oceanographic shtp
observations. Preltalnmry results indicate that anchovy avoid areas of low chlorophyll
concentr_tto% presumbly because of insufficient food availability. [n addition, CZCSts I_tng

sed to tt_vest,gate distribution and abundance of Juvenile salwon off the Oregon-Washington '
Ctast. Imagery has been collected and processed, but as yet not .11 ftshel? data have been
processed. C2CS appeBrs to be a _owerful tool for fl.hertes research. It can assist fishery
sctent4sts tn describing _rtne habttats _f fishes and tn providing and envtronmntal index for
fish avatlabtl_1;y, which for tuna _ be used to refine catch-per-dntt esttmtes or to direct
flshtng effort. [t also appears that chlorophyll maasu.-edby CZCScould be used as a biological
envtronmntal input for ftsh recruttmnt models. _
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_: OCEAN CURRENT MEAS'REMENTS BY SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADARS

}
Fuk K. Li

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, CA g1103

(213) 354-2849 or FTS 792-2849

Long Term Interests: The long term goal of our investigators is to
develop radar s_stem concepts for quantitative measurements of oceanic
phenomena.

Specific Objectives: The specific objective of our present research is
to investigate the feasibility of measuring ocean current velocities
by synthetic aperture radars (SAR). We will also examine the effects
of various system parameters on the accuracy of such measurements.

Approach: We will examine the feasibility of two techniques for
measuring ocean current velocities with SAR data. The first method
utilizes a technique we developed to determine Doppler centroid
frequencies of SAR data. The observed centroid frequencies should be
Doppler shifted across an ocean current boundary due to current
velocity. We will analyze Seasat SAR data obtained over several ocean
current regions and determine if such Doppler shifts are detectable,
and if the current velocity can be measured quantitatively. The
second method utilizes changes in wavelength and direction of
refracted wave patterns across current boundaries. Again, the data
obtained by the Seasat SAR will be utilized.

Progress: We have processed an exCensive set of Doppler centroid

{requency measurements over various areas, such as the Gulf Stream, _.
The English Channel, JASI_, etc. Preliminary results indicate that
statistically significant shifts in the Doppler centroid frequencies _
wer_ observable. These results are being confirmed with additional
da,

!
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REMOTE SENSING OF AIR-SEA EXCHANGES IN HEAT AND MOMENTUM

W. Timothy Liu

Jet Propul¢ion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91109
(213) 354-2394; FTS 792-2394

: -_ Interests: Using satellite observation to study the exchanges of
heat and momentum be _een the atmosphere and the oceans and their effects

on ocean momentum and heat budgets.
/

D__J_: There are two specific objectives at present: (1) to

examine how the accuracy of Seasat-SASS winds vary with factors such as

: atmospheric stability and _ea surface temperature, (2) to develop a method
of estimating alr-sea latent heat exchanges (monthly and mesoscale

averages) from Seasat-SMMR observations.

Approach: (1) Average neutral winds and related parameters have been

1 derived from FNOC ship reports and compare with BASS winds in areas of
strong stability and temperature contrast, (2) the total water vapor in an

atmospheric column is related to near surface humidity with data from

:' radiosonde soundings. Near surface humidity can then be estimated from
SMMR observations. Together with wind spee@s and sea surface temperature3

f obser_atlons from SMMR, latent heat flux can be evaluated and compared with
those derived from ship reports with bulk method.

\

Current Status: In FY'82, three papers relating to the estimation of ocean
surface wind/stress from scatterometer, L-band radar and surface pressure

field were published. The study on comparing BASS winds with FNOC winds in
areas cf high stability and tem_erature contrasts are near completion and a

paper will be submitted for publication in FY'83. Studies related to heat

fluxes have begun. A study on mesoscale variation of sea surface
temperature and heat flux will be c._pleted in F¥'83. Preliminary results

on latent heat flux estlmation from Seasat-SMMR observations are very

promising and they wi]l be presented in AGU Fall '82 Meeting.
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OCEAN CIRCULATION AND TOPOGRAPHY

Principal Investigator: James G. Marsh, Geodynamics Branch

_ddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

Telephone: 301-344-5324 (FTS 344-5324)

Long Term Interests

To provide a physically unambiguous basis for the interpreta-

tion and quantitative utilization of satellite altimetry observa-

tions of sea surface topography and to assess the impact of this

on relevant problems in ocean circulation. To develop analytical

> and interpretative techniques for determining the contribution_ of

the ocean geoid, tides, barotropic effects and d;_namic topography

due to general and mesoscale ocean circulation phenomena to satel-

lite radar altimeter measurements of the sea surface geometry. To

conduct simulations and real data analyses to identify and formu-

late ways of achieving improvements in the computation of satel-

lite orbits so that global orbital accuracies of 10 cm or better
can be achieved.

S__ec fic Investi6ation Objectives
The specific objectives of the present work are to coupute

global as well as detailed regional maps of the mean sea surface

topography from satellite altimeter data and to use these dsta as

reference surfaces for the derivation of information on dynamic

ocean processes. Such reference surfaces can be used for the de-

tection of mesoscale variability in areaj where detailed gravi-

metric geoids are not available.

Approach

The major error source in computatien of mean sea surfaces

is radial orbit error. Over regions of a few thousand kilometers

on a side, crossover adjustment techniques have been used to re-

move orbit error. On a global basis upgraded force models and

data processing techniques have been used to reduce orbit error

to less than 50 cm. The altimeter @ata referenced to the improved

orbits are being gridded and contoured in the form of topography

maps.

Status

Regional maps of the mean sea surface have been computed in

the N.W. Atlantic, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Bering Sea based

upon the total set of GEOS-3 and Seasat altimeter data. The data

have been adjusted to a regularized grid with a resolution of

better than 0.25 ° and a precision of 10-20 cm. Detailed analyses

of a global 1° x 1° mean sea surface based upon the GEOS $ and

Seasat data in combination with the best available long wavelength

geoid (GEM L-2) have revealed the major features of tbe general
ocean circulat ion.
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APPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE DATA TO OCEANOGRAPHY

George A. Maul
NOAA, Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories

4301 Rickenbacker Causeway
: Miami, FL 33149

(305) 361-4343 or FTS 350-1343

Satellite data are being applied to several areas of interest.
Tnese include: 1) high resolution sea surface temperature
determinations over the POLYMODE region for inclusion as boundary
conditions in a numerical model, 2) surface temperature and
chlorophyll + phaeophytin gradients in the Gulf of Mexico for study of

: the Bluefin Tuna fishery, 3) co-linear Seasat altimeter tracks coupled
with another numerical model to study dynamics in the Gulf of Mexico,
and 4) correlations between current meter measurements in the Yucatan
Strait with satellite-determined fluctuations of the Gulf Stream
system.

In each area of research, the endeav_.rhas been to use satellite data
with other data in the hopes of obtaining synergistic effects. First,
the techniques of correcting satellite data for atmospheric,
instrumental, and/or orbital errors were critically reviewed, and, if
necessary, improved. Data were then combined either with numerical
models and/or ship or mooring data to study problems in ocean
circulation. Results were analyzed for application to problems of
scientific or economic interest. Data processing was accomplished
using existing facilities, notably the image processor at the
University of Miami.

Daily maps of sea surface temperature from GOES have been made for
three months during the winter of 1977-1978 over the POLYMODE region
at full 10 km r_solution. RMS error is + 1.4 K, but more than 9G% of
the data was cloud contaminated. The Bluefin Tuna fishery in the Gulf
of Mexico was found to be three times more productive in 1980 than in
1979; satellite data were used to show that in the more productive
year, fishing efforts were concentrated nearer the Gulf Stream

; boundary. Altimeter tracks of the Gulf eddies were used to document
results, which suggested that the eddy separation period is about
every nine months and not annual as previously thought Current
meters at the Yucatan Strait still showed correlations between eddy
separation events and strong southward flow, and that these Gulf
eddies accounted for 25_ of the variance in the heat flux of the
Florida Current off Miami.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAND STATIONS FOR SATELLITE READ-OUT OF

IN-SITU SENSING OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTIES

Thomas B. McCord, P.!.

Planetary Geosciences Division

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics

L University of Hawaii

2525 Correa Road

Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

: Phone: 808-948-6488

Klaus Wyrtki, Co-I.

1 Keith Chave, Co-I.

Department of Oceanography, U.H.

Lgn_ Term Interests of the P.I.: Determine and understand the

basic global processes operating now and in the past to form and

alter the planets--their interiors, surfaces, oceans and atmos-

pheres. Develop and apply technology for the study of the Earth

and the other planets and satellites from space. Apply this new

knowledge and technology to practical benefit. Educate and train
students in these areas.

Objectives of This Specific Research Task: Develop a system of

island stations in the Pacific Basin _or tile purpose of sensing

environmental properties and transmitting them via satellite to

the Honolulu laboratory computers. Implement specific measure-

ments, such as sea level, water temperature, chlorophyll ,ontent,

wind vector, rainfall, pressure, and make the systems available to
other users.

Approach Used: Work with satellite communication equipment and

sensor manufacturers to develop and supply appropriate devices,

develop equipment and techniques in-house, test systems in the lab

and at Honolulu harbor, install systems on remote islands and

monitor their operation. Develop computer software to automate

data receipt and station monitoring and to provide other users
with data.

: Progress: The project has been funded only since April 1982.

Extensive debugging of Handar platforms has nea_ly resulted in a

usable device meeting specs. A water temperature sensor was

developed. Leupold & Stevens and incremental tide guages were

interfaced to Handar platforms. PV power systems were developed.

Full stations are operating in the lab, iaHonolulu harbor and on

Christmas Island. The CI station failed once (blown fuse) and was

repaired. A station is about to be installed on Ponape. Sea

level and water temperature are routinely measured and computer

plots and numerical listings are produced. No publications have
resulted so far.
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THE MAPPING OF OCEAN SURFACE CURRENTS
:i' USING DUAL-FREQUENCYMICROWAVERADARS

Principal Investigator: Robert E. Mclntosh
Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545-0709

The long term interest ef this research is to establish the feasibility
of making ocean surface current measurements with radars mounted on

: satellites. Preliminary results suggest that satellites in geostation-
ary orbit may be suitabl" platforms for dual-frequency radars that can
map ocean currents over areas as large as 107km2. However, the reliability

: of measuring current components using dual-frequency radars must be care-
fully established before serious consideration of this concept can begin.

To establish if dual-frequency radars can be used to reliably measure
ocean surface currents, the following research o_joctives have been
established for next year:

(1) Establish the limits on the signal-to-noise performance that
dual-frequency radars can achieve by means of theoretical
analysis.

(2) Demonstrate improveme,tof the overall system performance of
a current sensing radar by applying signal processing techniques
to existing dual-frequency data.

(_) Use the above results to determine system parameters required
for an operational satellite-mounted current sensing system.

The approach utilized for this task is primarily theoretical but analysis
of experimental radar data obtained by NASA and NRL researchers will be
compared to theory whenever possible.

During the first year of this project, we have concluded a feasibility
study that shows that current sensing radars mounted on two geostationary
satellites can successfully map large ocean areas if appropriate signal
processing techniques are used. We have a1 _ developed a theoretical
model of a signal processing technique that enhances our ability to
accurately determine the ocean cumrent from cr_ss-product spectra
obtained from the received dual-frequency radar signal. During the next
year, we plan to incorporate this ,modelin studying the feasibility of
uther geostationary satellite configurations.

During the first six months of this grant, this work was partially
sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center under grant NAGI-54.
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PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION OF OCEAN SURFACE

DRIFTING BUOYS

Dr. James C. McWilliams, Principal Investigator

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Boulder, Colorado 80307

Telephone: (303) 494-5151 ext 696

The long-term objective of this program is the develop-

ment and use of surface drifting buoys for empirical studies

of the general circulation of the upper ocean and lower at-

mosphere, their ezchanges of heat, momentum, and energy, and

their low frequency, large-scale variabillty (i.e.,
climate).

The objective of this specifl research task was a

one-year planning study for the development and use of sur-

face drifting buoys. This research was extended at I,o addi-
tional cost lot six months.

Seven scientists and six engineers from six institu-

tions joined in a collaborative effort to refine the scien-

tific objectives, assess the state of hardware, communica-

tions, and data handling as applicable to measurements from

surface drifting buoys, and to develop a plan and organize a

cooperative effort to address the above objective.

The group's activities included two meetings, January

and September, 1981. The first meeting outlined the general

t approach to be taken, and individual working group assign-

ments were made, and the second reviewed progress. The

< fiPll plan has been developed and is being published by
UCAR. In the meantime, communications between group members

)y the telemail system have been effective. The program was

'ompleted on schedule.

The- work has been Jointly sponsored by NOAA and NASA.
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GPS/Y-SET OCEAN NAVIGATION

Dr. Sri,_ivasN. Mohan

Mail Stop 264-664
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 91109
(213) 354-4226

• The objective of this activity was to develop software to post-process
shipboard navigational data acquired from GPS (Global Positioning
System) navigation satellltes during conventional GPS/Y-set operation
at sea.

: This task is in its concluding _tages at the present time. During the
past year, covariance analyses showed that direct range-rate
information is a valuable adjunct to pseudo-rat e measurements.
Software capabilities were limited to X-set operation. User position
was estimated using 14-state e;'tendedKalman filter. The software has
beer, validated using simulated data. Data reduction using the
Endeavor cruise data revealed significant discrepancy between observed
and computed pseudo-ranges. These discrepancies were determined to be
due to tropospheric delays (ionospheric delays using dual frequency
calibration were furnished by the user field test and instrumentation
software). A polynomial correction based on an empirical formula
furnished by Magnavox was incorporated into the software. The
resulting agreement between observed and computed residuals was of the
order of i to 2 meters over short spans of observation. Expected GPS
measurement uncertainty in pseudo-range is four meters.

Data analysis activities are in progress. Preliminary reductions of
the Endeavor data reveal that the so_'twareperformance, when compared
to the filter states derived by the on-board GPS/Y-set navigation
computer, is measurable by an improved quality of data fit and
smoother velocity and hence position estimates. Clock _tates are in
good mutual agreement. The software is able to cope with maneuvers
executed by the research vessel. However, some systematic signatures
prevail in the data residuals. This aspect is being investigated to
further enhance performance.

The New Horizon data appear to be similar in character to the Endeavor
d&ta, as discernible fro_ uncertlinty in velocity estimates.
Red_ction of New Horizon data is deferred until the sources of

systematic signatures are identified, and until filter parameters are
modulated to enhance filter behavior.
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COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

Donald R. Montgomery
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-2339 :

Long Term Interests: Observations of the ocean surface from satellite
platforms ha_e commercial applications. Surface wind and wave
measurements can be used to improve marine weather forecasts, thereby
impa(ting the operational activities of marine industries, including
off- hore oil and gas operations, marine transportation, deep sea
mining, marine safety, and commercial fishing. Sea ice observations
play a major role in arctic operations, and color measurements have
shown real promise in identifying key water masses important to
fisheries research and commercial fishing tactics. Studies with
industry continue to show that synoptic ocean observations From Seasat
and Nimbus-7 have real commercial utility which translates into
economic benefits from increased fuel efficiencies, reduced hull and
cargo losses, and improved scheduling in off-shore operations.
Through a series of cooperative experiments involving NASa, NOAA, and
industry, the utility of satellite oceanography in commercial
applications can be demonstrated.

Specific Task Objectives: The objective of this task is to assess the
utility of the Nimbus-7 Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) in
commercial fishing applications. A further objective is to aid the
transferral process of CZCS technology from the research domain to an
operational status within both the NOAA community and commercial ocean .
industries.

Approach: In a series of applications experiments, CZCS data of the
U.S. West Coast will be processed and delivered to selected fishing
vessels in a near real time basis for use in establishing fishing
tactics. These data will also be collected once per week by the

: Scripps Institution of Oceanography Remote Sensing Laboratory. Charts
depicting ocean color boundaries and major color differentiated water
masses will be prepared by the Visibility Laboratory for subsequent
radio-facsimile transmission to participating vessels through NOAA/NWS
(National Weather Service) and U.S. Coast Guard facilities. F_Ise
color CZCS im,._esin photographic print format will be sent by mall to
Marine Advisory Agents in California and Oregon ports. An e_,aluatlon
will be conducted with participating fishermen. The applications
experiments will be conducted over two fishing seasons.

Current Status: Facsimile charts and photogrphic prints continue to be
transmitted to partlcipating fishermen. Significant use of the CZCS
has occurred in the albacore and swordfish fisheries. Work by R.
Michael Laurs of the National Marine Fisheries Servlce-Southwest

Fisheries Center has definitively shown the correlation between water
color and commercial albacore catches. A final evaluation of the

experiments is scheduled to be completed by early 1983. Commerclal
fishing intere.ctsare encouraging NOAA to continue processing and
distribution of CZCS data to fishing vessels. Other support for this

: work has been received from NNAA-NWS.
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EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES ON THE PHYSIOLOGY
OF MARINE PHYTOPLANKTON: IRON AND MANGANESE DEFICIENCIES

LYNDA S. MURPHY, Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences, West

Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04575, 207-633-2173

I am interested _n the influence of hydrographic boundaries

on the distribution of phytoplankton species and color groups, and
on the importance of differing trace metal conditions on defining

hydrographic boundaries.

The objectives of this research are to study the effects of

iron and manganese on growth-rate characteristics and iaentify how
t:;aseinfluence fluorescence excitation spectra of phytoplankton

from various environments of the open ocean. The long-range goals

are to predict trace metal effects on natural communities,

especially as these effects account for observed differences in
eutrophic and oligotrophlc waters, better elucidate the role of

these metals in photosynthetic cellular energetlcs, and determine

the effects of these metals on spectra as perceived by remote

sensing.

The approach is to evaluate the role of the trace metal

nutrients, iron and manganese, on photosynthesis as evidenced by
changes in fluorescence excitation spectra, pigment composition,
growth rates, and trace metal cell quotas. Trace metal stresses

can be expected to cause several types of effects on the physio-
logical processes of marine phytoplankton which would cause

changes in their fluorescence excitation characteristics: changes

in photosynthetic rate, structural changes in chloroplasts_

changes in chloroplast migration rates, and changes in pigment
concentrations. The corzelatlon of specific spectral changes with

specific physiological changes should provide insight into factors

go ,ernlng dlstrlbutlcn, biomass and _pectral properties of

phycoplankton.

The research is nearing the end of the first year of a

projected three-year study. During the first year, I have

determined growth rates and fluorescence excitation spectra for 26

different clones representing all major color groups under control

conditions. I have detailed data of growth rate, chlorophyll _,
and fluorescence spectral changes under iron and manganese

deficiencies in four clones representing three color groups. Two

of these clones h&ve been studied extensively for cell quotas in

iron and manganese under different iron and manganese culture

conditions. Pigment analyses have begun. At this point, it
appears that the characteristics of light absorption by
phytoplankton can be affected, in some species, Ly trace metal
deficiencies.
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SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE WORKSHOP

Dr. Eni G. Njoku

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-5607; FTS 792-5607

A Sea Surface Temperature (SST) Workshop activity has been initiated

by NASA as a means for assessing the present state-of-the-art in

measuring global SST's from space. Substantial progress has recently

been reporte_ on the accuracies of SST's derived from various satel-
lite instruments. An unbiased scientific assessment of _hese sensor

capabilities is therefore necessary as a prelude to the planning of

future marine surface observation missions with a sea surface temp-

erature component.

The objective is to design and conduct a scientifically controlled

experiment to evaluate the relative accuracies of four satellite SST

sensors for the same time periods and aJ'eas. The sensors are the

AVHRR, HIRS/NSU, SMMR, and VAS. Subsequent objectives will be to

identify the relative strengths and limitations of each method for

operational and reserach use, and to recommend future hardware and

software directions. The workshop will use the facilities of the

NASA Pilot Ocean Data Sgstem.

The approach currently planned for the workshop is to . _ntify a

number of time periods and regions for which all sensors _Jrz oper-

ating satisfactorily. SST's will then be generated from the sensor

data using current algorithms, on temporal and _pat_" ,s appro-

priate to each sensor. In paraZlel, high q,ality ,_ SST da :a
will be assembled, and all data sets will be insta_ the P_DS

computer system for analysis. Cunsistent analgsis L "_e: '_II

then be ajplied to each data set, and the results _xamined a

special workshop to be held for this purpose in mid-1993 - ; _r _.

will be prepared documenting the proceedings and coDclu,., , the

workshop. In addition, majoz re .*arch findings of the wc ", ; will

be collected together in a series of papers for publicatlo, J in the

open literature. A meeting of workshop investigators will be con-

vened for Fall 1983 to report on further evaluation of workshop
data sets and to make recommendations for future satellite instru-

men ts •
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MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING OF OCEANOGPAPHIC PARAMETERS

Principal Investigatoz: Dr. Eni G. Njoku

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91109

(213) 354-5607; FTS 792-5607

Long-Term Interest: To advance the use of passive microwave tech-

niques, both alone and in conjunction with other remote sensing

and in-situ methods, for measurement of oceanographic phenomena
from space. These measurements to be applied to the understanding

)f problems in oceanography, ocean-atmosphere interactions, and

the cryosphere.

Kpecific Research Objectives: The emphasis of current work is to
analyze the measurement performance of the SMMR instruments on

Seasat and Nimbus-7, to improve the measurement accuracy throughrefined retrieval techniques, and to demonstrate the application

of the data to oceanographic problems. Optimization procedures

are being investigated to determine sensor configurations (fre-

quencies, view angles, etc .) and efficient data processing for

future passive microwave sensors.

Approac, h: ? n-d_.y and monthly average,_, on a global 2"x2" grid, of
the four major SMMR parameters (SST, wind speed, water vapor, and

cloud liquid water) have been generated and contoured on the PODS

using the Seasat GDR data set. These maps are being examined add

compared with other datu sets both spatially and in time-sequer_e

to determine the stability and accuracy of the SMMR on these scales.

The same approach will be used for examining Nimbus-7 SMMR data.

The Nimbus data will he processed selectively from the raw data

level (TAT tapes) using modified antenna pattern and geophysical

ret_'ieval techniques. Modeling studle$ will investigate the effects

of ocean and ice features on microwave emission ova a wide range

of frequencies.

Current Status: Analysis of the SST maps has demonstrated the SMMR

ability to correctly show the major large-scale ocean zeatures with

sufficient accuracy to monitor month-to-month changes in these fr_a-

tures. A high bias has been observed in cold ocean regions, shewing

the ne_,d fnr ._small non-!l,Jea, correction in the retrieval algorithm.

SMMR winds have been compared _ap to map with SASS and ALT winds and

show good agreement in spatial variability. Nimbu._ TAT tapes have

been processed selectively to thu brightness temperature stage, at

which they are being examinod for anomalies prior to geophgsical

retrievals. Modeling studies aze undzrwa_. $or algorith_ and sensor

optim:.zation. The effects of ice ani.,ytrc_y on _crowave remote

sensing data have been shown to 5: significant, and more precise

data are being i_corporated to mak, the models more realist
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COUPLED ICE-OCEAN DYNAMICS IN THE MA,GINAL ICE ZONE

Principal Investigator: Dr. James J. O'Brien
Mesoscale Air-Sea InteractionGroup
The Florida State University
Tallahassee. Florida 32306

Phone: (904)644-4581

l.on9 Term Interests

The P.i. uses analytical and numerical models to elucidate the physics

_f upper ocean circulation. The 2re_ent NASA contract deals with the 2 - 15

day time scale of the _cean circulation near and under the Marginal Ice

Zone (MIZ).

Objective

The P.I. has a long-term program to develop new models of the atmosphere-

ice-ocean dynamic_ in tK2 MIZ. We wish to understand the eCfect of ice hydro-

dynamics and thermodynamicson the adjacent ocean circulation.

Approach

Numerical and analytical models are used. The initial work assumes

the along-edge ice scales to be small. Four papers have been written. The

work underway extends the models to include the along-edge coordinate and

thermodynnm;cs (melting + freezing). Dr. L. P. R_ed, Uniwrsit_ of Oslo,

is heavi|¢ involved (funded) in this work. An important problem y_t to be

solved is the formulation of the constit'_tiveequations for the marginal

ice zone for a 2-dimensional ice field. New numerical methods need to be

developed for handling the moving ice edges. We hope to study the baroclinic

instability ,F the MIZ and the mechanisms for formation of ice bands.

I

Current Status

Two papers have been accepted or puLllshed (R_ed + O'Brien, 1981, 1982).

Two papers are in review; (R#ed + Smedstad, 1982 and R_md, 1982). Dr. R#ed

is concentrating on including thermodynamics. Oz. O'Srien and his Ph.D.

students, Ms. Hakkinen, are working on formulatinc the constitutive equations

for an (x,y,t) ice model. Dr. Roisin will _ssist in the theoretical con-

struction of the dynamics.
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C-BAND MEASUREMENTS OF RADAR BACKSCATTER FROM ICE

PJ_J_I_AL_3_$1_I_: R.G. Onstott

Unlverslty of Kansas Remote Sensing Lab
2291 Irving Hill Road - Campus West
Lawrence, Kansas 66045 (913) 864-4836

} _Dr:JV__D_: R.K. Moore

; LQI_Cr_]f.J_I_L_L_J_I_._I:To ascertain quantitatively the ability of
radar systems to measure relevant propertlesof sea Ice and to
determine the optimum parameters for radar systems that can make
such measur_er_s. In general, the applicationof microwave
remote sensing to sea Ice research problems and understanding the
underlying physics.

D_JEEJ;_T_LY]_:Acquire radar backscatter data of sea Ice over the
4-8 GHz frequency range, as supplemented by 8-18 GHz data from
other programs. Numerous measurements of backscatter from Ice
have been made In other frequency bands, but no data exlsted
between 1.5 and 9 GHz. These data wlll be used to descrlbe the

utlllty of a radar operatlng at C-band frequencies.

_IRO6_U: A series of remote sensing experiments coupled with
extensive Ice characterlzatlons has just been completed. The
first of these, conducted at Mould Bay, N.W.T., durlng October
1981, focused on the characterlstlcs of newly formed Ice and
multlyear Ice at the start of the growing season. Ice In the
Gulf of St. Lawrence was examined In February, flrst-year and
pancake Ice In the North Atlantlc In March, and Ice at Mould Bay
durlng June. The June experiment focused on both flrst-year and
multlyear Ice durlng the melt season. These varled data sets
wlll be used to further Improve crlterla for Instrment system
deslgn and to ald In the Image Interpretationonce the
Instruments are in operation. Measurements were also made at 1.5
and 8-18 GHz frequencies (relatedwork sponsored by ONR). These
data wlll be analyzed and a comparison of scattering coefficients
will be made. Ccllaboratlon will take place with Rene Remseler
of RadarSat and Tom Grenfell of the University of Washington in
the ice characterizatlon measurements and active/passive
microwave measurements. Future Investigations are planned to !
Investigate the microwave properties of the Marginal Ice Zone In
the Bering and East Greenland Seas. _

_Il_TJ_: Significant progress has been made In the reduction of
the above data sets. We are currently occupied with data
analysis and preparation for reporting the results,

Related work Is supported by ONR.
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TIME DFPENDENT ALTIMETER STUDIES

M,E. Parke

,letPropulsion Laboratory
4H_IOOak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA qllOg

(213) 354-273q or FTS 7Q2-2/3q

Long Term (_bjectives: To investigate two-dii_nsional _pping of
a]t]in_ter-dala T,_'(),-derto separate the mean and time varying
components of the altimeter signal. The mean is related to marine
geology. Time varying signals include tides, and current and
mesoscale eddy variability. Of especial interest is the conversion of
altimeter data into estimates of the ocean tide, as seen by
conventional gauges both in coastal areas and the deep sea.

Specific Objectives: (I) Patagonian Shelf: To generate shelf models of
tIYe-lYa-t_go-n-_an"._h-_ftide. using a barotroplc finite difference model
with adjustable dissipation. Comparison of these models with
altimeter height values should allow a better understanding of the
shelf tide. A key objective is an estimate of the M2 shelf
dissipation.

(2) Global Tide: With new high precision orbits that are now
available, partlal detev_Inatlon of the M2 tide from Seasat dat is
possible. A modified response analysis wlll be used. and the results
co_ared wlth existing models. This form of analysis should be ideal
for the addition of data from future missions.

(3) rre-TOPEX: The models of Shwlderskl and Parke and Hendershott are
being compared to determine areas of disagreement. Understanding the
source of disagreement should be useful for future nw)delllngefforts
and should serve as a guide for future measurements.

(4) Mean Sea Surface and Residual Variability: The mean sea surface is
stron§ly related to the geology of the ocean floor and crust. The
residual variability in contructing this surface provides a
statistical vlew of short length scale (less than 500 km) ocean
varlatlc,_s_urlng Seasat.

(5) Although the Seasat mission was short, it should be possible to
m_p some real variations in ocean height in the 300-2000 km length
scale range Areas for Inve._tigatlon are the Somalia eddy off
SonwJlla,and the Antarctic Circu_olar Current.

Status: Models of the Patagonlan Shelf are currently being generated.
_-'_6sslng ra_nt flle for use In the global tide analysis Is being
confetti, Comparison of spherical harmonic coefficients for the
Shwlder._; and Parke and Hendershott M2 tlde nw)dels, surprisingly,
show slg_i_f:cafktdifferences, with a 20$ difference in the second

i harmonic. _ r_eansea _urface has been generated. A high pass vlew of
•} the surface _._Eeing prepared as an overlay for the new Scripps Jebco
,_ bathymetrlc charts, and wl_.l be publlshed as an official Scripps

_'i series.
J
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STLJI)IESIN SEA ICE MODELIIIG

' Principal Investi(lator: Claire _. Parkinson/Code 91_.1
Goddard Sp_ce Flight Center
(;reenbelt,MD 2(1771
(301) 344-8513

Long-TenetInterests: Lonq-tenwlinterests include improved sea ice
modeling, coupled ice-ocean, ice-atmosphere,and ice-ocean-atmosphere
modeling, climatic change, and sea ice both as an indicator of
climatic change and as an important interactive component in ,,
climatic change.

Objective: The objective of this task is twofold: (I) examine
with a numerical sea ice model the occurrence of the Weddell polynya
recorded in the 1974-1976 southern ocean data sets from the Nimbus

5 ElectricallyScanning Microwave Radi(_neter;and (2) (with R.
Bindschadler, GSFC) quantify the response of Antarctic sea ice to
possible atmospheric t_,perature increases.

Approach: In each case numerical calculations are done with the
thennodynamic/dynamicsea ice model described in Parkinson and
Washington (1979, JGR, 84, 311-33l). (I) The approach is to use
the sea ice model -i_-6-simulateboth years with a Weddell polynya
,_ndyears without a Weddell polynya, by varying the input fields,
and then to analyze the causes of the contrasting results. (2)
The approach is to run the sea ice model for the full southern
ocean with mean-monthly climatologicaldata as a standard case,
then with air temperatures uniformly increased by I K. 3 K, and
5 K, and finally with air temperatures increased with the spatial
and temporal dependence predicted by atmospheric general circulation

models for a doubling and quadrupling of atmospheric C02, and to
analyze resulting 38-month time sequences of such variables as the
total area of ice ard the latitude of the ice edge at specific
longitudes.

Current Status: (I) The computer runs have been completed for the
polynya study, and the results, which establish the input wind
fields as the dominant influence on the formation of the modeled :"
polynya, are being written up for publication in JPO. No polynya
forms with spatially-uniformwinds, whereas in the eJ--vent of non-

uniform winds, a polynya forms in the location of a prominent high i
or low pressure system. (2) Results for the standard case and cases
with uniform temperature increases have been generated, reveallng
a pronounced reglr,nal dependence and a non-linearity in the response
of the ice cover Lo temperature changes. On a hemispheric average, ':
the winter ice edge retreats 2o latitude with a I K temperature
Increase and 6° latitude with a 5 K temperature increase.
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STUrIIES IN OCEAN/ICE COUPLING

Principal Investigators: Claire Parki,_sonand Paul Schopf
Oceans and Ict_Branch, Code 912.1
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771
(301) 344-8513

Long-Term Interests: These include the interaction of sea ice

: dynamics and thermodynamicswith the ocean and atmosphere, the
role of sea ice processes in climate change, and an understanding
of the utility of sea ice distributions as an indicator of the
climate state.

Objectives: The objectives of this task are to examine the nature
of ice-ocean coupling through numerical modeling, and to identify
and analyze the important processes affecting ice-ocean interactions.

Approach: This involves coupling numerical models for sea ice and
the upper ocean and analytically examining the basic principles
affecting the coupling. The sea ice mode] _ployed is the
thermodynamic/dynamicmodel described in Parkinson and Washington
(1979, JG_._RR,84, 311-337), and the ocean model is the two-layer
model described in Schopf and Cane (1982, JPO). The two models require
alterations to run compatibly and to include the major interactive
ice/ocean components. This involves adjusting the ocean model to
run on the grid of the sea ice model, inserting the sea ice model
calculations to the coding for the ocean model, adding salt to the
ocean density calculations and a salt flux to the ice calculations,
adapting the ocean model to a11ow for deep convection, and adjusting
approprlately the heat flux and m(wnentumtransfers between ocean
and atmosphere in the presence of an ice cover. After the coupling
has been successfully accomplished, idealized studies over a wide
range of parameters wlll be undertaken to identify the limits on

: the interactive physics. Subsequent modeling studies will refi,_e
the analysis and begin to simulate polar conditions, with impor';ant

: initial aims being to examine the ways in which the ocean can
provide heat flux at the base of the ice, the impact of the heat
flux on sea ice distributions, and the sensitivity of the ocean
circulation to sea ice behavior.

Current Status: The numerical details of coupling the model codes
are being attended to. The coding relevant to the sea ice grid has "
been added to the ocean model, which is now being altered to run

,. on the Cyber computer, A salt parameterizationhas been devised
for the ice calculations and is being inserted into th_ ice model.
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OCEANWAVEMEASUREMENTBY ANALYSIS OF RADARIMAGESOF THE OCEAN

Professor A.M. Peterson (Principal Investigator) (415) 497-3594 ,
Professor J.F. Vesecky (Associate Investigator) (415) 497-2669

Center for Radar Astronomy, Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA 94305

Long-Term Scientific Interests: Synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images contain information regarding ocean surface phenomena on
spatial scales from ~ 10 m to --lOO0's km. SAR image brightness

• responds to changes in small scale (~ 30 cm) surface roughness, to
lager scale surface dynamics which modulate the small scale
robghness and to surface motion through Doppler effects. Our ob-
jective is to interpret brightness variations in terms of ocean
phenomena, e.g. long gravity waves, currents and current gra-
dients, sea surface temperature gradients, winds, internal waves,
ship wakes and surface films.

Research Task Objective. Using optically imaged SEASAT SAR data
we are investigating the measurement of long ocean waves, partic-
ularly the directional wavenumber spectrum _ in the range 50 to
800 m. Our objective is to assess the limitations of I measure-
ment by SAR and, within these limits, to put SAR measurement of
on a firm quantitative footing, both theoretically and experi-
mentally including applications to wave evolution in the open
ocean anG coastal waters.

: Research approach: _ur approach to wave measurement by SAR is
to: i)calculate the 2_-wavenumber (Fourier) spectra of SAR images
correcting for instrument response, ii) compare SAR spectra with
surface buoy spectra to find experimentally the relationship be-
tween SAR image spectra and buoy spectra, iii) model the radar
wave-ocean wave interaction and iv) apply the model to estimate
from SAR images, comparing the results with buoy measurements, i

This research is done in collaboration with Drs. W.R. Alpers (Max
Planck), F.I. Gonzalez (NOAA/PMEL),R.A. Shuchman (ERIM), and R.H.
Stewart (Scrinps/JPL).
Current StatuS: We have finished our initial analysis of wave

observations using optically processed SEASAT images and surface
• buoys during the JASIN experiment. Major conclusions are:

I. SAR images yield estimates of dominant ocean wavelength and
direction with average errors of - 14% and - 10° respectively.

2. Visibility of ocean waves _ SAR images is largely limited
by: H <

_ ~ 1 m, windspeed _ 3 ms and inadequate SAR resolution.3.
image spectra are in rough agreement with buoy measure- i

ments of _ and correspond less closely with ocean wave slope spec-
tra _'.

L 4. It may be possible to use SAR images to estimate H1/_ since
the peak SAR signal to noise ratio is correlated with HI/_C-
5. These data and comparisons lend qualitative suppdft to the

theory of Alpers, Ross and Rufenach (1981).
This research was jointly sponsored by ONR, NOAA and NASA.

I
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INTERPRETATION OF SEASAT SAR IMAGES IN TERMS OF OCEAN SURFACE
PARAMETERS USING SPECIALLY PROCESSED DATA FROM THE JASIN AND
GOASEX EXPERIMENTS

Professor A.M. Peterson (Principal Investigator) (415) 497-3594
Professor J.F. Vesecky (Associate Investigator) (415) 497-2669
Center for Radar Astronomy, Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA 94305

Lon_-Term Scientific Interests: Synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images collected by aircraft or satellite contain information re-

; garding ocean surface phenomena on spatial scales from~ 10 m to
~ 1000's km. SAR image brightness responds to changes in small
scale (~ 30 cm) surfao, roughness, to larger scale surface dynam-
ics which modulate the small scale roughness and to surface motion
through Doppler effects. Our objective is to interpret brightness
variations in terms of ocean phenomena, e.g. long gravity waves,
currents and current gradients, sea surface temperature gradients,
winds, internal waves, ships, wakes and surface fi!ms.
Research Task Objective: Since digitally processed SAR images

are more consistent and generally superior in quality to optically
processed images, we are now using digitally imaged SEASAT data in
our investigation of ocean wave measurement by SAR. Our objective
is to understand the physical processes by which ocean surface
phenomena, e.g. surface waves & internal waves, manifest them-
selves in SAR imges. In particular we are trying to put SAR meas-
urement of the directional waveheight spectrum I on a quantitative
footing, theoretically and experimentally including applications
to ,ave evolution in the open ocean and coastal waters.

Research Approach:Our approach to understanding how waves are
imaged by SAR is to: i) obtain digitally imaged SEASAT SAR dat_
relevant to the JASIN and GOASEX experiments, ii) calculate the 8_
wavenumber (Fourier) spectra of the images correcting for instru-
ment response, iii) compare SAR spectra with surface buoy spectra
to determine experimentally the relationship between these two

; quantities and iv) compare the experimentally determined relation-
ship with the predictions of relevant theories. This research is
done in collaboration with Drs. W.R. A1pers, F.I. Gonzalez, S.
Petoherych, and R.H. Stewart.
Current Status: Initial analyses of wave observations during

the JASINand GOASEX experiments using optically imaged SAR data
have been c_leted. We have just started a continuation of thls
work using digitally imaged data from the JASIN experiment. At
this point _e have three images from orbits 762, 1044 and 1049.
These images are kindly provided by the Remote Sensing Center of

, DFVLR near Munich. We have developed the software needed to read
the DFVLR data tapes and are now adapting existing programs to
provide correction and display of the image transforms.
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STUDIES OF SHELF CIRCULATION UTILIZING A
BOTTOM-MOUNTED ACOUSTIC DOPPLER PROFILING CURRENT METER

Principal Investigators: Neal R. Pettigrew
James D. Irish

Depar_nent of Earth Sciences
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824

Phone: (603) 862-1718

Long Ten11Interests: Principal research interests related
to this project are the dynamical description of shelf circula-
tion features and the development and evaluation of new ocean
instrumentation.

Specific Objectives: Specific objectives of this research
task are (i) The development and evaluation of a bottom-mounted
doppler acoustic profiler which is capable of horizontal velo-
city measur_nents over 100+ meters of the water column with a
vertical resolution of 2m and an accuracy comparable to that
of mechanical current meters; and (2) Utilization of the fine
vertical resolution of the acoustic doppler measurements to
exam,linethe detailed structure of coastal curremts.

: A self-contained bottom-mounted
g Doppler Current Profiler (RDCP) was constructed and

deployed for several months on the Northern California Shelf.
The RCDP was positioned adjacent to a conventional current
meter mooring in order to facilitate evaluation of profiler
perfomlance through a detailed intercomparison.

Status: Data handling and analysis software
ha_e-l_eendeveloped and preliminary analysis completed. Data
from the current meter mooring have not yet been made for
intercmlparison.

t
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SURFACE WAVE AND TURBULENCE PHENOMENA
" ASSOCIATED WITH REMOTE SENSING

i

O.M. Phillips

Decker Professor of Science and Engineering
The Johns Hopkins University

Baltimore, MD 21218
(301) 338-7036

The long term interests of tlleprincipal investigator include

the dev_lopment of quantitative relationships between signals obtained

by remote sensing, particularly syntbetlc aperture radar, and the
properties and structure of surface waves and surface currents in the
oc e an.

This specific research task is concerned with the interaction

of short wave components (at a fixed wavelength, as sensed hy SAR)

wlth surface currents produced by oceanic eddy structure. The Investl-

gation involves both theoretical ana]vsis and experimental study, the
latter in collaboration with Dr. Norden Huang's group at NASA-Wallops.

A series of numerical experiments has been undertaken to calculate

the response of tllesurface wave spectrum, measured at a single (short)

wavelength to a variable current field. In the case of a simple shear,

there are no caustics in the field and the variations In spectral
density (proportional to the variations in back-scatterlng cross

section) arise from the turning of the short wave components by the

current; they are smeared out by regeneration by wind. Calculations

are planned for flow fields in _Ich caustics are present -- examples

of this include the flow over shallow bottom topography and near
moving oceanic fronts.

A series of measurements of the interaction between a group of

long waves with shorter, wind generated wave_ was made by Ms. Kaye

Burnett during a previous year. The results are now being analyzed.

When the ratio of wind friction velocity to wave speed is of order

one, the interactions are strong, with a suppression of the short

wave activity during the passage of the long wave group, followed by

an amplification before subsequent relaxation to the general saturation
level. Work is being continued in both of these areas.

'/
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ACOUSTIC APPLICATIONS TO OCEAN PRODUCTIVITY

Richard E. Pieper
Institute for Marine and Coastal Studies

University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089
Phone (213) 743-5114

Our long term goals are to understand the dynamics of biological
productivity in the upper mixed layer of the ocean. Techniques
exist for estimating phytoplankton biomass and variability on
small scales. These can be related to large-scale chlorophyll
maps from satellite sensors. Biomass, however, is not a direct
indicator of primary productivity. The remotely sensed chlorophyll
measurements represent only that portion of the biomass which re-
mains after zooplankton grazing. Thus, our understanding of oceanic
productivity and variability must also include the impacts of, and
the interrelationshipsbetween, the zooplankton and phytoplankton.

This project is for the biological and oceanographic portion of a
joint USC and JPL (D. Collins, Jet Propulsion Laboratory) program
to develop and test an acoustic technique (chirp sonar) to measure
zooplankton distributions in the ocean. This zooplankton compon-
nent will be integrated with other projects which are developing
laser sensors to concurrently measure phytoplankton biomass, tem-
perature, and salinity variability in the upper mixed layer.

The approach is to modify a chirp sonar, previously developed at
JPL, to operate at ultra-high acoustic frequencies needed to
record scattering from zooplankton. The return signal from the
chirp sonar will be range gated into a finite number of bins
between the underwater transducers and 30 to 50 m from the source.

To confirm the hypothesis that the recorded scattering Is from the
zooplankton, plankton samples will be collected wlth a high-volume
pumping system. Samples will be identified and the predicted
scatteringwill be calculated from existing scattering models for
zooplankton developed at USC. The calculated scattering values
will De compared to the chirp sonar measurements.

The chir9 sonar was tested at frequencies of 0.44, 0.88, and 2.23
MHz. Concurrent zooplankton samples were collected, sorted, iden-
tified and run through the predictive scattering models. Measured

scattering at 0.88 MHz did agree with calculated values from the
pump samples which indicated Initial validation for the technique.
The transmitter and receiver for the chirp are presently being
redeslgned and a second test is planned.
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OCEANOGRAPHICAND METEOROLOGICALRESEARCHBASED ON
THE DATA PRODUCTSOF SEASAT

WillardJ. Pierson,Jr.
CUNY Instituteof 14arineand AtmosphericSciences
The City Collegeof the City Universityof New York

ConventAve. at 138th Street
New York,NY 10031
(212)690-8315

Lon9 Term Interests:To contributetowardimprovednumericalcomputer
based weather,ocean circulation,and ocean wave predictions. The

_i approachis to utilizemore accurateinitialvalue specificationofthe synoptic scale planetaryboundary layer over the oceans (with
mesoscaleeffectscorrectlyfilteredout). This may be derivedfrom
data from satellitesensorssuch as scatt._rometers,passivemicrowave
radiometers,infraredand visiblesensors,atmosphericsounders,and
altimeters.

Objectivesof Present Research: (1) To understandthe effects of
communlcat'ionnolse and attitude errors when compoundedwith the
effects of mesoscale turbulence. Thls allows deflnltlon of the
sampling variability of scatterometer wind measurements, and
derivationof synoptic scale wind fields, divergencefields, wind
stressfields,and the field of the curl of the wind stressfrom the
SASSdata. (2) To study the effectof a six hour datawindow on SASS
dataasslmilation.(3)To study the conceptof whetherbackscatteris
best relatedto wind stressas opposedto the wind directly. (4) To
study mesoscale turbulence.

Approach: As enumerated above, the approaches are (I) to use the
deallased SASS-1Goasexwinds provided by NASALangley to be extended
to six days of global deallased SASS-I data developed by Dr. S.
Peteherych,(2) to slmulateSeasatpasseswith the "frozen"orbitover
extratropical cyclones, (3) to collaborate with Dr. Mark Donelan and

, use his soon to be completed research results, and {4) to use data
) providedby Dr. Oonelanand theoriesbeing _evelopedby Prof. C.M.

Tchen of CltyCollege.

CurrentStatus:As above,(I) initialresultsare to be publishedin
Journal 6_--Geophysical Research and the theory has been developed
based on an extension of the work done for the S-cubed committee (data
processingprogramsto generatethe variousfleldsare beingwritten),
(2) a reportexists in draft form writtenby Dr. WinfieldSylvester,
(3) a visit with Dr. Oonelan is plannedfor Oecea_oer,and (4) some
theoretical results appear to be imminent.
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" RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELING OF OCEANOGRAPHIC
LIDAR SYSTEMS

Lamont R. Poole
NASA Langley Research Center

Mail Stop 475
Hampton, VA 23665

(804) 865-2065 or FTS 928-2065

The objective of this research activity was to develop modellng
techniques for investigating the effects of underwater radiative
transfer mechanisms on the performance of oceanographic lidar systems.
Emphasis was on airborne fluorosensors. The activity was terminated
at the end of FY 1982 as part of the phaseout of marine science remote
sensing research at Langley.

We developed a semianalytic lidar radiative transfer model (SALMON)
using a hybrid approach which combined conventional Monte Carlo
simulation techniques with analytic calculation of statlstica!ly
expected values. A series of computer studles was performed to
demonstrate the effic(ency of the model, establish its physical
validity, and demonstrate its usefulness In typical airborne
fluorosensingmissions.

During FY 1982, SALMON was completed for application to an airborne
lldar system measuring Mie backscatterlng, water Raman scattering, and
chlorophyll a fluorescence in a homogenous medium. Model results
compared weli-both qualtttta',ively and quantitatively with laboratory
measurements of Mie oackscattering from suspensions of Teflon spheres.
The model was also used to simulate a typical airborne fluorosenstng
s)stem. The results provided useful information on the performance of
integrating fluorosensors as a function of laser excitation wavelength
and chlorophyll concentration. Five arttcles describing this research
were published or accepted for publication durtng the fiscal yea_'.
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' REMOTESENSINGOF THE COASTALOCEANANDA LARGELAKE BASIN:
COMPARISONWITH THE STATISTICS OF CHLOROPHYLLAND

TEMPERATUREPATTERNSDERIVED FROMFIELD DATA

Thomas M. Powell Kenneth L. Denman
Division of Environmental Studies Ocean Ecology
University of California Institute of Ocean Sciences
Davis, CA 95616 (916) 752-1180 Fo O. Box 6000

9860 West Saanich Road
Sidney, British Columb,a
Canada V8L 462 (604) 656-8346

LQI_Term_Lg_J_I.yj_: The spatial and temporal distributions of
organisms in the sea are controlled by varioL, physical, chemical, and
biological factors. We seek to identif) those processes which dominate
In a given region for a specified period and over what spatial and
temporal scales they act. We are particularly interested in
distinguishing physical (and chemical) factors from biological processes.

Specific _: (1) Test the utility of synoptic satellite imagery
in extending or replacing field measureme,_t_of chlorophyll and surface
temperature on several different spatial sc_l_s, (2) characterize and
quantify chlorophyll and temperature "_atch" distribution in different
regions of the lake and coastal ocean, and (3) attempt to explain the
forces which govern the formation and transformation of these patterns.

L_J_.Ib_QJISJ_:We have collected images from the CZCS (on NIMBUS-7) and AVHI_
(on NOAA-6 and TIROS-N) that contail.Lake Tahoe, California-Nevada,and

the west coast of 3rltish Columbia, Canada. The images coincide wlth
previous field mea;urements of the three-dimenslonalchlorophyll and
temperature fields In these water bodies. We will compare the various
statistics that emerge from an analysis of the spatial patterns seen In
both satellite Images and field measurements. Indicators include
covariance and correlation statistics, spectral and ceherence estimates,
and empirical ortho_onai functions. We will investigate whether
subsurface measurements (perhaps depth-averagedmeasurements) reflect the
informationobtained vla satellite and the extent to which external

factors, llke wind speed and solar radiation, predict the observea
patterns.

Status: We have Identlfled, collected, and archlved 280 Images. All are
registered to unlform grids for each region. We are presently removlng
contamlnatlon due to cloua_ from AVHRR imagery. Applluatlon of
algo, ;thms which convert radiances from CZCS imagery to chlorophyll
concentration began in December 1982. Preliminary analysls of
ten,perature data ;'eveal patterns In Lake Tahoe that are predicted by a
numerical circulation model. Vlsual inspection of CZCS ILaagesshow
discontinuities that ayree with those seen in field data. Patterns off
British Columbia a-e more complex. Detailed interpretations await
comparisons with map_ obtained from objective analyses of field data.
Application of a two-dimensional turbulence model shows patterns that are
similar to that obtained from satellite imagery.
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MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT PROFILES
USING A DOPPLER ACOUSTIC LOG

L.A. Regier
University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, CA 92093
(619) 452-460?

'h

We seek to describe the variability of ocean currents on vertical
scales longer than a meter and horizonta, scales exceeding a
kilometer. We have developed an acoustic instrument which measures
the relative velocity between a ship and the water. This instrument
operates by measuring the Doppler shift in acoustic energy which Is
reflected back to the ship by drifting plankton. By time gating the
echo, we can determine the relative velocity as a function of depth.
By adding the velocity of the ship over the earth to the relative
velocity, we can produce a vertical profile of currents measured
relative to the earth.

We are identifying those factors which limit the accuracy and spatial
resolution of measurements obtained with this system. High frequency
motions of the ship caused by waves introduce noise in the current
measurements; these metlons are easily co_ensated by making inertial
observations of the ship motions. At present, the horizontal
resolution is limited by noise in the navigational systems used to
obtain the ground sp{ed of the ship. When GPS (Global Positioning
System) becomes operational, the Derformance will be limited by the
Doppler determinationmethod used in the acoustic signal processing.

The research consists of theoretical and field studies. The

instrument has been used under a wide range of oceanic conditions.
Shlp ground velocity has been determined from TRANSIT and GPS
satellite fixes and from LORAN-C. Most observations have supported by
inertial observations of ship motions.

An error model has been fora_lated based on our experiences. A paper
describing the model and the ultimate limitations of the method is in
preparation. We continue to study improved processing of the acoustic
signal and the navigation data in order to t,)crease the scientific
utility of the data. An early version of the system was used tn the
POLYMODEexperiment; results have been recently published.
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REMOTE SENSING OF FLOE SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY

D.A. Rothrock and Alan S. Thorndike
Polar Science Center

University of Washington
_057 Roosevelt Way, NE : ;

• Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 543-6613

Remote sensing offers promise for studying sea ice condition:

and the processes whJch change them. At present, there is too ;
little common ground between remotely observable data and the

_ quantities described in sea ice models. Our interest is in iden-
tifying measurements which can be made from satellites and which
describe properties relevant to the balances of mass, heat and
momentum of the ice cover. As a prerequisite, we wish to describe _

the random spatial structure of sea ice and its field of motion,
so that adequate sampling strategies can be devised. Our earlier 7

: work has Focused on stochastic models of the ice velocity field '
and of ice thickness.

The present research concerns the piece-like structure of the
ice pack, as described by the distribution of floe sizes.
(Another useful approach is through lead patterns.) Objectives
are 1) to clarify how the many possible definitions of floe size
distribution are interrelated, 2) to make measurements of typical
distributions 3) to consider the practicality of different mea-
surement techniques, and 4) to investigate the effect of sample
size on the measurement error.

Both theoretical and observational work have been involved. The

sampling theory gives the variance of an estimate for the fraction
g of a test area with diameter D covered by floes of diameter d as
g(l-g) N-z, where N _ (D/d) 2 can be thought of as the number of

. independent samples in the test area. This relationship and simi- :
lar ones for other test regions have been confirmed by measurements
of sea ice images: LANDSATvisual images, U-2 aerial photographs,
and a mosaic of NASAaerial photographs (Hall, 1978, AIDJEX Bulle-
tin 39, Figure 3, summer ice). Several measurement techniques

have been tried: l) measuring inscribed circle diameter by a 3et
, of plastic discs, 2) digitizing floe perimeters, and 3) measuring

chords (the intersection of a test line with floes).

The basic procedures and theoretical facts are in hand for
, measuring floe size distribution. Different distributions can be

defined and interrelated. We can measure one property and deduce
others. Distributions have been measured for several stages of
break-up--all of which show distinct floes. The extension to win-
ter conditions where floes are not well defined is being pursued.
A useful step now would be to apply these techniques to many .-
images of sea ice, attempting to find patterns in the regional and
seasonal variability of floe size distribution.

I
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SAR SENSING OF OCEAN SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Clifford L. Rufenach
NOAA Environmental Research Laboratories

Wave Propagation Laboratory
: Boulder, CO 80303

(303) 497-6458

Long Term Interests: To study the interaction of Synthetic Aperture
c Radar (SAR) signals with ocean surface waves and currents in order to

extract the physical characteristics of these phenomena.

Objective- To continue the development of an ocean imaging model for

< SAR which is relevant for actual ocean wave parameters and is
applicable to both satellite and aircraft systems.

Approach: To attempt to derive, based on radio scattering theory, a
two-dimensional analytical expression for image intensity modulation
due to the long ocea,lwaves. This expression should include the
modulation transfer function and the modulation due to the motion of
the ocean waves. The expression should also be given in terms of
azimuth angle (flight direction relative to long wave direction) and
the anisotropy of the long waves. The validity of a model based on
the expression could then be evaluated for a range of ocean waves and
radar parameters. This evaluation will require special processing of
SAR data by ERIM.

Status: A generalized two-dimensional analytical exression has been
formulated for the image modulation in terms of ocean wave tilt and
motion. However, hydrodynamic inte,actlon effects have not been
included. The motion expression is usually non-linear for typical
radar/ocean parameters, implying that the motion dependence is usually
valid only for ocean wave swell. Furthermore, an analytical
expressioh for tilt modulation has been developed in terms of the
electrical and physical properties of the ocean waves, however, the
expression reo,ires that the waves are travelling at an angle nearly

; perpendicular to the flight direction.

!
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, CALCULATION OF OCEAN TIDES

B.V. Sanchez and D.B. Rao
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771
(301) 344-6741/4718 or FTS 344-6741/4718

Long Term Objectives: I) To develop and test an interpolation
technique which a11ows accurate extrapolation of tidal height fields
in ocean basins by making use of selected satellite altimetry
measurements and/or conventional tide gauge measurements. 2) To
develop a dynamical model of the ocean tides.

Specific Objectives: To test the technique, initially for the M2 tide
in a small water body such as Lake Superior, by computing the tide and

comparing the results with available tidal data. This will allow us
_o ascertain the capabilities of the technique for further application
in the ocean basins.

A_roac__h: The theoretical foundation is Proudman's theory, •
re-_m_ated by Dr. Rao. The theory provides the formalism for
calculating the gravitational (first class) normal modes and the
rotational (second class or Rossby waves) normal modes of Irregularly
shaped basins with realistic bathymetry. It also allows theoretical
calculation of the forced solution to the Laplace tidal equations.

• The surface height field is only dependent on the ve'ncity potential
orthogonal functions. These functions form an tlmal set to
extrapolate the real tide data over the entire basin th,'ougha 11near
superposition. The coefficients of expansion can be estimated In a
least-square sense from available tidal measurements.

Current Status: The technique has been tested by generating the M2
tlde'In'LakeSuperior. The dynamical solution was found to agree very
closely with available tidal data. The interpolation technique gave
excellent results. A report is completed and will be submitted for
publication. The method is now being applied to the combined Atlantic
and Indian Oceans.
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UPPEROCEANDYNAMICSAND THERMODYNAI_ICS

Paul S. Schopf
Code 912, NASAGoddard SpaceFltght Center

Greenbelt. ND 20771
(301) 344-9503

. The Investigator's long tam interest is to understand the role of
dynamical and themodynamfcal processes in establishing the surface
and near surface thermal and momentumstructure of the oceans, their
variations, and their relationships to forcing functions and

+, observable surface response.

This specific research task has centered on the variations of the
tropical oceans, particularly the sudden anomalous warming in the
Pacific known as E1 NJno and the seasonal equatorial Atlanttc
behavior. In the tropics, the wind-driven currents cause strong
upwelltng and advection of thermal signals in the surface layers.
Variations tn the wtnd stress lead to changes tn surface height, upper
ocean content and sea surface temperature (SST), as do chaqges tn the
surface heat flux. It ts the a|m of these studies to understand the
relattve roles of the themal and wtnd perturbations tn the atmosphere
tn inducing long tem, clfmat/cally important changes tn the upper
ocean.

The approach taken tn this investigation involves theoretical and
: numerical studies. A two-layer model for the ocean has been

constructed which resolves the ocean's mixed layer and thermocline,
wtth non-]/near primitive equation dynam/cs. Coupling of this mode]
wtth simple atmospheric models ts undertaken to examine the wind and
heat driven response.

A number of results have been obtained, which shed light on how the
dynamic response of the upper ocean ts related to the SST response.
The changes tn SST that ran be caused by wtnd perturbations have been
found to be Insensitive to the tntttal themal fields tn a htghly
non-linear way. Thts requires that predictions of the wind-driven
changes in SST be made wtth models that resolve themodynamtcs, rather
than wtth models that treat but a single reduced gravity layer. The
atmosphere must be modelled thermally as well as through a specified
haet flux. The research has identified small changes In the southeast
trades as being potentially important for E1 Nino, as much as strong
zonal wtnd anomalies In the western Pacific associated wtth the Kelvtn
wave theories. A series of six papers has been prepared on these
problems.
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STUDIES 1H SUPPORT OF RI"_)TE SKNSI,'3G FOR (._KAN CIRCULATION
i

Paul S. Schopt, Oceans a_Id ice Branch,
Code 912, NASA/GS_X:, Greenbelt, MI) 20771

(301) 344-9503

Long term Interests are the development ot techniques for the

assimilation and dyn.%_ical anal)-31s of rt_note measurements of
organ circulation [x,raneters.

Specific objectives include the application of estunation tl_eory

and ocean dynamics to provide guidance for the design ot remote

sensing programs, optimization of analysis pro_=dures for existing
data sets and to explore omnbined dynmnic analysis of multi-sensor
inferences. Methods for data assimilation in numerical models of

the ocean are being mvestigated.

The program is being carried out through the application of the
Kalman filter to simplified oceanographic problem,s, the develop-

ment of alternative schemes for large scale circulation models,

and the. investigation of hypothetical measurament programs on

stoc ,astic models for the ocean. Ocean general circulation models

.ire being used to study tJ_e covariance properties of the flow

fields and to evaluate the effect of uncertainty in these proper-
ties on the determination of the state of the circulation.

The project is one year old, in which time we have d_nonstrated
the Kalman filter as applied to the equatorial Rossby wave

problem, applied estimation theory to the determination of surface

curr('nt_ in a stochastlcally driven ocean, and developed a sub-
opt im_ filter for incorporating surface lweight data into

v_ Licity-streamfunction models for th( ocean circulation. Work
,,nderway includes the refinement and extension of the aplication

of estimation theory to the stochastic model, optimization of the

vorticity iT_x]eldata assimilation, and development of suitable G(_t

runs for analysis and testing of estimation methods.
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ANALYSIS OF A SEASAT-IMAGED EVOLVING
OCEAN WAVE FIELD

Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert A. Shuchman
Radar Division
Environmental Research Institute of

Michigan
P.O. Box 8618
Ann Arbor, MI 48107
(313) 994-1200, ext. 590

Objective: To study the small-scale spatial variation of dominant
wavelength and direction of an evolving gravity field in the off-
shore regions of Cape Hatteras, N.C., as imaged by the Seasat SAR.
The SAR-derived spectral estimates are then being compared to
oceanographic wave/current and wave/topographic interaction theory.

Approach: During previous ERIM studies of this Seasat-SAR data
set, the large-scale variations in the dominant wavelength and
direction of the surface gravity wave field imaged by the Seasat
SAR on 3 September 1978 were documented using optical Fourier
transforms of optically processed imagery. The sources of varia-
tion in the wave fie!d were identified as the source of gravity
waves (Hurricane Ella), a wave/current interactionwith the Gulf
Stream, and refraction of the gravity wave field as it entered
shallow, coastal waters. The approach utilized _his year will be
to examine the small-scale variation of the gravity wave spectral
estimates using fast Fourier transforms of digitally processed
Seasat SAR data and then identify the oceanographic cause of the
variations. Included as part of this year's analysis will be the
determination of the precision and accuracy of the SAR-derived
spectral estimates.

Status: Digitally processed Seasat SAR imagery from Revolution
_s been obtained from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Further
refinements of the ERIM fast Fourier transform spectral analysis
package have been completed. These refinements account for the

, system transfer function of the Seasat SAR sensor and the motion
of scatterers within th SAR-imaged scene. A coastal area has been
selected for the wave refraction analysis. In the near future,
FFTs of 30 shallow water and 50 deep water regions will be obtained
to further analyze the small-scale variations of the surface grav-
ity wave field as detected by the Seasat SAR.
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ADVANCED SAR SYSTEMS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC REMOTE SENSING

Co-Principal Inves.tigators: Dr. Robert A. Shuchman
Dr. David R. Lyzenga
Radar Division
Environmental Research Institute of
Michigan

P.O. Box 8618

Ann Arbor, _I 48107
(313) 994-1200, ext. 590

Objective: The objective of this task is to explore the feasibil-
ity Of applying advanced SAR system concepts such as angle diver-
sity, frequenCy diversity, and multiple antenna systems to oceano-
graphic remote sensing problems.

Approach: This study is being approached from a theoretical as
well as an empirical standpoint. A comprehensive theoretical
understanding of the principles of operation of the proposed sys-
tems is being developed and utilized to predict the performance of
these systems. Whenever possible, existing data from prototype
sensors or from conventional SAR systems which can be processed to
simulate the operation of the proposed sensors is also being em-
ployed in this analysis.

Status: Preliminary theorectical analyses of the effects of scat-
terer motions on angle diversity or spotlight SAR data have been
carried out. These analyses are being used to evaluate the image
degradation for ocean surfaces on the one hand, and the possibility
of extracting ocean current information on the other hand.

An analysis of the feasibility of applying frequency diversity
processing methods to SAR data has also begun, and an experiment
involving existing large bandwidth aircraft SAR data will be

_ performed.

Finally, advanced techniques for measuring ocean currents are
being investigated theoretically and experimentally. An experiment
to simulate the results of a multiple-antenna SAR system, again
using existing data, has been devised and will be performed in the
near future. Results of this experiment will be extrapolated to
estimate the performance of a more optimally designed system and
to evaluate the feasibility of an advanced SAR system for measuring
ocean currents from space.
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ADVANCED SAR SYSTEMS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC REMOTE SENSING

Co-Principal Investigators: Dr. Robert A Shuchman
Dr. David R. Lyzenga
Radar Division
Environmental Research Institute
of Michigan

P.O. Box 8618
Ann Arbor, MI 48107
(313) 994-1200, Ext. 590

Objective: The objective of this task is to explore the feasibility of
applying advanced SAR system concepts such as angle diversity,
frequency diversity, and multiple antenna systems to oceanographic
remote sensing.

Approach: This study is being approached from a theoretical as well as
empirical standpoint. A comprehensive theoretical understanding of
the principles of operation of the proposed system is being developed
and utilized to predict the performance of these systems. Whenever
possible, existing data from prototype sensors or from conventional

, SAR systems which can be processed to simulate the operation of the
proposed sensors is also being employed in this analysis.

Status: Preliminary theoretical analyses of the effects of scatterer
motions on angle diversity or spotlight SAR data have been carried
out. These analyses are being used to evaluate the image degradation
for ocean surfaces on the one hand, and the possibility of extracting
ocean current information on the other hand.

An analysis of the feasibility of applying frequency diversity
processing methods to SAR data has also begun, and an experiment
involving existing large bandwidth aircraft SAR data wlll be
p_rformed.

Tinally, advanced _chniques for measuring ocean currents are being
investigated theoretically and experimentally. An experiment to
slmulate the results of a multiple-antenna SAR system, againusing
existing data, has been devised and wlll be performed In the near
future. Results of this experiment will be extrapolated to estimate
the performance of a more optimally designed system and to evaluate
the feasibility of an advanced SAR system for measuring ocean currents
from space.
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EXTRACTION OF GRAVITY WAVE SPECTRAL INFORMATION
FROM SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR

Co-.PrincipalI_ators: Dr. Robert A. Shuchn.an
Dr. I. LaHaie

Dr. G. Darling '
Dr. A. Dias
Radar Division
Environmental Research Institute of

: Michigan
P.O. Box 861B
Ann Arbor, MI 48]07
(313) 994-1200, ext. 590

Objective: To invest!gaterecently proposed methods for extracting
tI_espec-c'Erum(i.e., gravity wave information}of the detected image
from raw SAR signal data. In particular, the Hasselmann SIFT
algorithm and a similar formulation have been examined.

rOach: The proposed image spectrum extraction algorlthms have
_-e-qiewed and a formulation of the image spectrum in terms of

the raw SAR data has been derived. Implementationsof the above
formulations, in particular, the SIFT algorithm and Martin's
approach, have been compared to conventional SAR image formation
from the point of view of practical implementation and efficiency,
The approximations inherent in each technique have been 4den_ified.

Status: The analysis has indicated the above methods appear to
bypass the image formation process, when specific processor archi-
tectures are analyzed. However, the most efficient forms inher-
ently contain an image formation step. In fact, the preferred
implementationsare sinN_lyconventional SAR image formation
processors followed by a two-dimenslonal Fourier transformation.
The results of thls study are now in preparation to be published
in the IEEE Journal of Oceanic Engineering,
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LARGESCALE MODELLINGFOR THE APPLICATION OF SAIELLITE
OCEANDATATO ,eklR-SEAINTERACTION

Dr. Jagadlsh Shukla
Code gll

NASA Goddard Space Fllght Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

(301) 344-80g0

L_ Term Interests: To investigate the dynamical mechanisms of
_s-eTlnteraction, particularly in the tropics, and to predict these
interactions.

San__l_z__TnglflcTask Objectives: I) To produce monthly data sets suitable for
the Variability of the ocean-air interface over the last 130

years. These data sets will be used in forcing ocean models and as
ground truth for analyzing satellite data. 2) To theoretically
investigate the dynamlc_ of warm western boundary currents. 3) To
study the interrelatlonshlps between the troplcal ocean and
atmosphere. 4) To test an interactive aw)delof the global oceanic and
atmosphe,'icclrculatlons.

Current Status: A climatological surfaceoconditlon climatology has
B-e'_compTete-d"for the global ocean at I resolution. Sea surfaco

temper3ature,air temperature near the surface, surface wlnd stress,
and u and their variances have been evaluated. An atlas of the
results is In preparation. Several anomaly studies Involvlng the
tropics and relationships to mid-latltudes are underway.

Model studies of the importance of mesoscale eddies In the
tim_-averaged ocean circulatlon have been carried out. A .onventlonal
model and also an Iterative procedure which allows determination of
stationary solutions to the model equations were used in the studies.
For the fi-st time, it is possible to determine explicitly how
tra,sient eddies change the circulation.

A new version of the mixed-layer global ocean model has been tested.
In one set of experiments, wlnd stresses and heat fluxes prescribed
from a GLAS Climate Model slmulatlo._were used to frce the global
ocean; no feedback was a11owed. After 90 days, the globa)_lyaveraged
depa sure from sea surface temperature c11matology was + 4" C. In the
second set of experiments, the mlxed-l_er model was f_ed using wind
stresses and heat fluxes derived from monthly c11n_mtologlcalvalues.
After two simulated years, the.global average monthly departure from
sea surface c11matology was + 3v C.

_Imulations with the GLAS Climate Model have shown that when the model

is fo,'ced wlth realistic El Nlno-llke sea surface temperature
anomalies in the equatorial Pacific, the model's dynamic response Is
remarkably similar to the pattern described by Horel and Wallace.
Furthermore, Its precipitation response is also very similar to that
observed. Enhanced precipitation occurs as a result of an increase in
moisture convergence rather than in evaporation.
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PHOTOECOLOGY, OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND REMOTE SENSING OF THE
CALIFORNIA BIGHT AND GULF STREAM WARM CORE RINGS

Dr. Raymond C. Smith
Department of Geography

University of California at Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

(806) 961-2618

Objective: The overall objectives of this project are to develop and
utilize multi-platform (ship, aircraft, and satellite) sampling
strategies and techniques for the purpose of investigating and
predictively modeling mesoscale biological processes in the ocean.

Specific Objectives: Specific objectives include a quantitative
assessment of the spatial and temporal variability (patchiness) of
chlorophyll in the Southern California Bight (SCB) and within Gulf
Stream Warm Core Rings (WCR) and their environs. Contemporaneous ship
and remotely sensed data are being used in these areas to investigate:
the physical and biological processes leading to chlorophyll
variability; the ecological and evolutionary significance of this
variability; and the relationship of this variability to the
distributions of organisms at higher trophlc levels. Objectives also
include the quantitative modeling of: the radiant energy balance and
photoecology of the SCB and WCR; the optical properties of the ocean,
as a consequence and function of physical and biological processes;
and the appropriate algorithms for the quantitative comparison of ship
and remotely sensed data.

Approach: Our general approach is to quantitatively describe the
marine photoenvironment and the corresponding bio-optical ocean
properties in order to optimize the accuracy of combined ship,
aircraft, and satellite data. Thls includes: the developnw_ntof
state-of-the-art shipboard oceanographic equipments and the
continuing optimization of data handling procedures for merging of
contemporaneous data taken at sea and from the various aircraft and
satellite remote sensors; the development of laodelswith which to llnk
chlorophyll concentrations and the subsequent optical properties
(Baker and Smith, 1982).

Status: In the Southern California Bight we have developed techniques
assessing regtonal phytoplankton btomass an_ primary productivity

(Smith and Baker, 1982; Smtth, Eppley and Baker, 1982), and are
working toward the assessment of these on a seasonal basis.

In the Warm Core Rings program we have spent nearly 90 days at sea
durtng the past year. Our sea-going equtp_nts operated without
significant problems and we obtained the necessary data for support of
our own research plus providing collaborative support to NASA's
Airborne Oceanographic Ltdar (F.E. Hoge) and microwave remote sensing
of the ocean (B. Kendall) programs.
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ADVANCEDOCEANSENSORDEVELOPMENT

H. Ray Stanley
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Flight Facility

Wallops Island, VA 23337
(804) 824-3411 or FTS 928-5635

Lon_ Term Interests: To further develop satellite altimetry and
relates instrument techniques in order to support future missions and
oceanic processor program objectives. To advance the key technology
required and to develop a physically unambiguous basis for
Interpretation and quantitative utilization of these microwave
observations.

Specific Objectives: (i) Continue to design and begin testing of an
end-to-end altlmeter simulation system. (2) Begin development of a
new radar altimeter system exerclsor for laboratory testing.
(3) Begin defining an ocean microwave package for the Shuttle.
(4) Design and test new AGC (automatic galn control) and tracking loop
schemes for future altimeters. (5) Simulate new AGC and tracker
designs for increased aJcuracy. (6) Update long range plans.

Approach: We wi_i use GEOS-3 and Seasat altimeter data along wlth
6ebsa'tand TOPEX design information and error budgets as a basis for
developin,]new AGC and tracking systems concepts. These new concepts
will be tested against known target areas to optimize the parameters.
The appropriate level of theoretical study, laboratory testing,
simulation and/or aircraft testing will be performed as necessary.
Modest efforts for shuttle microwave package definition wlll be
directed mainly toward the Jackson spectrometer. Software
developments and simulations wtll be investigated by David Hancock
(WFF); further AGC studies will be performed by RaY Stanley (WFF).
Craig Purdy (WFF) wlll be involved In all of the hardware
developments. Fred Jackson, Travts Walton, and Bert Johnson (GSFC)
wtll be involved In the shuttle package definition.

Current Status: A ten year plan was developed and became available
Aprl] IgBZ. Work has begun to update the plan during FY 1983.
Results relattng to the altimeter AGC design were documented tn
September 1981, tn May 1982, and tn April 1982. AGC investigations
are continuing to use primarily GEOS and Seasat anomalous response
data. Oocumentatton has been developed and initial flow tests were
performed on the altimeter simulation system. Further flow l_sts,
optimization of AGC and tracker design, and algorithm development are
planned. Technology studies on low power transmitters and ratn
detection were performed. Tests on low noise pre-amp, fast Fourier
transforms, and wtde band chirp were completed. Wave tank hardware
develo!wment produced Instrumentation at 9.8 GHz (Doppler), 13.9 GHz,
and 35 GHz. Further work at these frequencies and at 5 GHz is
planned. A Shuttle mtsston conceptual design has been presented, and
further definition ts planned.
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RADAR STUDIES OF THE SEA SURFACE

• Principal Investigator: Dr..Robert h. SL=_-t ;83-336

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, CA 91103
(213) 354-5079, F'IS ?02-50?9

__Q/Ig-Ter__: Radio slgn&Is scattere_ from the sea surface
carry information about processes operating at the surface and

about undersea phenomena which influence the surface. My long-
term objective is to use scattered radio signals to study surface

waves, current shear at the surface, geostrophlc currents, and
oceanic rainfall.

ObJect._ (Satellite Oceanography): The usefulness of
satellite data depends to a great extent on the degree with which

the user community understands satellite measuring techniques,
their _ccuracies, and their applicability. To contribute to this

'_nderstanOing, I am completing a book on the Methods of Satellite

Oceanography. I am al_o investigating the accuracy of scatterome-
ter observations of the sea through analyzing the data from the

Seasat SAS3. In particular, I wish to determine the influence of

regional variations in sea surface temperature and oceanic produc-

tivity on the _ccuracy of the observations of wind speed. Tem-

perature Influence_ viscosity, productivity influences surface

films, and both then influence the sm&ll waves from which radar"

signals are scattered.

(Oceanic Ralnfail): The development of techniques for remotely

measurlng oceanic rainfall is hampered by a lack of accurate means

for calibration. Rain gauges on ships are notoriously inaccurate,
and sh,pborne radars are expensive and not sufficiently developed

to yield accurate measuremenbs. Noise produced by rain failing on

the sea may offer a new method for caltbrati_ rain rate. A gra-

duate student working with me at the Scrlpps Institution of

Oceanography, J. Nystuen, has begun to measure rain noise in a
laboratory tank, in a lake, and in the ocean. He finds a useful

c_rrelatlon between noise and rain rate, and has begun to test

proposed methods for separating rain noise from wind roi_e.

(_ ,_): I am a_ present the development fl_ht

project scientist for ToPgx, a _roposed new alltlmetric satellite
for measurlng surface geostroph!c currents (See Yamarone: TOPEX).
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. MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING MEASUREMENTS
OF OCEANS AND ICE

Principal Investigator: Calvin T. Swift

Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
(al3) 545-2136

The long term interest of this research is to dev-lop algorithms to
quantify geophysical parGmeters relating to oceanic and _ce processes
using active and passive micrnwave sensors. One example o£ _pecific
objectives in the oceans area is the developn_nt of an algorithm to
measure wind speed and rain rates in hurricanes using an _irborne C-3and
Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR). These measurements are
achieved by recognizing tha* the brightness temperature of rain depends
upon e]ectromagnetic wavelength, whereas the surface wind speed does not.
An example of algorithm development in the sea ice area is the initial
success of a two-frequency radiometric technique of retrieving fractions
of multi-year ice, first-year ice, and water. These retrievals have a 90%
correlation with surface observations. The approach has been to collect
data from aircraft and satellites, in connection with quality surface
truth and photography. The electromagnetic signatures of a particular
geophysical phenomenon is then characterized as an input parameter for a
retrieval algorithm.

For the first time, data collected over sea ice from the Seasat SAR,
SASS, and SM_MRwere simultaneously analyzed. The analysis of aircraft
scatterometer/radiometerd_ta collected over Greenland and thin ice is
90% complete, and work on the active/passive analysis of Beaufort Sea
ice is well underway. The analysis of r_d4ome.tric_thods of accurately
measuring open ocean salinity has been completed. The zeroth order
algorithm _Jr analysis of Hurricane Allen data has bee,_upgraded, and the
data has been reprocessed to filter out noise. Work has proceeded in _n
orderly manner in reducing data collected during the Storm Response
Experiment (STREX).
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SATELLITE ALTIMETRY IN THE GULF OF MEXICO

Principal Investigator:

Dr. d. Dana Thompson (joint project with Dr. George Born, JPL
NORDA, (:ode 322 Dr. George Maul, AOHL)
NST1, Station, MS 39529
(Currently at the Department of Marine,
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences)
NCSU, Raleigh. NC 27650
(9[9) 737-371[

Long-Term Interests: To understand the dynamics of the Gulf of Mexico,
particul:,riy the Loop Current, large anticvclonic rings shed from the Loop
Curre,t, and the circulation in the western Gulf. (2) To understand how large

amplitude bottom topography influences intel,se ocean currents. The influence of
the New England Seamount Chain on the Gulf Stream is of special concern. (3) To
lind optimum techniques for utilizing satellite remote sensors in understanding
ocean dynamics. Satellite altimetry is particularly important since it is an
all-weather, synoptic instrument providing depth-integrated oceanic information.

_w's: (1) Use existing altimetric data (GEOS-3 and SEASAT) in con-
junct,on with ground-truth data and results from a numerical model to describe
and understand the circulation in the Gulf of Mexico. (2) Develop methods for

directly using altimetry data to initialize and update numerical ocean models
for studying ocean dynamics and oLean forecasting. Use the Gulf of Mexico model
as a rest bed for those techniques.

A_p.Lcach: (1) Use model-generated "synthetic" sea-surface height dataT_

: with colltnear-track SEASAT altimetric data and ground-truth information to

describe the circulation in the Gull of Mexico during SEASAT. (2) Use "perfect"

sea-height data from the dynamic ocean model to investigate the problem of using

alnng-trsck altlmetric data to produce near-synoptic objectively-analyzed fields.

Contaminate the "perfect" data with llkely errors from the geoid, orbit determl-
nation, and ether sources to study _:a problem o£ initializing and updating the

dynamic ocean model with nois- altimeter data.

Progress: (I) A paper entitled "Collinear-Track Altimetry in the Gulf of
Mexico _rom SEASAT: Measurements, Models, and Surface-Truth" by Thompson, Born

and Maul has been accepted for publication by the Journal. of Geophysical Research.
(2) Sea heights from the dynamic model have been used to generate synthetic along-
track altimeter data. This data has been objectively analyzed and compared with

: the true height field. Minimum track spacing requirements for detection of the

Loop Current and large anticyclonic rings have been determined. (3', A simple

one-mode reduced gravity mode! has been initialized solely by sea surface height

information from perfect altimeter with Topex-like orbit. True height fields

were generated by the dynamic model. Model forecasts were made using the

objectively analyzed altimeter data aa the initial field. (4) Work was begun
or,a new high resolution surface wind field for the Gulf using data from NHC
Limited-Fine-Mesh atmospheric prediction model.
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NASA SCIENCE WORKING GROUP ON THE DMSP
SPECIAL SENSOR MICROWAVE IMAGER (SSMI)

N. Untersteiner, Chairman
Applied Physics Laboratory, HN-IO

University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195
(205) 543-1367

1. Task

The Science Working Group (SWG) was established to assist NASA in
answering the following question:

Based on past experience and findings, what problems of sea ice
research are most amenable to solutian with the help of passive
microwave emission data obtained from a near-polar satellite?

The question is being raised because the new DMSP (Defense Meteorologi-
; cal Satellite Program) to be launched in 1984 will carry a multi-

frequency passive microwave imager, called SSMIo Unlike earlier Groups,
the present SWG will evaluate the research potential of a glven instru-
ment that will be flown in an operational mode until 1991. The SWG will
concentrate on issues of basic scientific research and will consider

operational applications of the SSMI data only to the extent that such
data are of obvious use to resource development and transportation.

2. Scientific Background
Virtually all important sea ice problems can be subsumed into one of the
two following basic questions:
o What are the source, sink, and transport terms, and their annual

cycles in the overall sea ice balance of Arctic and Antarctic waters?
o What is the nature and role of weather systems, and their correspon-

ding ocean counterparts, in the marginal ice zone?
It is generally accepted that the main obstacle to obtaining satisfac-
tory answers to these questions is not a lack of concepts and methods of
mathematical simulation but a lack of data. Some of the needed observa-
tions can, or may, be acquired by passive microwave remote sensing from
space.

3. Specific Questions to be Answered
o What type of monitoring data should be acquired with the SSMI that

are not now being acquired by other operational sensors, and what
specific purpose will such monitoring serve?

o What scientific research can and should be undertaken with the help
of SSMI data?

o What research should be undertaken in order to improve the conver-
sion of SSMI images to fields of useful physical sea ice and sea
surface parameters?

o How should SSMI data be made available to civilian researchers?

4. Status

A contract to cover operational costs of the SWG has been established
between NASA and the University of Washington, effective Nov_ber 1982.
A preliminary report to NASA is due by April 1983, and a final report by
summer of 1983. The first meeting of the Science Working Group was held
at Seattle on 14 and 15 December 1982.
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APPLICATIONOF SURFACECONTOURRADARTO OCEANOGRAPHICSTUDIES

EdwardJ. Walsh
NASA GoddardSpaceFlightCenter,WallopsFlightFacility

WallopsIsland,VA 23337
(804)824-3411or FTS 928-5526

LongTerm Interests:To use perfectivelyregisteredmaps of topography
and radarbackscatterderivedfrom the SurfaceContourRadar (SCR)to:
(1) measureoceanographicparametersdirectly,and (2) evaluate the

: abilityof satellitesystemsto measuretheseparametersremotely.

SpecificObjectives:(1) To acquireaddiionalcomparativedata sets
with the wave spectrometerduringthe fetch-llmitedwave conditionsof
the MASEX experiment. (2) To analyze the characteristicsof the
fetch-limitedwave spectrum in detail. (3) To analyze the signa]
fluctuationstatisticsin detail and determinethe extent to which
elevationmeasurementnoise corruptsthe spectralmeasurements. (3)
To analyzethe backscatteringcharacteristicsas a functionof angle
of incidence,local slope,deviationfrommean sea level,and azimuth
angle relativeto the localwind.

Approach:SCR datawill be comparedwith in-situsensors,other remote
sensors,and the resultsof simulationsand models.

Progress: Three papers aimed at gaining acceptance of the SCR
measurementsin the oceanographiccommunitywere publishedin 1982,
and a fourthis in press. There havebeen three fetch-limitedflights
off the easternseaboardfor wind speedsof 10, 15, a_d 20 m/s. The
flightlineswere displacedby variousdistancesboth north and south
of the Delaware Bay. Analysis showed that the wave energy grew
linearlywith fetchuntil reachingeitherthe fetchor durationlimit.
However,in additionto the waves alignedwith wind directionwhich
grewwith increasingfetch,therewere other off shorewave components
whose directions differed significantlyfrom the wind direction.
These components originated at the mouth of the Delaware Bay.
AdditionalSCR data havebeen acquiredfor the studyof EM bias,and a
paper has been submittedfor publicationalong with companionpapers
from the Naval Research Laboratoryand the Airborne Oceanographic

Lidar. AdditionalSCR data have been acquir,Q.dwithth8 aircraftin
a 130 bank to obtain incidence angles from 0 to _v off-nadir.
Preliminarysoftwarehas determinedthe mean backscatteredpower as a
functionof local slope for six off-nadirincidenceangle intervals. '.
Softwarehas been implementedat WFF to routinelydetermineDoppler
corrected, absolutely scaled dlrectional wave spectra and the
assoclat_dFouriercoefficients.Fred Jackson'swave spectrometer has
been installedon the Wallopsaircraftand comparativedata sets were c
acquiredin the vicinityof HurricaneDebbleon September17, 1982.

(
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STUDIES RELATED TO THE REMOTE SENSING OF SEA IKE

W.F. Weeks

USA/CRREL

72 Lyme Road

Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 646-4473

My principal interest is in the geophysiL_ of sea ice; specif-
ically how the structure of the ice forms and changes with time,

- and how these changes affect the bulk properties of the ice,

particularly Its remote sensing signature. I have been specially
interested in the potential of SAR in sea ice studies as this
remote sensing technique has the capability of providing high-

resolution, all-weather imagery that is also of a very high

quality in a cartographic sense.
As the earliest possible direct NASA participation in the

launch of a SAR bearing satellite would be as part of the FIREX/

RADARSAT program, I participated in preparing the sea ice mission

requirements for this proposed program (Carsey et al., 1982). I
also served as a member of the science working group in a study

(Weller et al., in press) investigating the advantages of es-

: tablishing a SAR receiving station in Alaska. The establishment
of such a station is not only essential to obtaining SAE coverage

of important arctic areas of interest to US investigators during
the FIREX/RADARSAT mission, it would also permit NASA to negoti-

ate to receive data from the SAR systems that will be deployed on

the European Space Agency ERS-I and on the National Space develop-

ment Agency of Japan radar satellite.

I am also currently preparing the cryospheric portion of the
Committee on Earth Science (CES) of the Space Science Board's

report entitled "A Strategy for Earth Science from Space in the
1980s" and have recently also published a general lnterest

article on the remote sensing of sea ice (Weeks, 1981). In ad-
dition to the technical planning aspects of the first document,

both of these reports give compact reviews of the status of the

remote sensing of sea ice (the CES document also discusses the

seasonal snow cover and large ice caps and ice shelves).

During the last year my primary technical effort relating to

I remote sensing was the completion of a monograph discussing the

; growth, structure, and properties of sea ice (Weeks and Ackley,
1982). This work describes in some detail the current state of

_ knowledge of the observed variations in the structural character-

istics (grain size, crystal orientation, brine layer spacing) and

:_ composition (brine, gas, and solid salts) of sea ice and how

changes in these characteristics affect the mechanical, thermal

and electrical properties of the ice. In discussing the electri-

cal properties of sea ice, attention is focused on the frequency _

range 0.i to 40 GHz as this range is of particular importance to !
remote sensing. I also co-authored (Cox and Weeks, 1982) a paper

that develops a new simple way to calculate the brine and gas
content of natural sea ice. This procedure should prove to be

quite useful in future ground truth studies for the validation of
remote sensing information on sea ice.
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UlCROVAVE RENOTE SENSING OF OCEAN WINDS

Principal Investilator: Frank J. Wentz
Remote Sonsinl Systems

2015 Bridgeway _lvd., Ste. 302
Sausalito, CA 94965

415-332-8911

Lent Term Interest: My Ion s term interest is to assist in the
desiln and development of advanced microwave remote sensors.
Also, by studyin8 the satellite data, I hope to better underatand
the physical processe8 that severn microwave ba_kscstterln8 and
emission from the earth.

ObJoc iv_ 1) To evaluate and improve the allorithms for re-
trlevlnl winds from the Seasat SASS and SNMR. 2) To compare the
wind sensinl performance of SASS versus SMI/R. 3) To determine

the relationship between the SJ/JfR-observed sun slitter TB, the
wind speed, and the sea-surface slope probability distribution.

Avvroach: The Investisation is accomplished in three steps.
First, the three months of SASS data are reprocessed by an im-
proveJ _eusor allorithn to obtain Bore accurate a • values, and
the SASS o ° Lookup Table is adjusted to be consistent with the
observed statistical variations of the o°'s. The updated Lookup
Table is then used to compute wind vectors from the ao's. Step 2

involves processlnl the SNMR TB'S throulh a least-squares leo-
physical allorithn. The resultin8 SI/MR winds are expected to be

..ore accurate than those currently available. In the final step,
the lASS and SI/I/R winds are compared on an orbit-by-orbit basis

over the three months, and the SNJ/R-observed sun slitter TB is
correlated pith the SASS winds.

Status: In FY82 the entire lASS data set was reprocossed by an
improved sensoz allortthn, and the newly lenerated ao's were
stored on 16 malnetlo tapes. Copies of these tapes were made
available to other investialtors. The dependence of o • on inci-
dence anlle and polarlsatlou was compared to that liven by the
current Lookup Table and by leometric optics. The comparisons
show that, in Ioneral, the Lookup Table accurately models o e on s
81obal basis, with there belnl no obvious rollonal or temporal

differences. However, there were some snail inconsistencies that
indicated the Lookup Table should be slllhtly modified.

This investllation is jointly sponsored NASA and the Atmospheric
Environnent Service, Toronto, Canada.
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SMMR ALGORITHM REFINEMENT TASK

Principal Investigator: T. T. Wilheit
NASA/GSFC
Code 913
Greenbelt, MD 20771
FTS 344-5105

Long-term Interests: The precise measurement of sea surface
temperature and wind speed at the ocean's surface are critical
elements in understanding the global energy and momentum balances
which, in turn, determine the Earth's climate.

Specific Objective: The ;,urposeof this task is to refine the
algorithms used f()rretrieving the temperature and wind speed at
the ocean surface, to improve their accuracy, to understand their
limitations, and, where possibl,, to reduce those limitations.

A_p_.proach:Algorithm refinements have, in previous years, been
made oased on pre-launch geophysical and instrument calibration
models. The sea surface temperature retrieval performance based
on these models was quite encouraging based on a few months of
data. However, serious discrepancies in the wind speed retrievals
indicated problems with the model which described the change
in the sea surface emissivity induced by surface wind. This
modelling problem could also introduce quasi-random uncertainties
in the sea surface temperature retrievals. Also, systematic
errors in the SST retrievals with large spatial and temporal
scales suggested a residual instrument calibration error compo-
nent. In order to reduce these error sources, the algorithms
were tuned cautiously. Multiple linear regression techniques
were used to generate corrections based on the 10.7 and 18 GHz
bright,ess temperatures (both polarizations),the angle at
which the SMMR views the Earth's surface, and three temperature
readings within the instrument. The regression was based on
minimizing the RMS difference between the SMMR derived SST and

; climatology over 9 months of data (December 1978 - August
1979). Data with known problems (e.g. within 600 km of land)
were deleted.

Current Status: This tuning reduced the apparent error In the SMMR
retrievals by about 10%. The brightness temperature terms contri-
buted slightly more than half thls improvement, suggesting
that the sea surface modelling error was somewhat more serious
than variable calibration errors. This tuned algorlthm Is
being used in the Nimbus Experiment Team first year data set

! productIon.
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*_ OF POOR QUALITY
JIE,ASIT $CATT£RCI_TEllICJI.IIZliE¥_ID AIIAL,T3E$

PRINCIPAl._LT.._ hter 14. lhfoloesbTn
Hall Stop: _JI/758
Jot Propulsion Laboratory
Pasedena, CA 91100
(213) 35_-5_16 or FTS T92-5_16

Jdu_Zt_a J_au:u_.

I an Interested In davaloptng etfle_tent autosatnd techniques to produm hlKh.-rseolutlon
global data records of eoatterometer wind-stress victors over the sea surface from raw

" acattorometer data containing nultlple direction aolutLons for each observation. TI_Ia
lncludas current ($aanat) as veil am proposed aoattaronetor oon_lguratlonJ. The wlod strum
vector 18 • major fundamental g_ophysleal parameter required for both atmospheric and
oceanographic scientific reHarob problems and appllsetlon project| vlth scone•to banal'Its.
IJASa'• •easat mlselon durlng the •uemer of 1978 presented the met•orolo|loal and
oceanographic oonmul_tty an unpreoedentnd denalty of &lobal wind-stream measurement: o,=r the
oceans hitherto unavailable •zeopt 1o Poglonal pockets durtn E Lot•naive ranearoho In
addltlon to •pplyln_ the den•lamed sostterooetar data to atmospheric and oceania research
problems, I am tnternated In nharscterlzlng the physics of the snatterometer •1goal In
relation to the popbyntcal parameters of the air-nea interaction processes. The current
aoattarometar models ralatin_ the 811hal to aurfase winds are dominantly empirical.

The objectives of this tank are to oondu_t analyses and produne a data record of unique
wind-stress vectors from the Seaset 8Qatteronetor ($J_S) SPayS data record (containing
multiple direction solutions for each observation --- called UallasesU)_ and to perform
research utilising th• r_ultant data. Specifically, then research ranis are:

1) Improvement of autos•ted am.q• de-allaeln| tonhnlquas 0_ 4nnludL=ql both objective and
analyst proooduran

2) applies•Ion and utlllt7 of $L55 data to foroout studio•

3) determination of statistics of storm momentum exehante vlth the enemas

_) Southern BanLsphora marine nat_orololpLoal •tudlan

5) oharanterLzatlon and error analyses of the soattero_ter all.L1 r•letLns It to glads and
other I_opbysLoal parameters of the air-Ha lnterantloo proseaa

Thla tank lnoludan the I_nerstlon of an atlas of the da•llaned anntteroNtor vlnd vectOrL

To produse th• dam•lamed •setterooeter wind data roamed, analyoe• will be constructed
From shaft• of 3133 data (produnod by AES-CJU(ADA)baying multlple dLr•ctlon solutions In •
manner to be onnalotent with meteorologies• principle•, with setelllta cloud lmaserY, vlth
eblp and buoy reports (plotted on aame-•oal• charts a| _&$$ data)_ and vlth •as-level
vanthor cbarto. Dupllnate analyses for each ir_obo2 day oF data v111 be utlllsnd to on•ere
and ontLnath the quality o_ the deallaned SIS_ data. I digitiser vlll be uood to pnerste

: a data remora of _q_ polypn/quadrset-dlrootlou reprseantLn8 In an •tflnlent manner the
analymt-do•liased S1%5 wlnd vectoro. The polygon tLls them i_nerstod _111 be nerve" vlth
the •oattoromotor dat• flle to ornate a d•t• record of unlqu_ wind vectors. T_, _8ta

: produced vlll then be analysed For the met•orologlo•l and oceanographic •tudle• noted
above. Tblu research study Ls Jointly funded by the ltmoipherLo and Oceanic Prooeoon•
|ranoh•o of HASL Thl• effort represent• • Jolnt study betve,• ouranlv,•, gels (1¢. O.
Yurtalo), _.50C£11£D1(5, Pothh•ryoh) sad li151-GSFC (It. atlu), go alan have oont_lbutlou
to theme ronearoh studlan by d_ htorprlnea (D. B. Bol_8).

Th/• tank •ta_tod In I_. TI_ snalyaL• tonhnlquos and onFtvar• are nearly complete
to effacLently produce • dealLa•ed 3155 data record. A Dine-day-global-data lot Of
deallased $155 wind6 is •oheduled to be completed early In 1983. I 8eeond eight-day-
|lobs1 sot o'-*doa118,ed 8155 vLnda 1• •nhoduled for early •prLng. I prolLmlonrY modal
function relatLn_ the $A_$ slip,ca to vLnda hu been developed Lneorporat_ng i_JophyaLoal
parameters seanLtave to •na aurfane tamperatu_q_ _na new SAS3 model ls c_rrant_y belq
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ORIG|NAL pAGE |g
OF POOR QUALII_f

DETERMINATIONOF THE GENERALCIRCULATIONOF THE OCEAN
AND THE MARINEGEOID USINGSATELLITEALTIMETRY

PrincipalInvestigator:Dr. CarlWunsch
Dept. of Earth& PlanetarySciences
M.I.T.

Cambridge,MA 02139
(617)253-5937

Objective:The overallobjectivesof this projectare to under-
stand the capabilitiesof satellitealtimetryandrelatedmeasure-
ments (e.g.,scatterometry)for the purposeof determiningthe
generalcirculationof the oceanand its variability.We are
exploringexistingdataand examiningthe prospectsof future
data - both altimetricand conventional- in order to determine
optimumexperimentalschemesand optimumdatahandlingprocedures.

SpecificObjectives:There are severalspecifictasksundertaken
in the pastyears: !l) Determination,with the TOPEX Science
WorkingGroup,of an optimumset of scientificrequirementsfor
a futuredltimetricsatellitemissionand its relationshipto
internationalgeneralcirculationprograms. (2) Constructionof
an optimumgravimetricgeoid in the North Atlanticfor use with
the altimetry. (3) Examinationof the longwavelengthcomponents
of SEASATaltimetryin the PacificOcean. (4) Constructionof
sea surfacesfrom hydrographicdata for futureuse with altimeter
surfaces.

ApproachUsed:Our generalapproachto most of theseproblemsis
in the generalcontextofinversetheory;i.e.,a form of
systematicmodelmaking.

Status:(1) The P.I. remainsin touchwith currentNASA efforts
to f--IyTOPEX.(2) V. Zlotnickiis completinghis thesiswork
and has constructedan optimumgravimetricgeoidfor the North
Atlantic. The procedureis describedin a paper by Zlotnicki,
Parsonsand Wunsch(1981)and involvesusing inversetheoryto
producean optimumsurface. (3) C.-K. Tai and C. Wunsch(1982)
have shown thatat longwavelengthseven the sub-optimumSEASAT
data set is capable,when combinedwith the GEM-ggeoid,of
yieldingrealisticabsoluteocean surfacetopography.Tai (1982)
has describedthe proceduresin detail. (4)Our model making
of hydrographiccirculationcontinues(jointlysupportedby NSF).
Roe_ich and Wunsch(1981)haveelaboratedon the n0ethods
describedby Wunschand Gaposchkin(Ig80)to showhow altimetry
and hydrographywould be combinedtogether. This work is contin-
uing to understandthe extentto which realisticfuturealtimeter
missionscouldconstrainclimatologicallyimportantvariables
llkeheat flux. (5) We are awaitingthe releaseof direction
correctedSEASATscatterometerdata beforeattemptingany
intensivelookat the scatterometerwinds.

I
:I
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PHOTOECOLOGY, OPTICAL PROFFRTIES, AND REMOTE SENSING
OF WARM CORE RINGS

Dr. Charles Y_nt_ch

Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean 3ciences
West Boothbay Harbor, ME 0457_

(207) 633-2173

Long Term Interests: The long term interest of the investigator is to
understand how physical and biochemica_ systems affect the
distribution of light-absorbing and light-emitting micro-organisms in
oceanic waters.

Objectives of This Research Task: We are attempting to characterize
_-_rographic regions throughout a Warm Core Ring by using optical
signatures. This requ!res the measurement of fluorescence
excitation and emission spectra as well as the diffuse attenuation of
spectra of visible light. Specifically, we have concentrated on the
high velocity region of the eddy and the region that is warm center.

Approach: We pump water throughout the water column to a depth of 200
m. This water is passed through fluorometers which are fitted with
filters for measuring specific excitation and emission fluoresce_ice.
In conjunction, we take specific water samples for measuring the
spectral characteristics of fluorescence and excitation as well as the
spetrophotometrlc measurement of diffuse attenuation spectra. In
addiLion to the discrete samples, we extract the pigments and count
the principal species.

Current Status: At the onset, we hypothesized that a pattern of
phytoplankton distribution in time and space in a Warm Core Ring would
be the result of variations in the buoyancy of the water masses
associated with the eddy. Shipboard and satellite optical
observations confirmed this and also showed that the convective

overturn is an important mechanism in regulating the distribution of
phytoplankton. The central core of the warm core eddy experiences two
bursts of phytoplankton growth and they are out of phase with the
seasonal changes observed in slope and shelf water at the same
latitude.

This work has been Jointly supported by NOAA, NASA, and NSF, and the
State of Maine.
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MESOSCALE ICE DYNAMICS AND PROCFSSES/OBSERVATIONAL

Dr. H.J. Zwally (P.I.)
Dr. J.C. Comiso (Co-P.I.)
Code 912.1, Ice Section

Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, h_ 20771

Long Term Interest: (I) To investigate the frequency and areal extent
of polynyas inside the ice pack and study possible mechanisms for
their existence. Persistent and temporary openings in the ice pack,
especially those near the continental shelves during winter months,
will be studied and related to oceanic and atmospheric processes.
(2) To investigate sea ,._ dynamics and processes near the ice edge
anl short and long term variability of sea ice extent.

Objectives: (I) To study the characteristics of near and offshore
polynyas in the Antarctic region with emphasis on those adjacent to
the ice shelves, (2) to quantify the rates of ice growth and decay at
various areas in the polar region, and (3) to investigate the ice
extent variability in both hemispheres.

Approach: Daily averages of Nimbus-5 ESMR brightness temperature data
will be used to investigate short (or long) term openings or closings
of near or offshore polynyas. The main emphasis will be to study
areas located near the continental ice shelves. Statistical analysis
will be applied to separate real openings from spurious ones caused
either by data retrieval problems or by atmospheric effects. To study
rates of ice growth and decay, the brightness temperatures are plotted
as a function of position along the ice edge at some fixed locations.
Changes in this distribution with time are then quantified and
analyzed.

Status: Five location) near ice shelves around the Antarctic continent
_-a-_-l)eeninvestigated. About 300 x 300 km areas have been chosen and
the parameters analyzed with time include: minimum, maximum, and
average brightness temperatures, and standard deviations of brightness
temperatures in the area. Analysis of these results is in progress.
Also, spatial distributions of brightness temperatures along the ice
edges have been generated during some times of the year and are being
analyzed.
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MESOSCALE ICE DYNAMICS AND PROCESSES/REMOTE SENSING

Dr. H. J. Zwally (Co-P.I.)
Dr. J.C. Comiso (P.I.)
Code 912.1, Ice Section

Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

Lone-term Interest: To investiqate the microwave emlssive proper-
[Tes Of various types of sea ice, at different ,requencies and
polarizations as obser,ed fr_n a space platform. Existing tech-
niques wiI] be improved ard new methods wiI] be developed to
include various effects llke aqe, thickness, snow cover, and wet-
ness, in the extraction {f sea ice qeophysica] parameters.

Objectlves: (1) Measure the wavelength and polarization dependence
of the microwave emissivities of first-year and multiyear ice, (2)
examine the temporal and spat]a] variabilities of the emissivities
of the various ice types, and (3) study how to utilize the multi-
spectra] satellite microwave data in identifying effects of thick-
ness, snow cover, rouqhness, and weather.

Aj_p_roach:Near simultaneous imaqes of the Scanning MuItichannel
,1_FFc-F_eRadiometer (SMMR) and the Temperature Humidity Infrared
Radiometer (THIR), both onboard the Nimbus 7 satellite,will be
used to obtain qloba] measurements of emissivities in consolidated
ice reqions. Mu]tispectral"c]uster analysis" wil] be used to
separate the various ice types and to obtain the corresponding
emissivities of each type at the various channels. Time dependent
effects like snow cover, weather and ridging wil] also be studied
by examining series of measurements at the same area over a year
cycle. Effects of snow wetness and me]ring will be investigated by
comparative analysis with in-situ data, ]ike the extensive ice
observations from the October-November, 1981 US/USSR Wedde|I polynya
expedition (WEPOLEX). Infraredand visible channe] data will also
be utilized to investigate ice characteristics in the neighboring
area during the same period, and to study microwave signature of
thin ice formed in nearshore polynyas.

Status: A paper on sea ice emissivities in the Arctic has been
su--_Bi_iTTtedto the Journal of Geophysical Research. A report contain-
ing more details on the results and also results from the Antorctic
region is in preparation. Effects of snow cover, wetness, surface
melt, and flooding are current|y being studied in co|Iaboration with
S. AckIey at Cold Regions Research Laboratory (CRREL).
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